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THE PRES1DFNT'S ESSAYt



Keeping Things in Perspective

by Joseph L. Fisher

It is not easy to keep things in perspIctive at any time; the series
of crises to which this country and the world have been subjected
during recent months and years has made it even more difficult for
people to maintain a balanced view of what has been happening
and what lies ahead, lint this is exactly what each person must try
to do: to sue things steadily .a.d to see them whole with each one
endeavoring to find his own most satisfying and socially construc-
tive role.

Ours seems to be a time of crises. The last few years have seen
the }oath t.iisis, the population the Southeast Asia and the
Middle East crises. the inflatitm crisis. the dollar crisis, the en-
vironmental crisis, and the crisis tf confidence, along with several
others. We in this country have been moving from crisis to crisis
with hardly a breather. One of them ends, not so much by a solu-
tion as by the beginning of another. Americans are on a roller
coaster, going up and down from manic highs to depressive lows.
The nearly instantaneous reporting of the modern media of com-
munications now makes it possible for almost everyone to be on
the same roller coaster.

III For the last few months it has been the energy crisis that has
absorbed the attention of the American people and the people of
Western Europe, Japan, and the Middle East as well. Like most
crises, this one, at least for the United Status, waa brought on by a
combination of long-term trends and short-term events. It has been
clear for some years that the difficulties and costs of finding and
extracting more oil and gas from sources within the United States
were increasing. For several years i! has also been clear that the
major petroleum exporting countries, especially in the Middle East
and North Africa but also in other places, were going to drive
harder bargains for their products. The need in the United States
for greater protection from environmental damages caused by the
tremendous growth in the production and consumption of energy
led, in the last several years. to the imposition of restraints and
controls which added to the cost of energy and to growing public
resistance to locating and constructing new refining and other con-
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%ersion facilities. These and other problems of increasing energy
supplies hate been placed in the setting of continuing rapid growth
iu demand, hit n has been running at o ur 5 percent for oil
during the last four years. .n and 4 percent for natural gas, and
oer ti percent on :average for e'ectricity. Behind these increases
on the iltInand title lie the powerful pressures of population
growth, rising inciunes, de %otion to the automotive way of life,
expanding air travel, continued displacement of railroads by
trucks for funding freight rapid extension of air conditioning in
houses and structures of all kinds. further electrification of homes
anti offices, and so on.

In short. the inexorably rising curve of demand broke through
and outdistanced the sluggish and relatively stable curve of
supply: the impending gap between the two has been clearly visible
for : several years. To 1111 the gap Americans have been relying on
imports of oil and nil products, principally from Canada and
Venezuela, but increasingly from the Middle past and North Africa,
where reserves are very large and production costs still exceed-
in_ly low. Thi- sudden outbreak of war between Israel and the
Arab countries in October to 3, followed by the embargo on ship-
ments of oil to the United States, has driven the nail home;
Americans are facing a genuine energy crisis now,

III The energy crisis is not the first crisis of natural resources faced
by the 1 tutted States in the twenty-five years since the end of the
Second World War. Immediately foIlowing that war it was widely
held that there would not be enough raw materials of various kinds
for the restoration of the badly damaged European and Japanese
industrial economies, or even for the rapid conversion of the United
States economy to a peacetime basis. Awareness of a possible
running out of resources was widespread in this country, as evi-
denced by Fairfield Osborne's remarkable book, Our Plundered
Planet, (incidentally, Osborne was one of the founding fathers of
Resources for the Future.)

In the early 1950s thene was widespread concern about a possi-
ble shortage of adequate supplies of fresh water in several im-
portant regions of the United States. A presidential commission
investigated the subject and reported its findings. One response
was the establishment of a federally aided water resources re-
search program with units in the various land grant universities of
the country. The water crisis has ebbed and flowed down to the
present time; within the last year another distinguished govern-
ment COMMISLiuit has completed its report on the subject. (Again
incideltally, a member of the RFF Board of Directors headed this
second commission and another member took a leading part in the
work of the earlier commission.) In the early 1950s also the
National Materials Policy Commission, headed by a former chair-
man of Resources for the Future, addressed the problem of supply
difficulties and rising costs of mineral products. Last year another
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national commission reported on the same sidled, emphasizing
the need for conservation and recycling of materials.

More recently, within the past several years, awareness of an
environmental crisis has gripped the country. Ecology has passed
from the slaws of an arcane science to a household word. The
culling edge of the environmental movement has been the fight for
antipollution laws, principally at the federal level but also at the
state and local levels. These have included acts dealing with dean
air and clean water, solid waste disposal, the use of pesticides in
agriculture. the discharge of radioactive substances as well as toxic
metals and other materials, and so on. Of most general importance
was the passage several years ago of the National Environmental
Policy Act, which established the Council on Environmental
Quality and required the preparation of environmental impact
statements by government agencies proposing projects or programs
that would have significant effects on the environment. The courts
have been important to the environmental movement in various
ways: for example, by permitting class acticn suits to be brought
by individuals and groups whose mission has been to defend the
environment against government agencies and others who, they
thought, were about to engage in actions potentially damaging to
the environment. Supporting the environmentalists have been a
variety of other organizations and groups, such as those concerned
with stopping population growth, reducing economic growth, and
preserving natural areas, among others. The environmental revolu-
tion, so-i:alled, has been one of the significant features of the
social and political history of this country from the sate 1960s up to
the present time. Now it is confronted by the energy crisis, the
alleviation of which may well require what a confirmed environ-
mentalist would regard as retrogression reducing standards for
air and water quality, landscape, and urban conditions or post-
poning their achievement.

The fact is, of course, that resource and environmental diffi-
culties are likely, now and for the future as far as one can see, tt1
be widespread, interrelated, and more and more intractable. Turner
said that the passing of the American geographic frontier took
place about 1680 and with its passing there set in the beginnings of
a profound change in the American character and view of life.
A good case can be made that, in about 1970, a kind of resource
frontier, viewed on a world scale, ceased to exist as increasing
numbers of people in the various countries became aware of the
planetary constraints of spaceship earth. This is not to say that a
general collapse is all but inevitable within the next hundred years
or so, which seems to be the implication of the remarkable book,
Limits to Growth, published a few years ago, but it does portend
dire results some time in the future unless the people of this planet
can succeed in coming to environmentally acceptable terms with
the resources and resource potentials of their finite world. Largely
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of crisis, such as now is upon us, when demands can he checked
by allocation and rationing schemes. Allowing prices of 4111 prod-
ucts and other fuels to go up the normal response to shortage
in the face of rising demand, runs counter to government efforts
to dampen inflation, which everyone wants done, and works a
particular hardship on poor people who have to use their cars to
go to work and for other essential purposes. Even so, prices of
gasoline and other oil products will undoubtedly continue to go
up, but probably not enough to correct the supplydemand Un-
balance. In the short range, the outlook is for trouble and the
possibilities for corrective action are strictly limited, [Observa-
tions regarding the short-range aspects of a crisis obviously are
easily outdated: who knows precisely what will happen next week
or next month?)

Furthermore, the enormous windfall gains that can accrue to oil
companies from sales of domestic oil as a result of the general
shortage and especially of the rapid escalation of the price of
imported oil pose a severe dilemma: higher profits encourage
exploration, discovery, and development of new sources; they are
needed but are unacceptable as a matter of social equity at a time
when all others are having to make sacrifices. A workable com-
promise would consist of a moderate, controlled price rise plus
an excise tax to assure that undue profits would go to the govern-
ment to serve public purpose such as, for example, increased
research and development on new, clean energy sources and con-
version technology. The need for special tax treat -rent of oil such
as the depletion allowance and other expensing privileges seems
to have passed with the advent of higher product prices.

For the middle range, the outlook is mixed, uncertain, iffy, but
with more room to maneuver. Over the next five to ten years, or
perhaps even longer, if events break reasonably well, enough oil
and other energy commodities could become available to meet,
if not the typical 4 percent annual increase in consumption, at
least a more modest 1 or 2 percent growth. A step-up of offshore
leasing, drilling, and development could occur, as well as some
increase in onshore production from new wells, plus secondary
or even tertiary recovery from existing wells. North Slope Alaska
oil could be in full production toward the end of the 1970s. Given
some kind of resolution of the Mideast conflict, imports could be
increased from the very large reserves of oil there, but at no bar-
gain, given the economic muscle the exporting countries are will-
ing to use. In addition, timely actions now might mean at least a
beginning of liquid fuel production from coal and shale. There
could also be much more electric power from conventional re-
actors, or from breeder reactors after, say, 1985.

But each of these possibilities carries with it a burden of environ-
mental consequences. Offshore oil presents threats of ocean and
shoreline pollution. The Alaska pipeline has been a classic con-
frontation of developers versus environmentalists. More imports
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will require port facilities, onshore or offshore, for hardli.ig super-
tankers, which also presents pollution daagers, .trip-rninirn: of coal
or shale iyquires the removal of vast quantities of ovt.ibuien and
the consequent scarring of the landscape. And nuclear power en-
tails the possibility, however remote, of incalculable damages from
the escape of long-lived radioactive substances, In each case the
increase in energy production will have to be weigt.'. ° against the
increased damage or threat of damage to the environment. Thus.
the energy crisis intensifies the enviroamental crisis, especially if
environmental standards have to give way to the need for energy
that is more polluting.

For the long range of twenty or more years ahead, additional
supply options come into view: geothermal heat, solar energy,
nuclear fusion, and truly large amounts of liquid products from
coal, shale, and tar sands. These, too, present us with environ-
mental problems but with more lime to figure out how to handle
them. Furthermore, in the perspective of a decade or more, entirely
new technology, products, and even consumption patterns can
change the whole picture.

Will the energy crisis completely eclipse concern for ecology?
The environmental crisis has been with us now for several years,
and it has many manifestations: foul air over most of our cities
much of the time, sewage- and silt-laden streams, monumental
amounts of solid waste to dispose of. toxic chemicals in both air
and water, heat, noise, congestion, and general disfigurement and
disruption of the urban and rural landscape. Gains have been
made, of course. Very few Americans die nowadays from cholera
or typhoid. Water is potable nearly everywhere and food is pure
enough to eat safely. People live longer than they used to. But the
discharge of wastes, some of it poisonous, is now so large and so
diffused over wide areas, and so difficult to cope with, that crisis is
not too strong a word to characterize the situation. Added to this
have been the rising expectations people have regarding a clean,
healthful, and attractive environment. Convinced that the tech-
nology. managerial capability, and funds are available for improv-
ing the environment, they want results.

In a crisis situation when things are not going well at all,
Americans tend to look for the villains who got us into the mess.
In turn, the environmental crisis, has been blamed on big business,
bureaucratic government, the media, technology, and the establish-
ment, whatever it is. The true causes, however, are deeply em-
bedded in the whole structure and functioning of society and the
way individuals behave. The increase in population, especially in
urban areas; the growth of industry, particularly polluting industry;
the rapid approach toward the limits of air, water, and land to
absorb, hide, dilute, or flush sway the increasing load of pollutants;
the reluctarce of people virtually everywhere to reduce their con-
sumption, change their littering habits, or pay the clean-up bills
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the ire among the principal causes of environmental deterioration.
The main lines of solution fortunately are becoming clearer as

the problems get worse and more and more people clamor for
action. (I) Set strict but attainable standards for air and water
conditions and then enforce them. (2) Where possible, levy charges
on polluters according to the damages they cause, in the hope that
they will then refrain from polluting so as to avoid the charges.
(3) Provide technical aid and financial inducements for the reclama-
tion and recycling of waste materials. (.4) Make sure that costs of
preventing or repairing damages caused by polluting products are
somehow included in their prices. (5) Always lean in the direction
of raw materials, industrial processes and products, and consump-
tion habits that are less polluting. (6) Install new institutions.
frequently regional in scope, to plan and administer the necessary
preventive and corrective programs.

The costs of a vigorous program of environmental improvement
do not appear to be unbearable: 2 to 21/4 percent annually of the
gross national product ($24 to $30 billion a year this year), about
twice what is now being spent. would enable good progress to be
made.

If we look far ahead to the end of thin century and beyond, it is
clear that continued population and economic growth will ulti-
mately overtax both the capacity of the environment to absorb
pollutants and its capacity to provide raw materials including these
that yield energy. Technology and general cleverness promise only
to stave off the Malthusian day of reckoning, but they can buy us
precious time to figure out better ways of handling things and to
make appropriate adjustments in our whole style of living, the
arrangements of our cities and towns, our aspirations, and our
culture generally.

The environmental crisis and the energy crisis tend to overlap and
merge. Most air pollution is due to the burning of hydrocarbon
fuels, principally in automobiles and other vehicles which also
cause noise and congestion in our cities. Oil is the largest polluter
of oceans and shorelines, coal mining the greatest disfigurer of the
landscape. An excess of carbon dioxide in the upper atmosphere,
if that should turn out to be a problem; ecologically unbalancing
amounts of heat in major metropolitan air sheds; the risk of radio-
active catastrophe; the production of large amounts of potentially
contaminating chemicals, such as those contained in fertilizers and
pesticides--all of these are based on or closely linked to energy.

Ironically, many promising solutions to each of these crises, or
both taken together, will require yet more technology that con-
sumes energy and thereby adds to pollution of some sort. Again,
the search must be for technology, such as ways of reducing the
emission of pollutants from vehicles, whose net effect, including all
the side effects on the environment and on people's health and
welfare. is favorable and which, on balance, will require less energy.



()ear the years Resources for the Future has tried to maintain a
steady, balanced, systematic view of the various crises pertaining
to resources and the environment that have paraded across the
American scene. We have tried, through disciplined research, to
understand the factors involved and the interrelation.ips among
them. Always we have valued objectivity ioost highly, ileing aware
that most organizations concerned with these matters have been
advocates of one position or another. Thus, on many occasions our
researchers have had to resist the temptation to rush to the barri-
cades in defense of a cause, however laudable the fause. Before
a situation became a crisis RFF has seemed to be looking at it
with undue alarm; for example. water and air pollution five years
or so before the public became concerned. After a crisis has been
widely perceived as such, RFF has been criticized for being loo
complacent, of not being with it, of turning its attention elsewhere,
frequently to a problem destined to become a crisis several years
later.

At all times, we have wanted to maintain credibility with all
parties to the numerous conflicts that have occurred. This does
not mean we have been uninterested in policy and action; rather,
it means that we have sought to make our contribution by defining
issues, analyzing the factors involved, appraising alternative pon-
des in terms of the objectives and standards they seek to achieve,
examining the feasibility of other objectives altogether, and, of
course, reporting our conclusions in a straightforward and timely
-,vay. There is a place for advocacy study, but we have striven
for objective research, and that has been enough to keep us fully
occupied.

From its beginning twenty years ago, but Inc: easingly during the
past year or so, Resources for the Future has been concerned with
policy outcomes and has selected research projects whose finding
could be of use to the policy makers in government and in
the private sector. During the past year, for example, we have com-
pleted a report on Alaskan oil in which the advantages and dis-
advantages of the Alaska pipeline project were laid bare, two
studies on urban land policy with numerous direct policy implica-
Lons, a legal analysis of the National Environmental Policy Act,
plus a number of other reports with direct bearing on what to do
about the various crises being considered here. In all of these
studies particular attention has been given to the legal, institu-
tional, organizational, technological, and behavioral issues that
could be dealt with through changes in policy at various govern-
ment and private levels.

Our strategy in choosing research projects has been along two
lines. First is the broad and systematic examination of resource
and environmental trends and problems. Thus we have tried to
keep under more or less continuous surveillance such subjects as
energy supplies, environmental pollution, land use and manage-

113 ment, and water resource problems. Second, we have tried to select



for examination those particular problems which we thought to be
critical in the sense that, without solution, progress of a more
general kind would be held up. The first, more comprehensive
research has embraced theoretical, statistical, historical, and meth-
odological work. The second has included applied analysis, case
studies, policy background reports, and collections of professional
papers on particular subjects.

Throughout its two decades of experience, RFF has striven to
help k 'ep things in perspective by seeing them clearly, steadily,
and objectively. Such a view seems more needed now than ever as
the number of crises multiply and people seek solutions on which
they can depend to meet not only immediate problems of tomorrow,
but also the problems of the long years ahead.

/AL
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Air Pollution and Human Health

The recent collision of U.S. air quality standards with XIS. energy
policies has placed a premium on the knowledge our scientific com-
munity possesses, or can acquire. about the effects that air pollution
may have on human health. The current problem is more than one
of balancing the benefits to polluters from venting residuals into the
atmosphere against the damage suffered by society as a result of
the increased pollution. From a policy-making standpoint. the basic
difficulty is our ig,iorance. We are uncertain who suffers, to what
degree, from what amount of which agents. Under an RFF grant,
Lester B. Lave of Carnegie-Mellon University and Eugene P. Seskin
of the Urban Institute have been engaged in research addressed to
that chain of que'tions. The following essay is adapted from their
recently completed interim report.

It is misleading to speak of air pollution as if a single substance
were involved. Sulfur oxides, suspended particulates, nitrogen
oxides, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and photochemical oxi-
dants are the most common pollutants in the air. Lumping together
all of these into the single category, air pollution, provides little
information as to which specific pollutants should be abated, since
the effects include phenomena of such disparate weight as dis-
coloration of fabrics, deterioration of health, and fewer clear,
sunny days. Air pollution is used as a summary term for these
compound phenomena,

Although many of the effects of air pollution are evident, they
are often difficult to measure. We do not know precisely what air
pollution costs society in terms of human suffering and depriva-
tion, not to mention financial injury. Many investigators have
attempted to quantify and evaluate these effects. Lave and Seskin
have elected to explore one aspect in detail, cinjecturing that, if
air pollution exerts an adverse effect on Health, this alone would be
sufficient to justify its abatement.

Let us begin with some useful oversimplifications. There are two
types of air pollutants those that come mostly from stationary
sources (particulates, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides), and
those that come mostly from mobile sources (carbon monoxide,

15 lead, hydrocarbons -id nitrogen oxides). There are two measures



of ill health sickness and death (morbidity and mortality). And
there are two ways by which the health problems are presumed
to arise from air pollution --- chronic exposure and episodic
exposure.

In living memory, several large-scale. disastrous episodes have
provided the kind of public evidence needed to focus official at-
tention on the relationship between daily mortality and daily air
pollution.

The highly industrialized Meuse valley of Belgium experienced
climatic conditions permitting the buildup of abnormally high
levels of air pollutants (particularly sulfur dioxide) during Decem-
ber 1930. Over a five-day period, approximately 6,000 people
became ill and perhaps 80 died (most of whom were elderly per-
sons or those with previous heart and lung conditions). This was
more than ten times the number of deaths that would normally
be expected.

In October 1948, a similar event took place in Donora, Pennsyl-
vania. Within three days, almost 6,000 people (over 40 percent of
the population) became ill, and about twenty deaths were reported.
This again was approximately ten times the expected number of
deaths, and again the aged were most susceptible (the average age
of the dead was 65). A follow-up study found that persons who
became ill during the smog episode demonstrated subsequently
higher mortality and morbidity than other persons living in the
community. This was particularly true for persons with diseases
of the cardiovascular or respiratory systems.

In December 1952, London was enveloped by a dense fog and
in a two-week period 4.000 deaths were attributed to the ab-
normally high concentrations of sulfur dioxide and smoke. Unlike
the previous episodes, all age groups were affected.

Lesser episodes occurred in London during January 1956 and
December 1982. Nearly 1,000 deaths were attributed to the first
incident. The greatest percentage increase in deaths was among
newborn children. In absolute numbers, however, the greatest
increase was among elderly persons. Bronchitis mortality ex-
hibited the highest increase among specific causes of death.

Dramatic increases in air pollution have been shown beyond
question to cause discomfort, illness, and death. Thus, the first
hypothesized relationship between air pollution and health is an
acute response, in which high concentrations of air pollutants
have an immediate effect on health. Since there are a host of
pollutants which might be responsible, some researchers have
examined air pollution episodes to determine which pollutants
were present, and numerous laborator, experiments have been
run to explore the effects of individual pollutants.

The second hypothesized relationship is a more subtle one. There
is a hidden dimension to the problem. The effect of air pollution

16 on health may be related to exposure time. A long, or chronic,



exposure to low concentrations might be just as oarmful to health
as a short, or episodic, exposure to high concentrations. This
long-term exposure may well exacerbate existing disease or in-
crease susceptibility to disease. Evidence for this hypothesis is
the finding that such substances as benzopyrene can produce
cancer in laboratory animals, and the fact that acute irritation
(demonstrated in laboratory experiments) can aggravate the symp-
toms of a chronic respiratory disease, and possibly make it pro-
gressive. However, concentrations of the magnitude required to
demonstrate these effects in laboratories are seldom, if ever, ex-
perienced in urban air.

While there is no doubt that air pollution did cause illness and
death in the episodes of Donora and London, there has been
considerable uncertainty as to whether the levels of air pollution
now prevailing in our major cities are sufficient to affect health.
Although people living in cities are known to be generally less
healthy (with lower life expectancies) than people living in rural
areas, the question remains whether any part of this "urban factor"
is caused by air pollution. Detailed and statistically sophisticated
analyses are needed to explore the relationship between the level
of air pollution and number of deaths. This research must not
only establish whether there is an effect, but must also provide
estimates of the quantitative impact of air pollution on the health
of city populations.

We need to know, specifically, whether the effect of a given
dosage changes with the time of exposure. For example, is an
exposure of 10 parts per million {ppm) of sulfur dioxide for 10
hours better or worse than an exposure of 1 ppm for 100 hours or
0.1 ppm for 1,000 hours? If the physical responses to these ex-
posures are quite different, laboratory experiments are not likely
to provide satisfactory information for public policy toward air
pollution. The body's repair mechanism has led to the prevalent
view that there is a "threshold" above which the repair mechanism
can no longer keep up with the damage; below the threshold
level, no damage will result. If there exists a threshold level of
air pollution that can be easily maintained by society, it makes
sense for Congress to pass laws requiring that air pollution be
abated to the point where no health damage is present. Such an
attempt was indeed made in the 1970 amendments to the Clean
Air Act. But if no such thresh )1 I exists, or if it is at so low a
level that it cannot be maintained with current technology, the
standards embodied in the 1970 amendments make little sense.

Though not yet agreed on such a threshold, scientists have
been accumulating formal evidence for more than forty years that
links ill health to air pollution. The scientific community has been
slow to accept this evidence because of the methods used in
gathering it and because of the lack of controls. Some early
studies contrasted the mortality rates in polluted and unpolluted

17 areas and found higher death rates in the polluted regions. The
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problem with such analyses is that areas with high levels of air
pollution are industrialized cities, whereas the areas with low
levels of air pollution are rural farming communities. Put this
way, the findings are not at all surprising: we know that people
living in large cities have lower life expectancies for a host
of reasons.

The principal conclusion that one might draw from a literature
review is that many scientists have demonstrated an association
or link between air pollution and increased mortality rates. What
can one conclude from such a link? There are four logical possi-
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bilities: (1) the association is a sampling phenomenon and occurs
at random: (2) air pollution causes an increase in the mortality
rate: (3) increases in the mortality rate cause air pollution; or
(0) there is a third factor that causes both air pollution mid in-
creased mortality, which gives rise to a spurious correlation he-
tween them. For example, if automobiles were the only source of
air pollution, and if many deaths resulted from automobile ac-
cidents, there would be a significant correlation between air
pollution and the mortality rate across cities. To avoid this
spurious association, the number of automobiles, as well as such
related factors as the number of miles driven and weather condi-
tions, would have to be controlled in the analysis.

What can we say about these four possibilities? We can rule out
the first. since there has been an enormous volume of evidence
collected indicating a close association between air pollution and
increased mortality. We conjecture that the second possibility is
correct, but we must rule out the third and fourth in order to
prove it. The third possibility seems macabre: perhaps in the
13th century the increased mortality during the Black Plague
epidemics led to air pollution, but this hardly seems relevant
today. Therefore, proving that air pollution is the cause of in-
creased mortality depends upon being able to rule out the fourth
possibility. i.e,- that the association is spurious.

Generally, mortality rate is measured for a geographically de-
fined group, such as the inhabitants of a city. A large number of
factors are known to affect the mortality rate. Some of these may
be grouped arbitrarily into: (a) physical characteristics of the
population, (b) socioeconomic characteristics, (c) environmental
factors, and (d) personal factors. The most important factors are
the last, yet they aie the most difficult for researchers to take
into account.

In order to estimate the effect of any one of these factors on
the mortality rate, the others must be held constant experimentally
or controlled statistically. This is necessary because the estimated
difference in mortality between two areas may reflect differences
in a variety of factors affecting the death rale; one cannot ascribe
the entire difference to one, such as air pollution.

An ideal investigation of the association between air pollution
and bealth would control for all relevant factors. Unfortunately.
many of them are difficult to measure conceptually (genetic effects,
for example), while data on others either have not been collected
(smoking habits) or are poorly measured in existing statistics
(medical care). The difficulty comes in finding ways to control for
each of the variables experimentally or statistically, explicitly or
implicitly.

In practice, the laboratory has not proved to be a very useful
setting for investigating the association between air pollution and

19 ill health. There need be little relationship between the short-term



readion mechanisms which can be explored in the laboratory
using human subjects, and the mechanisms by which exposure to
low levels of pollution over a period of many years exacerbates
chronic disease. Even experiments involving the fumigation of
animals over a prolonged period may have little relevance in
studying the effects on humans, because of the differences in
physiology and life span.

Because of these difficulties, the normally accepted method of
using laboratory experimentation to prove causality may not be
suitable. Indeed, the notion of causality may not be a useful
concept in investigating chronic disease. Progressive lung damage
could be caused by bacteria {or a virus), by occupational exposure
to harmful materials, by smoking, by air pollution, or even by
genetic factors. What is the cause of severe dyspr'ea in a 60-year-
old asbestos worker who smokes, lives in a large city, comes from
an impoverished family, and has never received proper nutrition?

A more useful approach for chronic disease involves determining
which factors aggravate symptoms or make the disease progres-
sive. In the given example, all of the factors named probably con-
tributed to the dyspnea, and the absence of any one of them
probably would have resulted in less severe symptoms. But the
worker would not find such a conclusion helpful, nor would a
public health official. They would find it more useful to know, for
example, that breathing 1174/".:StOS particles Is ten times more
detrimental than exposure to ufaan air pollution at the level ex-
perienced in the particular city.

Similarly, it is more useful to determine the extent to which
sulfur dioxide increases the severity and frequency of emphysema
than to investigate whether high concentrations of sulfur dioxide
induce the disease in white mice under controlled conditions.
Lave and Seskin's concern is primarily with estimating the effect
of mitigating one of the insults, rather than with whether this
insult is capable of causing the disease in isolation. For this
reason, an epidemiological study that examines human beings in
their natural setting is more relevant than a laboratory experi-
ment. But le investigate tilt contribution of one insult, one must
control for all the other variables believed to influence health,
And research is further complicated by the likelihood that pol-
lutants interact to produce more damage than each would individu-
ally. The effects of uncontrolled or unobserved variables will
sometimes result in lending a spurious significance to the air
pollution-health relationship; in other cases, in obscuring the
association.

For a chronic disease, such as bronchitis, there is a long series of
possible causes and aggravating factors. It is difficult, if not
impossible, to control for each of them, e.g., genetic susceptibility.

20 One is faced with a choice between two types of experiments.
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The first type of experiment represents classical epidemiology;
it compares two groups which differ only in their exposure to air
pollution. For example, one might look at the incidence of bron-
chitis among sets of identical twins, one of each set living in an
area of low air pollution and the other living in an area of high
air pollution. Studies of this sort may be quite suggestive, but
they are not very helpful in estimating the contribution of air
pollution to the incidence of bronchitis in the general population.
These experiments also suffer from small Ample sizes and limited
ability to control for other factors hypothesized to affect the in-
cidence of ill health; for example, a difference in exercise habits
between urban and rural environments.

The second type of study examines Ce incidence of bronchitis
among large, geographically defined groups, and searches for
correlations among a variety of possible causes. Sample size is
particularly important when a subtle irritant is involved and a
number of other variables are uncontrolled. For example, in
comparisons of the populations of areas exposed to different
levels of air pollution, the inherent health-related factors will tend
to balance out. When this is the case, a comparison between two
substantial populations can be expected to show different mortal-
ity. morbidity, or physical-test results. if air pollution is the
prime variable.

Of course, data on the characteristics of various city populations
may not reveal some crucial traits needed for valid comparisons.
People with severe respiratory difficulties may migrate from pol-
luted to unpolluted cities. Suppose, for example, that everyone in
New York City who has severe asthma or another chronic respira-
tory disease moves to an unpolluted city in the Southwest, such
as Phoenix. This would mean that, even if the relatively clean air
in Phoenix were to prolong the migrants' lives, the net effect of
the migration of unhealthy people might be to mita the mortality
rats in Phoenix while lowering the mortality rate in New York
City. If there is a net migration of diseased people toward un-
polluted areas, the result will bias the estimated coefficients of
air pollution toward zero, and cause us to underestimate the as-
sociation between air pollution and mortality. Carried to the
extreme, so many sick people could migrate to Phoenix that the
resulting death rates would be higher in Phoenix than in New
York, and the estimated relationship between mortality and air
pollution would show that air pollution is associated with lower
mortality! The effects of migration have in fact been explored by
Lave and Seskin in an analysis of the change in population in
standard metropolitan areas ISMSAs) between 1950 and 1960.
Migration appeared to have little bearing on the estimated effects
of air pollution.

A similar distortion might arguably occur when people take less
21 dramatic steps to reduce their exposure to air pollution. If persons
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included possible underreporting of the fetal mortality rate, in-
accuracies in the diagnosis for the cause of &alb in disease-
specific rates, and sampling variability when the disease was
relatively raw land the mortality rate was small) or when the
population at risk was not very large.

Among the infant rates, particulate pollution was most closely
associated with the deaths of infants under one year and under
2R days old, while sulfate pollution was most closely associated
with the fetal t;eath rate. It all, twenty-nine ale, sex, race-specific
mortality rates averaged over the years 1959 to 1961 were investi-
gated. In generd (except for the 15- to 44-year-old age groups),
air pollution was an important factor in explaining the variation in
these mortality rates across SMSAs.

Fourteen disease-specific mortality rates, based on both 1960
and 1961 data. were examined. For total cancers and four sub-
classifications of cancers. there was a dose association with air
pollution (particularly sulfates) in 1960, aFhough the 1961 repli-
cation failed to indicate the same level of significance. Deaths from
cardiovascular disease and its subcategories also showed a close
association with sulfate pollution in 1960; in this case, the 1961
results further strengthened the relationship. For five diseases of
the respiratory sN stem, the results were generally insignificant.
Only the tuberculosis mortality rate exhibited a close association
with air pollution in both 1960 and 1961. Surprisingly, the mortality
rates for asthma, influenza, pneumonia. and bronchitis did not &I-
play as relationship that was significant in both years.

For a subsample of fifteen metropolitan areas, data on three
additional pollutants (sulfur dioxide, nitrates, and nitrogen dioxide)
were investigated in an attempt to isolate their effects. In addition,
major interactions among the pollutants were analyzed. Sulfates
proved to be the deadliest pollutant in terms of general mortality.
However, for the infant mortality rate, all five pollutants were
statistically significant, and nitrogen dioxide was the most im-
portant in terms of estimated effect.

In work focusing more narrowly on a small group of major cities,
greater specificity was gained but generalizing power was much
reduced. As with all previous work on this problem, RFF's study
was limited by the availability of pollution data and. to a lesser
extent, of mortality data. Daily observations on pollution levels
(24-hour averages) were obtained from the Continuous Air Moni-
toring Program (CAMP). The data were most usable and complete
for five cities Chicago. Denver, Philadelphia, St. Louis, and
Washil.gton, D.C. and for five pollutants carbon monoxide,
nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and hydrocarbons.

In conjunction with the daily pollution readings, daily death
counts from 1962 to 1966 were obtained for the five cities from a

23 special study by the Environmental Protection Agency.
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Finally. climatological data were secured on daily weather fac-
tors 'or the cities from the Department of Commerce. Air pollu-
tion, mortality, and climate information constituted the data base.

Results were similar for four of the five cities. There was no
evidence of an effect Of daily air pollution On daily mortality. 1 he
notable exception was Chicago, where, after controlling for climate
and weekly effects, a close association was found between daily
deaths and two pollutants - - nitric oxide (primarily from auto-
mobiles) and sulfur dioxide (primarily from stationary sonrces).
The effects of these pollutants on Chicago's population differed in
their severity and timing. Sulfur dioxide was the most deadly,
showing a large immediate effect on mortality, which gradually
diminished over lime. For nitric oxide the effect was delayed by
several days, reached a peak, an.I then diminished. Further
analysis ruled out the likelihood that deaths associated with air
pollution were merely hastened by a few days that is, that very
vulnerable or mortally ill individuals who would have died a bit
later were simply prodded along by the pollutants.

Some climate variables were significant in each city. Average
wind speed was significant only for St. Louis, where increased
wind velocity seemed to reduce daily mortality. This was plausible,
since wind cleanses the air. Rainfall did not appear to have this
effect. However, a lower mean temperature (coupled with air
pollution) produced a rise in the death rate in Denver and St.
Louis, whereas a higher mean temperature produced more deaths
in Chicago. It is difficult to explain the different patterns in the
three cities. For Chicago. however, it is possible to say that a 50
percent reduction in air pollution (as measured by sulfur dioxide)
could be associated with a 5.4 percent reduction in that city's
daily death rate.

A natural question arises as to why the data from Chicago alone
confirmed a connection between daily mortality and daily pollu-
tion levels. One possibility concerns the relatively high levels of
pollution that were prevalent in Chicago. For each pollutant under
consideration, the mean level in Chicago exceeded the mean value
for any other city. This was especially noteworthy for sulfur
dioxide, for which Chicago's mean levels were almost ten times
the levels of Denver and almost four times the levels of St. Louis.
Even the low pollution months in Chicago had pollution levels far
greater than those of the other four cities in this study. Thus, it
may be that, at levels of pollution substantially below those found
in Chicago, acute effects ar2 not important. A closely related
issue involves the relative size of the cities. Because of its larger
population, the mean number of deaths per day in Chicago was
more than four times as large as in any other city in the sample.
Siace deaths occur in discrete units (at least one at a time), effects
of pollution in a sr-11311er city may be lost when scattered over a
five-day period.
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Other studies. it should be added, have found similar close
associations between daily mortality and air pollution in New
York City and Los Angeles, both of which answer the require-
ments of size and high levels of air pollution.

Before Lave and Sr ,kin undertook the foregoing analysis, they
examined a large number of studies documenting an association
between air pollution and ill health. The conclusion from both
their work and the work of others is that a significant association
exists between various pollutants and death rates in large cities
across the United States. Moreover, it appears that daily changes
in the cities' air pollution levels have more effect on mortality than
do annual changes. Where possible, every reasonable suggestion
was tried to determine if the estimated relation between air pollu-

tion and mortality was spurious.. In general, the conclusion has
passed these tests and appears to be a consistent one. While this
evidence cannot be said to prove causation, since there are still
a number of factors affecting health which were uncontrolled in
the analysis. it is substantial and, it is believed, sufficient to con-
vince an unbiased observer of the relationship.

The implication of the 1960 study for 117 SMSAs is that a
10 percent reduction in air pollution (as measured by particulates
and sulfates) was associated with a 0.90 percent decrease in the
total mortality rate. Analysis of 1960 data also suggests that a
50 percent reduction in air pollution (as measured by particulates
and sulfates) would be associated with a 4.5 percent decrease in
the total mortality rate. When a similar calculation was made from
the corresponding 1989 data, it was found that a 50 percent reduc-
tion in air pollution las measured by particulates and sulfur
dioxide) would be associated with a 7.0 percent decrease in the
total death rate.

This work points to the need for a great deal of additional research
to answer specific questions. An investigation of morbidity rates
would probably be more useful than further studies of mortality
rates. It is essential that the more difficult task of constructing
reliable morbidity indices be accomplished, and that analyses
similar to the one sponsored by RFF be carried out. Another crucial
issue involves the question of which pollutants are harmful to
health. For example, what is the toxicity of photochemi,:al smog
compared with that of sulfur dioxide?

Some limited evidence has been produced that suggests that
suspended particulates and sulfur oxides are important pollutants.
For infants, suggestive although quite limited results lead to the
conclusion that nitrogen oxides as well as particulates are quite
toxic. Much more work must be done on toxicity, and it is likely
that such investigations will require morbidity rather than mor-
tality data.



Finally, the problem of estimating the effect of air pollution
on human health requires better physiological evidence and identi-
fication of other environmental insults, such as radiation. A pro-
gram should be undertaken immediately to estimate the doses of
environmental factors experienced by a sample of the population,
and to correlate these estimates with measures of the morbidity
of the same sample. A careful experimental design together with
appropriate statistical analysis of the data would add much to
our understanding of the effects of man's environment on man.
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Low-Cost, Abundant Energy:

Paradise Lost?

Most of the ingredients in the current energy discussion are familiar
ones: it is the combination and configuration which provide the
elements of severity and surprise. Not in recent times has the con-
nection of events in the domestic economy been so dramatically
underscored as by the emergence of energy shortages in one or
another sector, with price rises as their harbinger. It is this inter-
relatedness of phenomena which forms the basis for a review of the
ens it;y st.ene today, written by Hans 11. l.andsberg, director of RFF's
energy studies program. The following essay is adapted from the
original, which represents the introduction to a report on social
science research needs in the energy field prepared for the National
Science Foundation during 1973.

The United States and much of the rest of the world have
entered an era of profound alteration in traditional relationships,
patterns, and long-accepted trends, in which what used to be taken
for granted or was only rarely questioned has become an issue, a
problem, a dilemma. Price relationships, usage rates, sources of
supply, and, in its broadest conceivable meaning, national security
and integrity, all have become areas affected with uncertainty and
conflict indeed such a degree of uncertainty that writing about
energy developments carries a high risk of being obsolete before
the ink is dry.

What follows is not intended to be an up-to-date chronology
or news report, nor a set of policy prescriptions timed to the
latest events and trouble spots. Nothing that has to be set in print
weeks before publication can meet such a task. Rather this is an
attempt to explain elements of the crisis, to explore the underlying
trends and events that reach back long before (and are more
profound than) the Arab oil embargo, and to look ahead beyond
the immediate future with its day-to-day tasks of engineering
quickly workable schemes for equitably sharing insufficient sup-
plies with least damage to the U.S. economy.

The problem of supply is not generally unique to the United
2/ States, however. Energy prices have always been higher in Europe,



as every tourist pulling up at a gas pump in France or Italy has
long known. Energy import dependency has been a fact of life for
japan, on a scale not even dreamed of in this country and of a
degree only moderately smaller in most of Europe. Uncertainty of
energy supply. both in availability at any given time a id in quality
of service, prevails through much of the world; most of industrial-
ized Europe. japan, and in fact all but a handful of countries get
a!ong on one-half the per capita supply, or less, of what has
seemed to be a necessity for Americans, though their growth rates
in recent years have far exceeded that of the United States.

Perhaps we arc witnessing the dosing of yet another frontier-
the end of a low-cost, reliable energy supply in the United States.
In any case, the changes are painful enough to evoke the specter
of a "crisis."

Energy problems did not hit the country full-blown in 1973. There
were much earlier hints of impending trouble. Among them were
the refusal of numerous natural gas utilities to connect new resi-
dential customers, and voltage reductions arid load shedding insti-
tuted by a number of Eastern electric utilities during peak load
periods in each of the past two summers (though none as drastic
as the Northeast power failure of November 1965, which has re-
mained an isolated instar.--.0 rather than the first of a series as some
had feared).

Oil customers were affected next. In the late fall of 1972, short-
ages of heating oil prompted schools and other public buildings to
close, and Midwestern farmers and their spokesmen in and out of
Congress began to worry over securing enough fuel to dry wet
crops and power their implements. By the summer of 1973, distil-
late and fuel oil and gasoline, as well as crude. were in short sup-
ply. Sunday or early weekday closings of service stations or "sold
out" signs on the pumps are not sights the American motorist
accepts with equanimity. That indeed spells crisis.

There were other indications. Electric utilities counseling cus-
tomers how to "save a watt" or oil companies suggesting that
motorists drive more slowly to make each gallon go further herald
grave difficulties, no matter how much one discounts the adver-
tiser's inclination to ride the crest of whatever popular theme
comes rolling in. Since then, of course, mandatory speed reduc-
tions have taken over.

Yet another symptom was the increasing pressure for relaxation
of environmental standards and controls. Both the automobile
industry and numerous municipalities pressed for deferment of
automotive emission standards; utilities sought temporary waivers
of stack emission controls, largely in order to enable generating
facilities to burn fuel of higher sulfur content; and high govern-
ment officials asked environmentalists to be "reasonable," lest a

28 backlash develop. Again, government action eventually replaced



oliIntarism and "ailhocism": variances in and postponement of
achieving prescribed standards were becoming official late in 1973.

At the end of the product line, the consumer's -- and the nation's
energy bill has been rising. Long a bargain, electric utility

rates, as well as petroleum product prices, have started a rapid
upward climb, not only in the United States but worldwide.
Whether such changes are to be considered indicators of crisis
depends on the context and the observer's background; but on the
whole one would judge that 11) these price changes are the econ-
omy's mechanism of adjustment to changing conditions, and, like
an ill person's rising temperature, they reflect the struggle to cope
with the disturbance; and 12) the American consumer, who has
seen outlandish increases in the price of many foods in the last
twelve months, is not likely to revolt over higher electric bills
or pump prices, unless they are unprecedentedly drastic and
sudden. Yet, to the observer of the energy scene these changes
signal basic maladjustments in the balancing of supply and
demand.

Unless it is a short-term fancy of the kind the American
motorist has taken to in the past, the surging sales of compact
cars may represent the consumer's first adjustment to fears of
higher prices and uncertain availability of gasoline. In the booming
:Into market of 1973, which betrayed no sign that buyers were in a
mood to abandon their ;ove affair with the owner-driven vehicle
generally, small car sales during the first half of the calendar
year reportedly constituted 40 percent of sales, up from 35 percent
during the same period one year ago. Compacts, it is reported.
sell at "sticker" prices; standard models at hefty discounts, if at all.

The rising tide of public activity offers further evidence that
something is amiss. For both the executive and the legislative
branches of government, energy policy has become a major con-
cern. In less than three months the President has sent two energy
messages to the Congress, twice addressed the nation on the sub-
ject, and in November sent Congress a legislative package au-
thorizing him to take a number of significant corrective measures.
Organizational regrouping has been frequent but less than radical,
so far, in the search for an administrative machinery that might
make a reality out of the old dream of coordination. Long-cherished
policies like import quotas, eroded in the last stages of their exist-
ence, have been abandoned with little opposition. The flow of
government energy research funds has steadily mounted. This year
it stands just short of $1 billion, mostly for nuclear reactor devel-
opment. and is projected to rise to an average $2 billion a year dur-
ing the next five years, with somewhat more emphasis on non-
nuclear energy sources. The federal government is also trying to
set a good example in efficient energy use, in design of buildings to
be erected, in the operation of its structures, in the choice and

29 management of its vehicle fleets, and in other ways.



The Congress, for ids part, has been immersed in a spate of
111Vttitit'eti to cope with energy problems, Prominent among them
are efforts to: channel more public funds into energy research and
development (5.1283); investigate competitiveness (8.2082 and
associated hearings); promote the Alaska pipeline: establish a
Department 44 Natural Resources and ,or Energy, or some other
central agency dealing with 4,nergy issues (5.70 and II,R.9090); and
require environmental clearance and licensing for superports
(S. 1751). In addition, legislation has been introduced providing for:
new procedures concerning power plant siting (e.g., S.935); land
use planning that would affect just about every phase of energy
production, transportation, conversion, and use (e.g., 8.268, S.1081):
deregulation of natural gas (S.371); and a national power grid
(S.1025).

Finally, beyond the borders of this country, ever more frequent
confrontation between the major exporters, banded together in
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). and
their customers, and the seemingly unending string of short-term
revisions in long-term basic compacts have reached their climax in
denial of access to supplies and drastic, unilateral price boosts,
with economic and political ramifications that could easily swamp
the energy problem.

As in every crisis-like situation. an animated search for the villain
is under way, and wisdom by hindsight abounds. In a country as
rich as the I Jnited States. few are willing to believe that the con-
sumer suddenly faces shortages simply because demand has run
up against a real. albeit temporary. problem of supply. It must be
someone's fault, and it may well be so though the usefulness of
verification must be judged by its contribution to improved future
performance. Three convenient targets present themselves: the
energy industry, the federal government, and the environmentalist.
As seen by their adversaries, the first conspires, the second
bungles, and the third obstructs. The first is a knave, the second a
fool. and the third a dreamer. Industry is accused of withholding
supplies - and information on their magnitude, alleged to be much
greater than reported; thus it creates shortages. prices, and,
as a bonus, is able to cut supplies to and the throats of -- the
minor performers (independent refiners and gas service stations).
Government (in which, on the federal level alone, twenty agencies
administer energy programs or implement or develop policies, sup-
plemented by a number of special bodies in the Executive Office
of the President) is charged with holding down prices, reducing
incentives, cutting subsidies, and enmeshing industry in a thicket
of agencies, standards, and regulations. causing profits to decline,
capital to become scarce, and initiative to evaporate. Environ-
mentalists arc held guilty of halting the wheels of progress, fol-
lowing elitist aspirations, and shunning the "facts of life."

30 Not that these accusations are all new. The degree of competi-



tiveness between components of the energy industry and within
each branch has beer a subject of much controversy for decades,
especial4 in respect to the oil industry both nationally and world-
wide. Recently the assertion of "effective competition" in the
natural gas industry has come under f e, and the merging of oil,
coal, and u..inium interests in large, inclusive companies has put
in question competitiveness within the energy industry as a whole.
It is thus not surprising that the blame for rising prices and spot
shortages should be laid at industry's door.

Though the preceding survey of the energy scene lays no claim to
exhaustiveness, ii should have established as legitimate a search
for the underlying trends, activities, or conflicts that have given
rise to this variety of ever more drastic symptoms. The intercon-
nections between the identifiable elements are numerous and often
intricate. What is cause and what is effect is not always obvious,
and it may not always be possible to make the judgment at all. We
shall try here only to round up what would seem to an attentive
observer to be obvious, major, active ingredients of the "energy
problem," though not all firmly established as "facts" or "find-
ings."

Perhaps most obvious to experienced and lay observers alike,
demand has outrun supply at prices that have either been regu-
lated or have risen only with some lag in time hence, the "sold
out" pumps, the nonconnected natural gas customers, the schools
closed due to lack of heat, and the rising level of rates and prices.
It is in the nature of the energy industry that, once its reserve mar-
gins of productive capacity have been exhausted, output can
expand only slowly that is, over a period of a few years rather
than months. Anticipating the magnitude of future demand is thus
of crucial importance and, given the time lag between planning
and operation, such estimates must be pushed substantially into
the distant future to serve a useful purpose.

Whether those involved in the anticipating in or out of gov-
ernment could have done better is a nice question {not limited,
incidentally, to the energy field, as witness the rapidly changing
food price predictions made recently by the highly skilled Eco-
nomic Research Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
which escalated from a 3 percent increase predicted in November
1972 to one of 20 percent by August 1973). Let us take oil demand
as an example. What has pushed it up so rapidly that, instead of
the approximately 12 percent of consumption to be contributed by
imports under 1958 limitations, imports by mid-1973 represented
closer to 30 percent? One item has been the shift of electric utilities
to oil, highly notable along the Atlantic Coast, and evident in the
most spectacular manner in the Greater New York City area,
where Con Edison and Long Island Light relied on oil for 22
percent of their fuel input in 1980 but for nearly 80 percent in

31 1971. For the Long Island company alcae, oil in 1971 represented



te,er tin percent of all fossil fuel used: it has not burned coal since
Min. Con Ed burned its last coal in February 1972 and is limited
in its natural gas use to whatever is left over after its firm gas
customers have been supplied. Controls imposed on omissions
from fossil-fuel burning plants, the absence as yet of a com-
mercially t fabler technology for removing sufficient sulfur com-
pounds from stack gases. and tightness of natural gas supplies
have caused utilities to shift to oil that meets the restrictions
imposed. The effect 00 prices is not surprising, In the Middle
Atlantic region, for example, cost to utilities of oil "as burned"
rose 54 percent per barrel between 1969 and 1971, in constant dol-
lars. In New England it rose 52 percent over the same period.
Similarly, various industrial users have turned to oil and. within
that category, to the less polluting, lighter distillates. This in turn
has caused a tightening of oil available to heating customers. And
all this before the Arab oil cutoff_

At the same time, automobiles, which account for nearly 40
percent of oil consumed in this country, have become less efficient
converters of gasoline into vehicle-miles. There are several reasons
for this. More power-consuming accessories on more cars (pov.er
steering, power brakes, air conditioners, and, more recently.
emission control devices) are diverting part of the power produced
from the drive shaft. At the same time. they have added to the
car's weight, so that the same number of gallons will pull the car
fewer miles. Data in this field need cautious interpretation. A re-
cent account in the trade press {Oil and Gas Journal. April 18, 1973)
reports that between 1970 and 1973 alone the weight of an
otherwise comparable car has risen by about 300 pounds and that
miles per gallon for that car have declined from 14 to 11.5. This,
of course, exaggerates the impact; because of the large stock of
older cars on the road, average mileage per gallon has declined
much less. But the direction of change is beyond contention. More-
over, miles traveled per car per year have shown a moderate
increase, after years of stability and despite the emergence on a
hire^ and rising scale of the two- and three-car family, a develop-
ment that would have made one expect a drop rather than a rise
in per-car mileage. All this is apart from the sheer number of
automobiles. an upward trend that fails to reflect even the begin-
ning of anything that could be called market saturation. Congestion
in city streets and on highways adjacent to metropolitan areas
could well have been another factor in lowering mileage (and
increasing pollution) per gallon consumed.

All these factors have boosted demand for one or another of
the oil refinery products. At a compound rate, gasoline demand
rose by 2.8 percent per year from 1960 to 1965; it has risen at
4.5 percent since. Indeed, from 1967 to 1972 it rose by 27 percent,
or 4.9 percent per year. Consumption of middle distillates in-
creased even more rapidly, by 5.2 percent from 1967 to 1972; and

32 demand for residual fuel oil, the one-time Cinderella of refinery



so cm
products that had risen by barely 1 percent per year from 1960 to
1965, shot up by an annual rate of 7.2 percent over the latest
five-year span. This is the story for 1972, in percentage increases
over 1971: gasoline, 6.0 percent; distillate. 8.5 percent; residual
fuel oil. 10.1 percent total product demand, 7.3 percent,

Yet these growth rates are moderate compared with those that
have prevailed in the rest of the world. Demand for gasoline in
Western Europe has risen by an annual 10.8 percent during the
decade ending in 1972: for middle distillates, by 12 percent; and
for residual fuel oil, by 9.2 percent. Comparable figures for japan
are 8.8, 10.3, and 17.8 percent.

In the United States, recent increases in consumption have no
match on the supply side, no matter what measure one selects.
Leading oil states like Texas and Louisiana now are lifting oil at
essentially 100 percent of rated capacity that is, capacity cal-
culated at a rate of extraction designed to result in maximum
economic recovery, with none to spare. Through 1972 the trend
of exploration activity and drilling was down, while refinery con-
struction increased only slowly. Drilling activity, for example,
measured in well completions, had by 1972 declined to the level
of 1946, following a sharply rising trend that began in 1948 and
persisted through 1956, when completions had almost doubled
over the number recorded eight years earl:er. As a result, reserves,
as defined in the industry statistics, have declined absolutely, and
even more drastically as a multiple of production. The 1973 turn-
around in gas drilling activities is encouraging but too recent
to evaluate as a guide to future events.

In its most generalized form, the strong demand situation is
reflected in the relationship between energy consumption and
gross national product. Widely commented on, insufficiently under-
stood, and variously explained, growth of energy consumption, as
measured in the heat content of primary fuels and the fuel equiva-
lent of hydro and nuclear power, outpaced that of the economy
between 1967 and 1970, leveled out in 1971. End fell behind
economic growth in 1972. The significance of this most recent
decline in the energy/CNP ratio, which in more normal times
might have been seen as heralding a return to the long historical
trend. is quite uncertain, as the rate of growth in energy consump-
tion may come to be forcibly reduced rather than determined by
market forces.

Promising new avenues of supply expansion have narrowed or
closed altogether. Offshore drilling received a heavy setback from
the Santa Barbara Channel spill. Existing wells had to be throttled
and new ones could not be drilled. Moreover, the event cast a
shadow over offshore drilling as a whole, particularly threatening
to future supply in view of the richness of the offshore fields and

33 their rising relative role in recent years {from 4.5 percent of total
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crude and condensate production in 1960 to 16.4 percent in 1972).
Ni) less significant has been the delay of production of the
Northern Alaska field. The merits of the two cases aside, had
offshore drilling and producing continued as ftreseen and had
North Slope oil come into operation, these two sources could have
contributed about two million barrels per day by now sub-
stantially more than 10 percent of demand, or more than a third
of current U.S. oil imports and thus roughly the equiva'eni of
direct and indirect imports from Middle Eastern sources. More-
over, production of North Slope natural gas on the heels of that
of oil would have eased the demand that oil make up for the
natural gas shortage.

As3ociated with this slowdown in domestic production is a
record of declining renal energy prices, masked by price increases
measured in current dollars. Thus a barrel of crude oil was worth
$2.60 in 1948 and $3.39 in 1972, with only a slow upward trend
until the very recent rise. In constant (1948) dollars, however, the
1972 price reached not $3.39 but $1.86, for a decline of about 50
percent during the quarter century. To put it differently, any 1972
price below $4.75 per barrel represented a decline in the real
price of oil since 1948. At $3.39, oil in 1972 lagged about 30 per-
cent behind the rise in the general price level.

The price decline was even more pronounced in coal, which,
beginning in the mid-sixties, had come under the cloud of tighten-
ing environmental regulation of both mining and combustion
practicea. At the same time, coal's price in constant dollars had
declined by some 40 percent between the early postwar period
and 1970, then increasing very sharply as a number of phenomena
created a sudden shortage of coal, specifically of low-sulfur coal
though here again the long slide in coal's real price must be taken
into account when contemplating its subsequent rise. Recent price
increases ire most dramatically revealed in company annual re-

The illustrations on the preceding pages are based in part on figures
from the following sources; American Gas Association, Cos Facts: 1971
Data (1972); American Gas Association, American Petroleum Institute,
and Canadian Petroleum Association. Reserves of Crude Oil. Natural
Cos Liquids, and Natural Cos in the United States and Canada and
United States Productive Capacity as of December 31, 1972 (1973);
American Petroleum Institute, Petroleum Facts and Figures (1971 Edi-
tion); American Petroleum Institute, Quarterly Review of Drilling
Statistics for the United States (Feb. 1973); British Petroleum Co., Ltd.,
Statistical Review of the World Oil industry (1972 Edition); National
Coal Association, Steam Electric Plant Factors 11960 and 1972); OECD.
OilThe Present Situation and Future Prospects (1973); United Nations,
Statistical Yearbook 1972 (1973); U.S. Bureau oI Census, Statistical Ab-
stract of the United Stales: 1972 (1972); U.S. Bureau of Mines. Mineral
Industry Surveys, "Petroleum Refineries Annual" (1972); U.S. Bureau
of Mines, Minerals Yearbook (various years); U.S. Bureau of Public
Roads, Highway Statistics (1970 Edition); U.S. Department of Interior,
Outer Continental Shelf Statistics (1973); and U.S. Department of In-

38 tenor, United States Energy through the Year 2000 (1972).



ports, For example, Pennsylvania Power and Light registered a
rise 4)1 9.9 cents per mill; In 13tu of fuel purchased between 1970
and 1972: 1)etroit Edison, of 111 cents over the same period. Other
companies show similar trends. Only the price of natural gas had
advanced in real terms, but that advance had been accomplished
by the late fifties.

To a considerable extent, then, recent events in the price arena
mark the end of energy as one of the great postwar bargains.
Other factors have, however, aggravated the situation. One of
these, already mentioned, has been the slow pace in refinery
construction, most pronounced along the East Coast, where no
new refinery has been built in the last fifteen years and capacity
has in fact been declining since 1961. This trend is frequently
blamed on environmentalist opposition, perhaps because such
episodes as protracted and hitherto unsuccessful attempts to
locate a refinery in the state of Maine give high visibility to the
activists. However, not only does the condition precede public
environmental concern, but other factors mostly within control
of the government are probably involved. Import limitations
and uncertainties as to their duration and character, possibly
capital tightness following the reduction in the depletion allow-
ance, the suspension of the investment tax credit, tax advantages
for location offshore, the uncertainties concerning the type of
gasoline to be marketed frole of lead), and the rising difficulties
of obtaining sweet (low-sulfur) oil, which the bulk of U.S. re-
fineries are built to process. have all at one time or another
contributed to the failure of refining capacity to keep pace with
rising demand. Actually, refining capacity has not stood still,
even in the most recent past. It rose by about 4 percent annually,
from 1967 to 1972, and by 1.2 percent from 1971 to 1972. In the
face of rapid demand increase, however, this limited expansion
was not nearly sufficient, and the late sixties saw a rising de-
pendence on product imports. Even if fully implemented, and
assuming access to additional crude, the wave of recently an-
nounced planned capacity growth cannot soon remedy this condi-
tion.

All the foregoing might not have conjured up the idea of a
generalized "ent rgy crisis." had it not coincided with substantial
delays in the expansion of the electric power industry. Here, too,
the reasons were manifold, and it would be wrong to hold en-
vironmentalists solely or even largely responsible. Rather, as
many had anticipated, the nuclear power industry has been
plagued with childhood diseases, including unsuspected technical
problems, poor workmanship, congested order books, strikes, and
other delays not peculiar to the power equiprr. nt industry but
acutely felt in conjunction with other delaying events slowness
of the licensing process, multiplicity of agencies involved, and
time-consuming tests in the courts. These, together with the

:p concern of environmentalists about routine as well as accidental



emission of radioactive substances, safe management of disposed
material, thermal pollution of lakes and rivers, and the like, have
slowed down the planned expansion of the industry.

Nor were there ready alternatives. Supplies of natural gas, the
"clean fuel" par excellence, were becoming increasingly tight. Its
use as boiler fuel once again was frowned upon, just as it had
been some twenty years ago. And indeed, as mentioned above,
gas is the only fuel that has registered an increase in real price,
primarily because it had been so drastically underpriced when
first coming into use as a by-product of oil extraction. Even in
1972. its wellhead price of approximately 20 cents per million Btu
compared with 30 cents for coal (at the minemouth) and 60 cents
for wellhead oil.

Regulatory policies have played a part in perpetuating the price
differential, keeping the price of gas below the level at which the
market would be cleared without the "shortage" phenomenon that
now prevails. Not that there is any agreement among students of
the subject on how diminished regulatory control would affect
development of new reserves, or production. Some expect it
would result in greatly expanded exploration and development
activity, greater production from existing reserves, and somewhat
reduced demand. Others believe that, although production might
rise as exploitation of high-cost reserves became profitable with
higher prices. reserve development would be little affected, since.
in their judgment, the current shortages are due not to lick of
reserves but to deliberate suppression of productive capacity, ex-
tending even to the "cooking" of relevant statistics. Whatever
the cause of deficient supply, there is no disagreement over its
consequences: a substantial amount of unfilled demand at the
prevailing, regulated price of natural gas.

As for coal-fired boilers, a reliable, commercial process for
desulfurization has yet to be demonstrated, occasional reports to
the contrary notwithstanding. Utilities have thus been reluctant
to commit funds to coal-fired plants, an attitude strengthened by
the judgment that problems attending nuclear generation will in
time be solved and that the nuclear plant thus represents a wiser
It-rig-term investment. The lopsided allocation of research and
development funds, with the overwhelming emphasis on nuclear
energy, has not helped matters. Current efforts at correcting it
would bear fruit only in the years to come.

Nonetheless, there are tenuous indications that, of the many
problems besetting the energy industry, those that have slowed
down the electric power industry are perhaps receding in severity.
Reserve margins, a good indication of the industry's physical
capacity, are lengthening ever so slightly. In the summer of 1973
they reached 20.4 percent for the industry as a whole up from
19.6 percent a year ago; barring new delays or some basic
blockage, they could be climbing toward 25 percent in the next

40 two or three years. as government efforts to speed the licensing



PAIABilBEsk successful and new plants come on stream. On the
other hand, precisely' because a great many of the large {800 to
1,200 Mwej nuclear plants will be entering service, one should be
prepared for unpleasant surprises as operating experience is
gathered,

Against the factual background sketched above and reflected in
phenomena increasingly visible to consumers, let us summarize a
number of issues that these developments have placed on the
agenda: import dependence, expansion of domestic capability, and
environmental trade-offs,

However, one line of attack is perhaps best dealt with in ad-
vance'because it parallels whatever else is done. That is the multi-
tude of possible efforts to have energy, wherever and however
produced or converted, utilized more efficiently. Some results
might come quickly, such as c turn to car-pooling and maximum
use of available mass transit facilities. Higher gasoline prices,
rationing, or a combination of both can assure reduction in

consumption. So will other governmental moves, authorized or
initiated in mid-November. On the other hand, to expect that ap-
peals to voluntary economizing will bring substantial results is
perhaps to risk disappointment, Partly, one deals here with induc-
ing change in deeply entrenched habits not likely to yield swiftly,
and with changing the ,nature of producer and consumer du -Ailes
where annual output represents only a small increment to a `arge
stock whose built-in performance characteristics will tend to resist
the achievement of energy-saving practices. Partly, the political
process shrinks from imposing u . ,opuiar demands on the citi-
zenry. Partly, a whole arsenal of institutions would have to be
radically altered in order to work as energy-saving mechanisms.
Moreover, the link of the individual's action to. or abstention
from, the big picture may be too tenuous to rely on for motiva-
tion and achievement.

Nonetheless, there has developed a lively discussion arc,ind
what is often referred to as "energy conservation," Price increases
alone can be expected to slow down demand, though our scant
knowledge of price elasticities of energy as a whole and of its
components suggests more about the direction of change than
about its likely magnitude. We know that consumers purchase
energy in driblets. This diminishes the demand-reducing effect of
price increases. More potent deterrents, such as progressive taxes
on energy-consuming durables, especially automobiles, have come
into view but not as yet into operation. Changes in transportation
patterns (mass vs, individual media), buildings that minimize heat-
ing and cooling requirements, and other modifications of major liv-
ing arrangements tend to have long incubation periods. Nonethe-
lesis, marginal adjustments are taking place even now. Reductions
in airplane cruising speeds, the reported buyers' shift to compact

41 cars, and producers' intentions to respond by shifts in their output



mix are examples_ The effectiveness of admonitions to reduce
driving speeds on highways, on the other band. has quickly given
way to mandatory reductions in official speed limits. Altogether,
gradual, socially motivated changes in behavior, not to be con-
fused with the fashionable and ill defined label of "changing life
styles," are not to he discounted. Setting the thermostat a couple
of degrees higher in summer and lower in winter, or doing with
less illumination in offices and at home could well be contagious
responses to social pressure. Beyond that, changes in arrange-
ments for shelter or transportation or for meshing the work-home-
leisure pattern in a society built around abundance of space and
energy should not be expected to come rapidly or massively,
though there is room for argument and for contribution from the
academic disciplines. Moreover, it is probably true that improved
efficiency in use is the one area that can improve the demand!
supply balance in the short run.

Until November 1973. nobody doubted a continuing shift in sup-
plies from indigenous to foreign sources, involving principally oil
and, to a lesser degree largely because of technological newness
- natural gas. Its magnitude and duration were less easily agreed
on. Nor was it asserted that there were immutable factors at work
and no possih;lity of reversals. On the contrary, the new devotion
to energy research and development, symbolized by the govern-
ment's willingness to fund it at the annual rate of S2 billion. was
regarded as likely to provide the pivot on which the growing
dependence could eventually turn around. The cutoff from Middle
East oil has made impoil dependency a burning issue and shifted
the focus of the debate.

Concern over import dependency is not new. In its most conven-
tional form it rests on considerations of national security. It asks
what degree of dependency, and therefore vulnerability, is tolera-
ble, and what alternatives exist for ensuring adequate security in
the face of growing dependency.

Such concern has gradually extended its scope. In the future,
security is likely to be more broadly conceived as reliance on a
minimum flow of energy materials to feed the economy as a whole,
not just the defense machinery or the economy in times of war.
In that perception. two strands can be distinguished: (1) the im-
pact on the nation's foreign trade and payments balance with
implications for broad-gauged competitiveness in world trade,
and (2) the effect on United States foreign policy in a world where
competition for fuel easily becomes a major disruptive influence
among friends (Canada. Western Hemisphere, NATO. japan, etc.)
and a potent determinant of the existence and strength of new
alliances.

Relations with OPEC countries located in the Middle East and
along the southern shore of the Mediterranean have, for many
years, been heavily affected by energy questions, but that was

42 principally through the medium of security for Western Europe



and the role of RS. companies as operators in that part of the
world. Now and in the future, the far more direct impact of oil
(and gas) supply to the U.S. market and the impairment, if not the
loss. of Anwiican ability to 1p Western Europe and japan over-
corm' sudden supply difficulties by reaching into current U.S. pro-
duction will tli\ e new importance and urgency to the foreign
policy aspect. At the same time, how the exporting nations will in-
vest their growing oil revenues, assuming that large exports will
take place even if not at rates desired by many potential cus-
tomers, is an altogether new, and so far unanswered, question.

Of equal novelty is the idea of the USSR as a large-scale sup-
plier of energy, in this instance natural gas, to the United States,
here security considerations of a different kind are bound to
generate searching debate. Finally, rethinking the security concept

become necessary in the wake of recent evidence that
Canada is reluctant to remain an unquestioned reserve pool for
U.S_ needs. "An important policy question." a recent Canadian
government document states, "relates to whether energy resources
which may be surplus to Canadian needs should be developed
for export to what appears to be an insatiable U.S. and world
market" The customary assumption that U.S. dependence on
foreign supplies is acceptable as long as such supplies are located
in adjacent areas, or at least within strategically easy reach, could
come in for review, modification, and pert zips abandonment.

Viewed in isolation as a purely economic phenomenon, the trend
toward obtaining a growing share of energy supplies from abroad
should not give rise to great concern. It is a stage in the cycle of
development and foreign trade, through which other commodities
have passed at other times and in other places. However, not only
does U.S. demand pressure hit the country at a time of precarious
foreign trade and payments circumstances, it coincides with
sim;lar pressures in the rest of the industrialized world; both
Western Europe and Japan depend on imported supplies to a far
greater degree than does the United States. Indeed, Japan is 100
percent import-dependent on oil and derives nearly 80 percent of
its coking coal from abroad as well. Moreover, the 1960s have
witnessed a radical swing in both Western Europe and Japan to
oil as the primary energy source. Thus, plans for "sharing" were
looked at askance by Europe and Japan even before the Middle
East war, while now there is less to share and less willingness to
do so. As a result, the world's oil producers find themselves, for
the time being, in an unprecedentedly strong bargaining position.
which has enabled them to convert rising demand into rapid price
and revenue increases. Even if trade relations should return to a
state of normality, such revenue increases will have affected the
economics of expanding production (why sell now if prices will
continue to rise?) and reduced motivation in terms of collecting
more revenue (what is to be done with the already snowballing

43 billions of dollars that may by the end of the decade total $30



billion or more?). Thuseven steeply rising prices may not be ac-
companied by a satisfactory expansion of crude oil supply from
some foreign sources, Iligh prices and moderate exports, if the
cartel holds, could be an attractive alternative. Nor are refined
products available on short notice, even under normal conditions
of supply: especially nut gasoline, which represents only 12 per-
cent or so of the European refinery mix versus nearly 50 percent
in the United States.

II A decision to combat growing import dependence has its correlate
in policies designed to increase the contribution of domestic
sources, with careful attention being given to the relative costs
for the economy as a whole. After all, attainment of a greater
degree of self-sufficiency could easily be self-defeating if it imposes
burdens on the rest of the economy that would reduce its strength
and competitiveness. Although the nation has lived with almost
total import dependence as a "fact of life" for materials like
nickel, manganese, chromium, and bauxite, and has carried on
only modest research to probe potential domestic sources or new
substitutes, one cannot realistically expect a similar attitude when
the phenomenon shows up in basic energy materials.

In exploring avenues for expansion of domestic sources, it is
well to distinguish between short- and long-run means, where the
next decade, say the years through 1985, may be considered the
short term. In the latter context, the resumption of oil and gas
production from offshore sources, under appropriate environ-
mental safeguards and guided by the lessons of past accidents and
their consequences (still a controversial area), comes immediately
to mind. So does the completion in one way or another of the
effort that will bring Alaskan oil and gas to the West Coast and/or
the Midwest.

Less controversial but often neglected in the ardent search for
new zones of production are advances in the art of finding and
recovering oil and gas. It has been almost ritualistic for students
of the industry to assume a steady climb in the ability and the
practice based on it to locate producing zones and, in the case
of oil especially, to recover increasing portions of the material
originally in place. Instead, we have witnessed a decline in ex-
ploration and drilling and little progress in bringing more oil to
the surface. Much of the liveliness of research in the mid- and
late fifties, when new recovery methods were engineered and
tried, and hopes were high for bringing 50 percent and more of oil
in place to the wellhead, seems to have gone. The anticipated
fruits of satellite surveys to locate new zones also have been slow
in maturing. Increased attention to exploration and recovery tech-
niques as a short-term measure has consequently been suggested.

Since U.S. coal reserves are measured in hundreds of years,
even at rising annual rates of consumption, achievement of a

44 "clean-burning" coal would seem to be of utmost importance. As
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has already been slated. technology has lagged in developing a
process that would make such coal less costly than desulfurized
oil or natural gas_ Success would quickly lead to an easing, if not
a solution, of a major supply problem and is well within the focus
of the short term as here defined, though not an instant remedy as
is sinnetimes casually assumed.

I land in hand with greater emphasis on technologies that
promise short-term gains go incentives and policies designed to
make the search for and use of such innovations attractive to
producers. Whether there should be a more relaxed and perhaps
even positive attitude toward price increases that reflect chang-
ing supply/demand relationships and must thus be distinguished
from "inflationary" factors whether, and what kinds of, special
tax treatment, credit, allowances, etc., are indicated: whether there
should be, as in the case of natural gas, less public regulation:
whether and how federal funds are to be used to supplement pri-
vate efforts these are just a few of the questions that will be in
the forefrent of discussion. Research will bring others to light,
and in their consideration controversy will abound. The oil in-
dustry, for example, has traditionally been eyed with suspicion by
a broad segment of the public. Suggested incentives for better
performance in order to achieve expanded domestic capacity are
likely to be critically scrutinized: today more than ever, promoters
of extractive activities must demonstrate that these are in the
public interest. Nonetheless, energy conservation aside, enlarged
domestic oil and gas producing capacity presents the major, if
not the only, short-term antidote to increased import dependency.
Policies designed to support it and research activities to guide
policy therefore deserve great attention.

Truly new energy sources or conversion methods to replace those
approaches now narrowed or closed altogether by environmental
problems are apparently not around the corner. There is little
dissent from the judgmt that coal conversion to either gaseous
or liquid form, to supplement petroleum and natural gas supplies,
will not make much of a contribution before the early or mid-
eighties. Moreover, should drastically higher prices elicit an equally
drastic supply response from oil and gas producers, the early
need for producing liquefied or gasified coal would greatly
diminish.

The technique of extracting oil from bituminous sands is now
well advanced, though the largest operation, begun in 1967 in
Canada, is yet to break even financially. No sand zones comparable
to those of Alberta have been identified for early development in
the United States, nor are there moves to proceed in that direction.
Thus, expansion will come in Canada, if at all, and its benefit for
the U.S. energy economy will at best be indirect.

Such indicators as rising crude oil prices, proposed lease sales
of rich shale oil land by the Department of Interi.n. for construe-



lion of prototype shale oil plants, and various economic studies
suggest that the start of a shale oil industry could be in the offing.
Similar indications in the past, however, have come to nothing.
Moreover, there are still unresolved environmental issues concern-
ing the development of oil shale. A cautiously optimistic view
appears warranted at present. In the long run, lack of processing
water may limit the size of a Rocky Mountains shale oil industry.

Any impact on the nation's total energy supply by most remain-
ing technologies is probably even further in the future, not except-
ing advanced nuclear reactors --- specifically, the breeder. Given
the time it has taken nonbreeding reactors to come into their own,
as well as the fact that a breeder prototype is only now beginning
to be engineered and put in place, a significant contribution within
the next fifteen to twenty years is excluded. Even "shelf-item"
reactors now have a lead time of eight years or more. Recent
orders placed by utilities generally specify operation no sooner
than 1980. In a March 1973 tabulation of nuclear plants on order,
in instances where the vendor of the nuclear steam system had
been specified, twelve out of thirty-three units that had submitted
their construction-permit application listed planned commencement
of operation in 1980 or 1981. Of forty-seven orders for which
construction-permit applications are only in the preparatory stage,
thirty-seven listed the start of commercial operations in 1980 and
beyond, some as far ahead as 1983. Finally, a group of fifteen
orders for which no vendor had been chosen showed that all
were scheduled to commence operation in the early 1980s. Against
this background, to set the time of he first operating commercial
breeder reactor even as soon as the middle 1980s is perhaps
optimistic, especially since adverse environmental considerations
and arguments have yet to reach their full flowering.

It follows that the timetable for the emergence of commercial
power derived from fusion is likely to take us into the next century.
Nor is success a foregone conclusion. This does not, of course,
say anything about ether the timing, magnitude, or provenance of
research and development funds. Uncertainty of eventual success
and a long lead time are merely to be considered in setting prior-
ities, in conjunction with the likely impact of successful outcome
and the capacity of the research community effectively to digest
rising funds at each stage of work.

Both geothermal and solar energy are properly considered "new
sources," since their present employment is spotty; it takes place
under unusual circumstances, as far as geothermal is concerned,
and on a more or less experimental basis in the case of solar
energy. Though these two approaches, unlike fusion, are techni-
cally feasible today, they are likely to be important supplemental
sources only in the more distant future. At the same time, greater
attention to the untapped potential of the earth's inner heat has

418 already given life to a whully new concept of exploiting it; the



sinking of deep shafts, possibly blasting the holes with nuclear
devices, and utilizing the heat of the rock masses to turn in-
jected water into steam, to be raised and used in conventional
generation. As a new technology, beginning to be investigated in
the early 1970s. it is not likely to have an early pay off equaling
that of shale. tar, or coal conversion but, if commercially viable,
it could come into play during this century. In several respects it
is more attractive than traditional geothermal energy.

For good reason. solar energy has drawn increasing nitention.
Above all, at least on a global basis, its use would esset...ally free
us of the thermal discharge penalty. It would thus get around
atmospheric and climate problems and obviate limitations of
energy use as an ultimate "limit to growth." Technology, however,
is far behind the expectations aroused by popular writing. Even
the more feasible applications of solar energy for heating and cool-
ing residential and other structures would require major
changes in building design, practices, and associated institutions.
If adopted, it would gain importance slowly with the accretion of
new housing to the existing stock, and probably not without a
determined governmental drive to assure acceptability and a mass
market. This aces not promise early relief for the prevailing and
expected future tightness of heating sources. As for electric power
from solar energy, the conversion efficiency of the various devices
so far designed is still exceedingly low. Some of these devices
require large land surfaces, others outer space bodies, and none
so far seems to have reached a degree of economic feasibility akin
to that of most other novel technologies.

To sum up then, expansion of domestic capability in the near
future will depend principally on (I) establishing effective incen-
tives for exploration and discovery of oil and gas resources as yet
unidentified, and for more efficient recovery of those already
known and developed; j2) bringing into operation, with accepta-
ble environmental safeguards. Alaskan and offshore resources, and
whatever other occurrences might be revealed; and 13) expanding
the use of coal (as coal) so as to widen its application within
acceptable limits of environmental impact,

Beyond these measures lie resort to oil shale and tar sands, the
latter necessitating an understanding with Canada; to coal conver-
sion; to the breeder reactor; and eventually to geothermal, solar,
and fusion energy. Not all of these are technically proven tech-
nologies, nor will demonstrated feasibility necessarily lead to
utilization. Coal conversion and shale oil production will have their
timetables strongly influenced by the response of oil and gas ro-
duction to changes in incentives. Successful shale oil extraction
might for a long time push coal conversion into the background.
or vice versa. Thus, which items will be picked from the offered

47 menu is as yet uncertain.



Becanse environmental concern and action have become so
isit0is it is easy 10 exaggerate their constraining impact in

the current energy situation. For examplis, a nuclear power plant's
schedule delayed by careless manufacturing methods is much
less dramatic or dramatized than court action by an advocate
group. Yet at .i11.111hs 11.11A sug!.zest that fewer delays an. caused by
advocate groups than by technological and engineering problems

that stapliSing. after all, in a new technology where rapid ex-
pansion has not waited for accumulation of experience. Mutalis
mulandis, emission control devices tend to be blamed for higher
gasoline consumption and, therefore, for shortages, when body
xveight, a,ir conditioning and other add-ons, speed, and congestion
are greater reducers of efficiency.

This is not to say that legislation during the 1960s, the adminis-
trative machinery now in place at the federal, state, and local
levels, and the intervention of the courts have not significantly
slowed the :iscution of energy-producing facilities; in this sense,
this energy scene is probably the segment of the economy most
heavily affected by environmental policies and considerations. But
this is not the place to lay out the many arras involved. that
tenuous chain of knowledge and reasoning, from emissions to
ambient quality of air, land. and water, to impact on receptors,
to quantifiable damage. to the relationship with benefits conveyed
by the energy produced, transported, and consumed.

Since the national goal of "abundant, reliable, low-cost energy"
must include in the cost column those costs external to the pro-
ducer or consumer, the low cost is becoming a not-so-low cost.
Safeguards, risk - reduce delays, stopgaps, and less energy- or
material-efficient routes ..tid to cost. How far to carry these trade-
offs is a matter of legitimate disagreement. Value judgments pre-
vail, the more so as even the underlying data regarding damage
attributable to environmental impacts are often in controversy.
The effect of the resulting cost and price for rate) increases on
income distribution and on competitiveness of given industries or
activities. in both domestic and foreign markets, is calculable up
to a point, but what to do about them is a political decision.
Questions abound. Pow safe is safe. and how costly is costly?
To what extent are these researchable questions? And are they
researchable only in terms of past human experience or with
reference to some objective standard?

Frequently, the advice given in these matters is to act "pru-
dently." How does society conform to the prescription? How far
can we get with another generalization that explicates prudent to
mean "preserving the maximum number of options"? Can society
always know when it is foreclosing one? And how does it choose
among options? The choice is hard enough when only technological
alternatives are at issue: coal vs. nuclear energy, supertankers vs.
pipelines. or power parks vs. plant dispersal. But comparison

48 must also be made between benefits that accrue from abstention
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from action and the cost of shortfalls that might result, between
this ,eeneration and the next, between this country and others,

Alaskan oil be kept in the ground," Senator Jackson asked
in his July oth press conference, "while the American people are
running short?" How short is short? one wonders, What are the
rely\ ant costs? And who, by what means, is to bear them, one
way Or the other?

In a much broader framework and over the long run, the two
questions are (1) how we can agree on the point up to which we
wish to 11,:de additional, or lower-cost, energy for environmental
quality, and (::.) in what proportion different groups in society will
shar- the costs that inevitably flow from trade-off decisions. no
malt 'r where alone the spectrum they are made. While consider-
able thought has be devoted to. and action taken on, the first,
little thinking has gone into the second. To the extent that the
cost increases pass through the price system, one may wish to
'imit action to areas outside the price system (via negative income
taxes, for example, or other income-equalizing devices), Where
regulaiwy processes are involved, however, overt decit;ions must
he made, and it is harder to keep a hands-off attitude (hence, for
example, the demand for the "inverted rate structure," though this
may find justification quite apart from considerations here men-
tionedj. Vhere domestic supplies are depressed in favor of im-
ports, deleterious consequences by way of foreign extbange ad-
justments are probably too indirect and diffuse ill their impact to
allow compensatory policies to offset the damage to specific
groups.

Low-cosi energy has been an integral part of American economic
history: but as the example of some European countries shows,
comparable levels of per capita income can be reached with much
rawer per capita energy consumption. It is neither feasible nor
rewarding to reconstruct America's history under hypothesized
conditions of higher energy costs and lower levels of energy
consumption. But it is feasible to contemplate with equanimity a
n olcnged period during which energy costs will be higher, utiliza-
tion more efficient, and consumption patterns somewhat different,
all without a profound sacrifice of welfare, though surely
temporarily painful adjustments and crisis-lik phenomena. Pos-
sibly such a period may be followed once again by one of low
cost and abundance of energy, if and when the technologies of
either fusion or solar energy have been solved. Environmentally
attractive and basically unconstrained by "fuel availability," solar
energy would elimina'e even the problem of excessive discharges
of heat io the atmosphere; fusion might ease it. What new tech-
nological and environmental problems we might encounter we do
not yet know; but experience has taught us to expect them. The
first priority is to ease the energy problems now crowding in,
and likely to be with us for some years at least and to do so in
ways that will not obstruct long-term solutions.
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A Summary of the Year

Once again, energy and environmental quality were the principal
pivots of RFF research, but this time in the context of bn acute
national concern with immediate measures, and wider awareness
of the long shadows cast by policy decisions. During the 1973
program year, RFF responded to the mounting crisis atmosphere
in the manner most appropriate to a research institution by
intensified efforts to bring intellectual tools to bear on the array
of problems. Management of residuals, energy conservation, off-
shore oil drilling. the atmospheric environment, wilderness and
wildlife, coastal zone management, forest policy, nuclear power,
and metropolitan governance are only a partial list of the inter-
woven issues dealt with in the careful and patient analytical
process which alone offers society genuine advances. Examples of
cooperative research programs with private and governmental
institutions, both here and abroad, multiplied during the year. In
each of RFF's major activities, fruitful results were made more
likely through joining of hands on specific projects with interested
agencies.

U.S. energy supply options were the subject of intense study in a
special program financed by the Ford Foundation as part of its
Energy Policy Project. A report on energy research and development
was prepared for use in the national fuels and energy policy study
being conducted by the Senate Committee on interior and Insular
Affairs. Energy consumption trends and energy conservation op-
portunities in the New York City metropolitan region were the
subject of joint research by RFF and the Regional Plan Associa-
tion of New York. A seminar on energy modeling was held for
scholars engaged in this field. A study to identify social science
research needs in the energy field was undertaken at the request
of the RANN program of the National Science Foundation. Work
proceeded on a study of U.S.-Canadian energy trade. A major
work on the world petroleum market was published. At the
request of the Council on Environmental Quality, a report on

53 problems of outer continental shelf drilling is in preparation.



Major portions of RFF research in the quality of the environment
re4ildled, or Were CIO'S(' to, COMpilli011. Three studies of residuals
management in industry aluminum, steel scrap, waste paper - --

were in finished manuscript form, while a fourth, on petroleum
refining, appeared in book form. Two basic texts on environmental
economics were in process of publication, as was a pioneering
study of the political and institutional aspects of environmental
policy. Books on the climatic and weather effects of energy con-
version. .nd on air quality in the New York area were imminent;
a volume on the economic and environmental aspects of the
liquid metal fast breeder reactor program was in preparation.
Work continued on regional residuals management modeling in
connection with the Delaware Valley project. A conference on
the economics of the environment was cosponsored by RFF and
the IniversitiesNational Bureau Committee on Economic Re-
search at the University of Chicago.

Representing a new direction in RFF's environmental quality work,
several studies of "regions under stress" were commenced during
the year. One is addressed to coastal zone management, involving
cooperative research with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) in its ecologically oriented study of the
New York Bight Region. Another focuses on the tension between
development and the environment in the Four Corners states of
the Southwest. Companion studies abroad are expected to include
the Mediterranean Basin and the North Sea.

An extended seminar on national urban growth policy for selected
members of Congress and their staffs was held in conjunction with
the National Planning Association. Further work on metropolitan
governance issues was undertaken in cooperation with the
Academy for Contemporary Problems, and RFF's metropolitan
governance researcn comm 'ee was reactivated. A grant from the
National Science Foundation was received for research on struc-
tural changes in the regional and urban economy. Work on in-
formation resources was being readied for publication. Investiga-
tions into the quality of life and urban scale yielded new insights
into such features as pay advantages and crime rates. A cultural
analysis of American beliefs about real property was begun.

In preparation for the forthcoming Third United Nations Con-
ference on the Law of the Sea, RFF's program of international
studies of fisheries arrangements completed several in a series of
working papers concerned with particular fishery regions. Pre-
liminary presentations of these reports were made at three inter-
national gatherings: the Asian-African Legal Consultative Com-
mittee in Delhi, the fourth annual Pacem in Maribus Conference
in Malta. and summer meetings of the UN Sea-Bed Committee in

54 Geneva. Two policy studies, a review of legal issues raised by the
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National Enviroaanu Policy Act, and an overview of resource
and erIVir1)11111e'llial issues, were completed. Two other studies, on
land use planning, and issues in ;most policy, were under way.
Further progress was made in the established resource appraisals
project. and in special studies of resource adequacy.

A cooperative research agreement with the U.S. Forest Service re-
sulted in the design of a foot-traffic flow simulator for use by
wilderness area managers in understanding the travel behavior of
people using the wilderness. Another simulator, of wildlife popu-
lation dynamics, was brought to operational state for use in
wildlife management planning. A study of the economic manage-
tnent of migratory waterfowl was completed. Several studies of
wild lands and water allocation were also completed. Synthesizing
a five-year effort in the natural environments program, a major
study of problems in allocating and administering public lands
reached final draft stage. A pioneering volume on natural environ-
ments was published, based on papers presented at a workshop
jointly sponsored by REF, the University of Montana School of
Forestry, and the 11.S. Forest Service Forestry Sciences Laboratory
at Missoula.

A program of forest policy research has been undertaken to pro-
vide an improved analytical basis for forest activity in the United
States. Through membership by an RFF staff member on the
President's Advisory Panel on Timber and the Environment, a sig-
nificant input was made to the panel's final report. Eccnomic
studies of the use of saline water for irrigation have yielded several
professional papers. Two books on urban land use were published
during the year, and a third study on national land use problems
wag commenced.

A joint program of research on problems of water development
and management was launched in Latin America. Financed by a
two-year Ford Foundation grant, the activity involves university
faculty in Mexico. Colombia, Chile. and Argentina. A study of
water planning in Mexico undertaken for the World Bank was
completed and delivered to its sponsor. An analysis of water
resources managerial problems in the Mendoza region of Argen-
tina was also completed. In Brazil, an RFF study of the sources of
economic growth in twenty small- and medium-size cities in the
state of Minas Gerais proceeded. Also in Brazil, RFF initiated and
jointly sponsored (with CEDEPLAR and the Ford Foundation) a
conference on urban economics and planning.

Twelve grants, valued at $144,477, were made during the program
year. Twelve fellowships, totaling $52,950, were awarded to
doctoral candidates whose dissertations will deal with social
science aspects of natural resources and environmental problems.



Thirteen theses by earlier recipients of fellowships were com-
pleted, Eight books were published and five others were in process
of being printed.

STAFF. A number of staff appointments, resignations, and trans -
fers in programs occurred during the year. In the energy and
minerals program, Hans II. Landsberg was named the new
director, to succeed Sam II. Schurr, who has accepted an appoint-
ment at the Electric Power Research Institute in California, as has
Milton Searl; Mike M. Maaghoul completed his tour of duty, and
Ilarry Perry was appointed consultant to this program. Edwin T.
liaefele is the new director of the regional and urban program, re-
placing Lowdon Wingo, who has accepted the chairmanship of the
City Planning Department of the University of Pennsylvania, New
members of this program are Barry Schechter., from Northwestern
17niversity, and Constance Perin, formerly managing editor of the
Journal of the American Institute of Flonners. At the close of the
program year, Anthony C. Fisher of the natural environments pro-
gram left for a position at the University of Maryland. V. Kerry
Smith. of the same program, completed his tour of duty with RFF
and has taken a position on the faculty of the State University of
New York. Binghamton campus. Replacing Fisher and Smith are R.
Talbot Page, formerly working with the quality of the environment
program, and Mordechai Shechter, of the Israeli Institute of
Technology. Near the close of the year, Clarence J, Davies. formerly
at the Council on Environmental Quality, joined the quality of
the environment program to work on a study of environmental
politics. Other new members of this program are John Hansen,
formerly assistant attorney general in Vermont, and James W.
Sawyer, formerly at the University of Pennsylvania. Thomas B.
Cochran completed his work in this program and is now with the
National Resources Defense Council. Boyd H. Gibbons came to
RFF from the Counci' on Environmental Quality to work in the
land and water program. Mason Gaffney of this program has
accepted an appointment to the staff of the Institute for Economic
Policy Analysis, University of Victoria, B.C. Other new staff
members are Robert G. Healy. formerly with the Urban Institute,
who is working on land use planning. and Leonard L. Fischman.
who will be working on appraisals. Several changes also occurred
in the publications staff: Vera W. Dodds retired as senior editor,
and her position was filled by Joan R. Troll. former director of
publications of the National Bureau of Economic Research. Two
other long-term book editors, Nora Roots and Tadd Fisher. left
during the year and were replaced by Ruth Haas and Margaret
Ingram.
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Quality of the Environment

More than a decade ago, Resources for the Future began to study
environmental quality problems, concentrating initially on water
quality management. The substantial amount of theoretical and
conceptual work that was accomplished through the later 1960s
resulted in a number of important case studies. In addition, be-
cause considerable attention was given explicitly to public policy
issues in the water quality area, the results of this research have
been deeply influential in policy making in a number of countries.

By the middle of the 1060s, the staff had begun to think beyond
water quality to the broader question of managing all the non-
product materials and energy outputs from man's production and
consumption activities. These nonproduct outputs, now referred to
as residuals, are a major source of environmental degradation.
They include airborne and solid materials, and energy, as well as
waterborne materials. It became evident that these residuals ought
to he str4ied as a group because of various interdependencies
among thei:t. For example, when wastewater is treated, solid or
semisolid materials obtained from it are often incinerated, thus
potentially contributing to air pollution. Conversely, in the treat-
ment of stack gases a waterborne residuals stream is often gen-
erated because a wet-scrubbing process is used. Furthermore, the
quality characteristics of inputs and outputs and the particular
production processes used influence the amount and mix of resi-
duals generated. A more systematic and coherent view of these in-
terrelations was obtained through participation in a study of in-
tegrated waste management in the New York metropolitan region
and through a considerable amount of theoretical work on the
relation of materials and energy flows to basic economic theory.

Following these groundwork studies, the next major cycle in the
quality of the environment program emphasized the broader
problems of materials and energy flows in society, the factors
that influence them, and means for their systematic and coherent
management. The studies undertaken in this connection span the
distance from basic theoretical work in economics and political
theory through applied economic, technological, ecological, and
political analyses of particular problems. While all the research
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needed in the area of residuals management will not be completed
for a 11111g 111111' 111 come, the current cycle of REF work in this area
will draw to a close during the coming year.

In the past year. major progress was made on a number of the
onu'nt studies. including the large regional residuals manage-

ment modehrn; ettml Id,i.ustii'd in detail in previous annual re-
ports). and sexeral were brought to conclusion. Allen Rneese and
Blair Bower hate begun preparation of a "capstone" book aimed
at summariAng and interpreting this cycle of research.

In this rek ii'w of the year's work, we begin with some finished
work on basic theory. proceed to a number of applied studies
which were eitl'er completed or in which major progress occurred
during the year, and finally discuss briefly some new directions
toward which we .are' turning in our study of the quality of the
en. ironment.

Building a solid structure of basic theory for its more applied
studies is an enduring concern of the quality of the environment
program. AccordingN, once the interdependencies of the various
residuals streams became clear and the scale of the impact of re-
siduals discharges on environmental media (common property
resources) was e' an effort was made to adapt the economic
theory of resources allocation to these facts. Several persons were
involved in this work in a major way, and a number of articles
were written. :A first pass at a reasonably complete statement of
the revised and adapted theory appeared in the 1070 publication,
Economics and the Environment: A Materials Balance Approach,
by Allen Kneese, Robert Ayres, and Ralph d'Arge. This work
wedded general equilibrium analysis from economics to principles
of mass conservation from physics, and used the results to explain
how the degradation of common property resources is tied to
economic activities and economic development. This effort, con-
taining some significant insight!-, and innovations, gave rise to
considerable further work by economic theorists, physicists, and
ecologists. Among those who continued this approach and greatly
extended it, as well as making it more rigorous theoretically, was
Karl-Geran Maier of the Stockholm School of Economics. At the
close of the year, his manuscript, "Environmental Economics: A
Theoretical Inquiry." was being edited for publication. It addresses
the statics and dynamics of the new theory and applies the
theoretical insights gained to problems of environmental analysis.
When published, this study should be a standard work in its
field for Noilli, years to come.

A textbook treating theoretical aspects of environmental eco-
nomics. and of resources problems more generally, was in pro-
duction at the close o; the year. Ari Introduction to the Economic



Theory of Resources and Environment by the late Orris Herfindahl
and Allen Kneese is being published by the Charles E Merrill
Publishing Co. The honk reviews basic static and dynamic :!co-
mimic resources allocation theory and then treats a number of
specific problems associated with resources use. These include
primarily matters of resources conservation; the economics of
public investment in resources, particularly water; and a variety of
common property problems, such as those associated with oil
pools, fisheries, and the various environmental media, The book
is intended for advanced undergraduate and graduate students and
presupposes a modest background in mathematics and economic
theory.

NI \II- HA AND NI.VIT:1:1ALS

The approach to residuals problems developed at RFF can be
stated by asking whether the rate of flow of materials through the
economy is optimal, by some salient criteria; a corollary question
;s whether the rate of recovery and reuse of materials is appro-
priate. The quality of the environment program has launched a
number of studies bearing on this problem. Three of the most per-
tinent ones are discussed in more detail below.

Incentives for Recycling

At the year's end, R. Talbot Page was preparing a draft manu-
script of his study of incentives bearing on materials use ques-
tions. After a preliminary view of materials flows, including
recycling flows, throughout the economy, Page focuses in detail
upon the primary and secondary materials flows in the aluminum
industry. In this industry example, quantitative estimates are made
of the effects of freight rates and depletion allowances on materials
flows. The "right" amount of recycling can be defined only in
terms of criteria that discriminate among the various possible
allocations of materials usage and depletion over time. Applying
both the traditional economic criterion, which discounts future
welfare, and the standards defined by conservationists, Page's
study evaluates the present structure of freight rates, depletion
allowances, other tax provisions, and various market failures
which prevent the economy from recycling the right amount and
which in general contribute to excessive use of materials. Some
implications for changes in these policies are indicated.

Steel Scrap

At the end of the year, a report on recycling steel scrap from
automobile hulks was completed by James Sawyer and was being
revised for publication by RFF. The problem with this source of
scrap is its quality, since automobiles contain other metals besides



iron, most notably copper, chrominm, molybdenum, aluminum,
an nit kel. Except for some of the chromium and aluminum, these
No-called tramp elements are not removed when scrap is incited
during, the steel-making processAs a result, the metallnrgical
properties of the resulting steel are changed. and its usefulness
is substantially reduced, given today's product specifications.
Sawyer's study describes various alternatives for processing de-
registered automobiles to produce steel scrap for use as raw
material concentrating On costs, scrap quality, and associated
residuals generation. lie has established a cost function for the
reduction of the tramp element content of auto-based steel scrap.
Using a model he developed for the study. he found that the
short-run supply of auto scrap is very price-elastic; it depends
heavily on collection and transportation technology and costs.

A particularly significant aspect of this study is its connection
with the steel industry study being conducted by William
Vaughan and Clifford Russell (see p. 66). At the end of the
year, Sawyer, Russell, and Vaughan were working on linking the
scrap model to the steel plant model to investigate such factors
as steel product mix, furnace-type mix, level of relative ore and
scrap transport charges, the severity of steel mill residuals dis-
charge constraints, and the influence of these factors on the use
of auto scrap anti the fate of derelict auto bodies.

'Waste Paper

During the year. Thorna:.. Quimby and Blair Bower completed a
study of the potential for increasing the recycling of newspaper
and corrugated container residuals. Examining the relationships
of paper recycling to the solid residuals handling and disposal
system that operates in the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
of the District of Columbia, they explored the outcome of alter-
native system arrangements. Solid residuals management costs
were estimated for the metropolitan area at current levels and at
alternative higher levels of recycling, and with alternative costs
of unit operations. The authors paid particular attention to the
effect of institutional arrangements on recycling, and found that
substantially higher levels of paper residuals recycling appear
economically feasible. Appropriate adjustments to achieve such
levels require institutional arrangements and economic incentives.

Litter

The studies just described treat primarily those problems associ-
ated with relatively massive, concentrated residuals flows. Another
major problem, however, is the small but injurious amount of
solid residuals that become dispersed onto city streets and into
the countryside.

During the year a grant was made to the University of New



Nlexico to study the problem of dispersed solid residuals in the
countryside. This includes litter in the ordinary sense of the term
and also the' important problems associated with open dumps ail('
timer inadequate disposal sites. It also includes automobile hulks,
the indiscriminate disposal of which renders hideous the landscape
of some of our most aesthetically charming. and recreationally
aluable, countrysides. The principal researcher on this project is
Lets Brown of the University of New Mexico's Economics Depart-
ment, Sex era! other economists and engineers are working with
him. The study focuses primarily on the technology and costs of
dealing with dispersed solid residuals and with iastitutional
arrangements, such as collection systems for villages and the
countryside and laws relating to automobile deregistration, which
have a bearing on the efficiency and effectiveness of management
alternatives. The Rio Grande Valley and its contiguous mountain
areas are used for an illustrative case study. It is anticipated that
a companion study on the urban litter problem will be launched by
the R1'1' staff in Washington.
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To a great extent our environmental problems stem from the
market's failure to generate the appropriate economic incentives
for the use and conservation of common property resources. One
way correct this failure, although one much neglected in policy
making in the United States, is to provide appropriate incentives
through government action. This, of course, can only be done if the
market failure is explicitly recognized.

During the summer of 1973 Charles Schultze of The Brookings
Institution and Allen Kneese of the RFF staff began writing a
manuscript on the use of economic incentives in environmental
quality management. After a general discussion of the economic
factors leading to environmental pollution problems, the study
undertakes an extended review of the policies developed in the
United States during the postwar period to deal with such prob-
lems. These policies have been heavily based upon direct regula-
tion. enforcement, and the provision of subsidies for undertaking
certain types of abatement actions. The policy review finds the
approaches taken to be severely lacking when measured by
standards of both cost and effectiveness. An alternative approach
is to be presented, based heavily on the coherent use of economic
incentives in the form of effluent charges and adjustments in tax
policy, and on the development of competent regional planning
and management agencies.

A closely related enterprise was launched in cooperation with
the Environmental Law Institute. General leadership for this
study was provided by Frederick R. Anderson of the Institute,
with contributions by Serge Taylor of the University of California



at Berkeley, Russell Stevenson of George Washington University,
and Allen IXneese. Although this study also looks at the problem
ot economic incentives as a policy tool, it gives primary emphasis
to the practical aspects of implementation, including political,
legal. and technological factors: Ii is expected that a manuscript
reporting the results of this project will be completed in the
spring al 197-1.
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In the area of political and institutional aspects of environmental
policy, Edwin I laelele has for several years taken a leading role in
the quality of the environment program. During the course of the
year, he finished compiling and adapting his essays and shorter
studies in this field into a book, which-is being published by RFF
under the title liepresl,ntotive Goverament rind Environmentof
AIonogement.

Hay fele also organized, concurrently with the annual meeting
of the Public Choice Society, a conference on social choice and
political activism, The purpose was to expose social choice
theorists to some of the proposals for institutional reform being
mathe by political activists, and to confront the activists with some
of the consequences of their proposals. The program included the
allowing presentations:

Allen Kneese, "A Critique of Environmental Legislation."
Mark Green, "The Need for Congressional Reform."
Charles Cicchetti, "The Use of Environmental Impact

Statements."
Russell Stevenson, "Corporations and Social Responsibility."
Frederick Anderson, "The Ilse of the Courts in Environmental

Actions."
Bowman Cutter. "The Use of TV by Political Actors."
Ilazel Henderson, "Manipulating Information,"
Clem Zinger, "Public Participation in Agency Decisions."
Daniel Mazmanian, "Federal Guidelines for Public

Participation."
Paul Portney, "Benefit-Cost and Majority Rule."
John Jackson. "Airport Location: Who Decides?"
Henry J. Pratt, "The Logic of Collective Action in Activist

Organizations."
Haefele is also continuing his work with the Delaware modeling

team, whose activities are discussed below. In addition, he and
Paul Portnoy are proceeding with their studies of alternative
collective choice-making devices, including benefit-cost analysis,
representative government, referenda, and the courts.

Near the close of the year, Clarence J. Davies, formerly of the
Council on Environmental Quality, joined the quality of the
environment staff and the regional and urban studies staff to



make an independent but complementary study of environmental
politics. 'rho questions he will be addressing include: How does a
problem like environmental degradation become a public issue?
Mai are the factors bringing it to the forefront of attention? What
causes it to be displaced by other issues in the course of time?
Why do other problems, perhaps as severe, fail to become national
issues'?

Within the area of institutional, including legal, studies, is the
work undertaken by john Hansen, formerly assistant attorney
general of Vermont, who joined the RFF staff near the close of
the year to work with Clifford Russell. They will look into the
legal and economic bases for environmental damage claims.
Hansen approaches the subject through his experience as one of
Vermont's trial lawyers in the International Paper Company case.
Them the initial question has been whether Vermont has standing
to sue for recovery of damages to its natural resources. It
appears that the answer may be affirmative, but this then presents
the problem of what measures of damages will be legally ac-
ceptable both in terms of consistency with the law and, no less
important. in terms of believability. Hansen and Russell have com-
menced research, which they hope will result in a methodology
for legally acceptable damage estimation.
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Perhaps the singl most environmentally damaging human activity
is the extraction of basic energy sources from nature and the con-
version of these sources to energy for performing useful work.
This set of activities generates a vast variety of unwanted by-
products. including landscape disruption and discharge of particu-
late matter, sulfur oxides, and oxides of nitrogen to the atmos-
phere; it leads to the generation of highly hazardous fissile
materials and, finally, to the rejection of the energy itself to various
environmental media, ultimately the atmosphere.. Four studies in
the energy-environment at- a were finished by the quality of the
environment program during the year and one was nearing com-
pletion at the end of the year.

Climatic and IVeather Effects of Energy Conversion

William Frisken of the University of Toronto, while a visiting
scholar at RFF, completed a study on the global and regional
climatic and weather effects of energy conversion. His monograph,
The Atmospheric Environment, was in press at the end of the
year. It is a comprehensive, but relatively nontechnical, discussion
of the natural phenomena involved and of what is known and not
known about the various effects of energy conversion. Such con-
version is, of course, not the only human influence on the climate



of cities and metropolitan regions. The forms and surfaces of the
cities themselves have effects on the natural energy budget. These
then interact in various ways with the actual emissions of
materials and energy to the atmosphere. Frisken reviews and
assesses the various models available for forecasting climatic and
shorter-term atmospheric effects and points toward the research
needed to improve our knowledge and ability to predict in this
important area.

Nuclear Energy

Also completed during the year was a study of the economic
and environmental aspects of the liquid metal fast breeder reactor
program. The study by Thomas Cochran entitled The Liquid Metal
Fast Breeder Reactor: An Economic and Environmental Critique
was being edited for publication at the close of the year. Cochran
makes a detailed assessment of the various issues bearing upon the
desirability of rapid introduction of this reactor into the national
energy economy. Reviewing the economic and conservation argu-
ments put forward in favor of such rapid introduction, he finds
many of them open to question. He then outlines and evaluates
the various hazards known or thought to be associated with the
fast breeder economy. These include large amounts of plutonium
in the fuel cycle, the possibility of disastrous accidents, and the
problem of long-term storage of highly radioactive waste materials.
These problems are not unique to the fast breeder but are char-
acteristic to some extent of any fission-based nuclear economy.
In some cases, however, they take on a more severe form in the
fast breeder economy.

Cool

Although coal has commanded a declining share in the national
energy picture for some decades, the absolute amounts of energy
generated from this basic resource are still very large. Coal is
still the dominant source of electrical power generation. Further-
more, the recent interest in gaining self-sufficiency in energy re-
sources will no doubt lead to considerably expanded efforts to
exploit this most abundant of all conventional energy sources.
Unfortunately, the adverse environmental effects of the coal-energy
industry have been substantial in the past, and in some situations
are relatively difficult to control. Jerome Delson, now of the
University of Negev; Richard Frankel, formerly with the Asia
Institute of Technology; and Blair Bower have done a detailed
study of the environmental impacts generated in all stages of
the coal-energy industry, from the basic extraction of the oal
through its preparation, transportation and, finally, burning in
the power plant. They have assessed available control tech-
nologies and studied the economics of simultaneous sets of en-

64 vironmental control on all stages of the industrial processes. They



have hypothesized alternative levels of successively stricter con-
trols, analyzed the optimum (least-cost) ways of meeting them,
and set out the costs involved. A revision of their manuscript,
"Residuals Management in the Coal-Electric Energy Industry,"
was nearing completion at the close of the year,

Air Pollution

A manuscript that assesses some of the health impacts asso-
ciated with air pollution resulting from energy conversion was
completed and sent out for review. The focus is upon sulfur oxides
and particulates, and the data concerning health effects are largely
limited to mortality statistics. Lester Lave and Eugene S'skin, the
former of Carnegie-Mellon University and the latter of the Urban
Institute, performed careful and systematic statistical work on the
limited and defective data available, They used many econometric
techniques and introduced many variables to test-the "robustness"
of the apparent linkage between sulfur oxides. particulate matter,
and levels of mortality in a cross section of cities across the
country. They were also able to do a limited amount of time
series v:ork on particular cities. Their study led them to conclude
that the relationship is real, and that the health impacts of these
forms of pollution are large. !See essay. pp. 15-261

It is not just the overall damage from air pollution that is
important. but also how that damage is distributed across the
population. Jeffrey Zupan of the Regional Plan Association under-
took to study some distributional aspects of air pollution under
REF sponsorship. Ills monograph, The Distribution of Air Quality
in the. New York Region, was in press at the end of the year. The
report surveys several measures of the quality of the New York
region's air past, present, and future. Two hypotheses are tested:
(1) the lower the income, the lower the air quality: and (2) pro-
grams to improve air quality tend to benefit the poor the least. In
neneral, Zupan finds, the evidence tends to support both hypo-
theses.

()'r[wR s-rrnws

As mentioned in previous annual reports, a major area of study
in the quality of the environment program has been residuals
management in particular major industries. The coal-energy study
is one example, but it stands somewhat apart from other studies
completed or in process, in that it considers the whole process.
from basic resource extraction through the production of final
output, whereas the other research generally focuses on particular
industrial plants. Two studies of the latter type have been com-
pl?*.cd and published: one for the beet sugar industry and the
other for petroleum refining. The latter study, by Clifford Russell.
was published during the program year under the title Residuals
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

SCHEMATIC OF THE
REGIONAL RESIDUALS MANAGEMENT MODEL
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The schematic above appeared in a recently published TIFF monograph,
Residuals Management in Industry: A Case Study of Petroleum Re-
fining, by (N ..ird S. Russell. 11 is intended to show how industrial
and environmenlal models of residuals management fit into an overall
regional mGdel. The residuals generation and discharge submodel is
intended to optimize prices, costs, and trial values of effluent charges.
The discharges are routed 11--ough the physical, chemical, and bio-
logical submodeis to measure such environmental teeters as the
amount of SO, in the atmosphere, fish populations, and other pertinent
variables. These measures ore then evaluated in the section containing
constraints and or damage Junctions, where the damages or penalties
assignable to each discharge are calculated. These costs ore then ap-
plied as trial effluent charges to their respective discharge activities,

67 and the generation and discharge submodel is solved again.



lern and the interlinkages of the '..arious subcomponents, one
truly 111,1jin- new feature is a nonlinear submodel of the ecosystem
of the Delaware Estuary, which was constructed by Robert Kelly.
Walter Spofford worked with him in adapting the ecosystem
model for use in the larger optimization model. This is quite
different from the cum entional linear models, which forecast dis-
solved ti' concentrations as a function of only organic
materials discharges: it includes discharges of other residuals,
such as phosphates and toxics, which have impacts on living
populations, such as phytoplankton and fishes.

An important step in the development of the overall model was
reported in a major paper by Russell, Spofford, and Kelly entitled
-Operation Problems in Large-Scale Residuals Management
Models,'' presented at the I iniversities-NBER RFF Conference
on Economics of the Environment in November 1972. A base model
offered in this paper included the nonlinear ecosystem model of
the Delaware Estuary, along with discharge control models for
several Philadelphia area industries, Essentially, this step in the
overall regi, nal modeling research plan represented the first real
test of the optimization routine developed to allow imposition of
ambient quality constraints when the natural world models are
nonlinear. The base model is the cornerstone upon which the full-
scale Delaware Valley model is being constructed.

The nonlinear aquatic ecosystem model itself is described in
considerable detail by Kelly in "Conceptual Ecological Model of
the Delaware Estuary.'' to be published in Volume IV of Systems
Analysis and Simulation in Ecology, B. C. Patten, ed. A discussion
of the mathematical structures of various air and water quality
models and how the different kinds of models can be included
within an optimization framework is found in Spofford, "Total
Environmental Quality Management Models," published in R. A.
Deininger. ed., Models for Environmental Pollution Control {Sci-
ence Publishers, Inc., Ann Arbor. August 1973).

Work on the final large-scale version of the Delaware Valley
model proceeded actively during the year. Petroleum refinery and
steel mill models, based on the industry studies discussed above,
have been created for each of the major plants in the region. Dis-
charge control models for each of the power plants in the region
were also constructed. Less detailed linear programming models
for other major point sources in the region were built, based on
secondary information available from the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency. Some consumer residuals are also included in the
model, and work progressed on a paper recycling, solid residuals
management model. Solid residuals management options for fifty-
se;en political jurisdictions in the model include incineration, land-
fill operations. rail haul, generation of steam, and paper recycling.
When completed, the outputs of the model will be specifically
keyed to the fifty-seven equi-populatio political jurisdictions.
These outputs will include variolles not only of environmental
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quality but also of cost distribution, in order to provide a basis
for political trading in an associated model of collective-choice
making developed by Edwin Haelele. The intent here is to
examine how alternative political structures for example, repre-
: ;rntative government based on small political jurisdictions vs.
Councils of Gm eminent 1COGs) will affect outcomes, in terms
of both levels of environmental quality selected and the distribu-
tion cif cost and benefit.

As is to be expected, many practical operational questions arise
in the cimsiruction of a ,argot complex model such as that of the
Delaware Valley. An important one that was addressed and
resolved during the year concerns how the vast number of in-
dividual point sources of air emissions could be aggregated with-
out losing too much accuracy. Criteria were developed for aggre-
gating a group of stacks, all located at the same plant, and for
determining the characteristics of a single representative stack
for each plant.

The operational Delaware model will permit testing hypotheses
about how important it actually is to take explicit account of all
em ironmental media simultaneously in a regional setting; it can
be used to establish coherent sets of environmental controls and
to establish a firm basis for the estimation of overall costs of these
alterninive sets: and, when combined with the political model, it
can provide insights into which kinds of mechanisms for making
collective choices come closest to reflecting the preferences of
affected populations.

Another attempt to apply the residuals-environmental quality
management framework was initiated this year under a grant to The
Johns Hopkins University. The focus of the study is the Ljubljana
area of Yugoslavia. The principal investigator is Jack C. Fisher of
the Center for Metropolitan Planning and Research at the Uni-
versity. The study is being undertal en with the cooperation of the
lirbanisticni Institut SRS in Ljubljana.

Conference

The new field of environmental economics has grown and pros-
pered sufficiently so that it has in the past few years supported
sPveral major conferences. In November 1972 the Universities-
National Bureau Committee for Economic Research and Re-
sources for the Future joined forces to sponsor one such con-
ference, which was held at the University of Chicago. The con-
ference was planned by Edwin Mills of Princeton University,
Otto Davis of the Carnegie-Mellon University, and Allen Kneese.
The conference volume. to be published jointly by NBER and RFF,
is edited by Edwin Mills and will be entitled Economics of the
Environment. Papers presented at the conference were as follows:



William Batumi] and Wallace Oats, "The Instruments for Environ-
mental Policy."

George Tolley, "Choice of Tools in Environmental Problems."
Robert Kohn, "Input-Output Analysis and Air Pollution Control."
Walter Spofford, Clifford Russell, and Robert Kelly, "Operational

Problems in Large-Scale Residuals Management Models."
Ralph d'Arge, "Observations on the Economics of Transnational

Environmental Externalities."
Maynard Ilufschmitit, "Alternative Approaches to Environmental

Quality Management: Observations on Recent Experience in
Europe and the U.S."

Blair Bower, "Studies of Residuals Management in Industry."
Lester have and Eugene Seskin, "Acute Relationships among Daily

Mortality, Air Pollution, and Climate."
Hirofumi Iizawa, "Optimum Investment in Social Overhead

Capital."
Karl-Goran Wier, "Macro-Economic Aspects of Environmental

Policy."

Foreign Visitors

In the course of a normal year, RFF is host to a number of
visting foreign scholars. During this past year the quality of the
environment program was fortunate in having three distinguished
foreign scholars visiting with the staff and participating in various
staff activities.

Professor Horst Siebert of the University of Mannheim spent
several months at RFF reviewing the program's work and acquaint-
ing himself with environmental issues and policies in the United
States. The results have been several publications in German. in-
cluding a review of the American literature and a book, Das
Produzierte Chaos (Verlag W. Kohlhammer, Stuttgart), which pro-
vides a broad and detailed treatment of environmental economics
for German readers.

Dr. Giuseppe Sacco of the University of Siena spent the summer
at RFF with a similar purpose. Seminars and discussions with the
staff led to plans for a study of the environmental aspects of oil
shipments in the Mediterranean as a function of such considera-
tions as opening the Suez Canal and variations in American policy.
The vast bulk of world oil shipments occurs in the Mediterranean,
and that smallish body of water is already heavily polluted with
petroleum. It is expected that Dr. Sacco will pursue this study
when he returns to Italy in early 1974.

During the summer, Karl-Ciiran Miller of the Stockholm School
of Economics spent several weeks at RFF with the quality of the
environment program. The main reason for his visit was to work
closely with the editor in putting final touches on his manuscript
(see p. 58). While available, he gave several seminars, including

70 one on environmental issues in the Baltic.
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In addition to the intrinsic interest of the environmental prob-
lems of the Baltic and the Mediterranean, study of these problems
by the staff and visiting scholars reflected a new direction in RFF

environmental studies.

lip to this time, the quality of the environment program has
focused rather specifically on the issues associated with residuals
management. It has largely avoided addressing questions of land-
scape aesthetics and land use policy. It has also neglected probing
study of resource commodities, unless their relation to residuals
management questions was very close, Partly to permit a more
comprehensive view of the resourcesenvironmenthuman activi-
ties complex, and partly because specific types of regional situa-
tions have assumed great importance in economic development
and environmental policy making, members of the program are
developing initiatives in the direction of several "regions under
stress- studies.

Among such regions are the coastal zones. They contain the
bulk of the national population; their amenities and recreational
opportunities are very important; they have intense and peculiar
environmental problems; and they have been the subject of recent
national legislation. An early RFF study in this area was a paper
prepared by Clifford Russell and Allen Kneese for presentation at
a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration conference
in Washington State during July 1973. The paper, "Establishing the
Scientific, Technological, and Economic Basis for Coastal Zone
Management,- stressed the importance of coastal zone problems,
tried to distinguish those which are unique to the coastal zones
and those which are universal where common property resources
are important, and presented several conceptual models for the
study of-particular coastal zone problems. This paper is scheduled
for publication in the nee, Journol of Coastal Zone Management.

An activity that reaches fu. ther back in time is the RFF staff's
work with National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) personnel on the development of marine ecological sys-
tem programs. Partly because of this effort, NOAA established
its ecologically oriented study of the New York Bight Region.
Quality of the environment staff members are assisting NOAA in
developing conceptual models for this enterprise, especially in the
direction of making its outputs suitable for inclusion in more
management-oriented models. We expect this cooperative entet -
prise to continue and possibly grow into a full-scale management
study under RFF auspices. The Delaware modeling team will take
the major role in this. Initiatives are also being taken to develop
companion studies abroad. As mentioned, plans are being laid for
Guiseppe Sacco to study environmental problems in the Mediter-



ranean Basin, and discussions are underway vith the University
cat tom inn to extend a large ecological study of the North Sea in
the direction of defining and analyzing manageowet options.

Another -region under stress- which the quality of the environ-
ment staff intends to study is the Southwest. This is defined to
consist cat the -Four Corners- slates of Arizona, Utah, Colorado,
and New Mexico but also, for certain purposes, to include Wyn-
ming and Montana. This region contains most of the remaining
conventional energy slimily in the United States, and several un-
conventional sources in this region, such as solar and geothermal.
are of potentially great importance. This region is also of major
interest because it is relatively unspoiled, greatly valued for its
anu'nitii's and recreational opportunities, but is ecologically very
delicate. The conflict between development and environment takes
a particularly stark form here, and the matter of properly manag-
ing development has great urgency. in addition to the complex of
questions concerning land use, energy, environmental, and eco-
nomic development, this area contains the last remaining native
American populations with high cultural integrity, as well as a
substantial Spanish-speaking minority. The sociological circum-
stances of both these peoples are closely tied to resource and
imvironmental issues_

An opening initiative in the. RFF study of the Southwest was to
ask Roger Hansen, Director of the Rocky Mountain Center on
En\ ironment, to the legal and policy situation with respect
to mining in the region. Ile will do a comparative analysis of laws
in the several states and at the national level, including those, such
as tax laws, which have indirect incentive effects on mining
operations. Discussions are proceeding with other scholars in the
region on various facets of the issues discussed above. It is
expected that Allen Kneese will take a leading role in this RFF
study when he moves to the ITniversity of New Mexico in the
summer of 1974.
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Natural Environments

About nn percent of the land mass of the United States has come
under prix ate ownership. This land has been used predominantly
to support the sites of human residences, iransportiliion networks,
and extractive activities to supply an urban-industrial economy.
Of the remaining 20 percent in public ownership, a large part also
serves as a source of mineral and forest products. Indeed, of the
total land area in the coterminous United States, on'- about 50
million of the original 2 billion acres remain sufficiently un-
disturbed by man's economic activities to qualify for potential
inclusion w ithin the National Wilderness and Wild and Scenic
Rivers Systems under terms of the legislation establishing thee-.
Currently, less than six tenths of 7 percent of this land exists in
the statutory wilderness system, with perhaps another 2 percent
under review. This review will determine whether the land will be
used to supply raw materials for industry o- reserved for recrea-
tional and environmental uses, The two dispositions are not usually
compatible.

The task that public land management agencies face in adminis-
tering these lands for maximum benefit is complicated by the na-
ture of some of the sites. Some natural environments are irreplace-
able. If they are allocated a use that modifies or destroys them,
they cannot be returned to their original state and thus may be
permanently precluded from other uses. Although some of the
country's natural areas with special features enjoy statutory pro-
tection and are not subject to exploitation for tf :ir resource
commodities, much of the undisturbed natural environment re-
maining on public lands faces, in varying degrees, the possibility
of being transformed through reallocation often without thor-
ough analysis of the relative values attaching to the alternative
uses. If the hundreds of public land use cases which will require
attention over the next decade are to receive the kind of analysis
they deserve, public land management agencies should have ade-
quate means for considering choices that involve, in many cases,
destruction of irreproducible assets.
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The natural environments program at Resources for the Future
has been directed toward methodological issues that arise when
choices need to be made among alternative uses of remaining
natural areas. The preservation of such areas for uses compatible
with the continued existence of their natural states is of course one
of the alternatives considered. In the first phase of the program,
nine major research undertakings addressing these issues were
completed, and preliminary results were reported and discussed
at a workshop held in collaboration with the Forest Sciences Lab-
oratory of the U.S. Forest Service and the University of Montana.
A book based on the workshop report, entitled Natural Environ-
111Viliti: Studies in Theoretical and Applied Analysis, edited by
john Krutilla, was published during the program year. Also pub-
lished was a study, by Charles j. Cicchetti, of the environmental
implications of raising and transporting to market Alaskan North
Slope oil, entitled Alaskan Oil; Alternative Routes and Markets.
Cicchetti, who left RFF in the summer of 1972 to join the staff of
the University of Wisconsin, also published a monograph entitled
Forecasting Recreation in the United States (Lexington Books,
D. C. Heath and Co.), which reviews the use of economic methods
in recreation planning and illustrates the application of a fore-
casting model that can be used for outdoor recreation planning.
He was coauthor, with Anthony C. Fisher and V. Kerry Smith, of
a paper appearing in Onerations Research entitled "Economic
Models and P1- :iing Outdoor Recreation."

Uncertainly and Environmental Policy

A group of studies were completed which involved the problem
of choice under conditions of uncertainty in the allocation of wild
lands and water. These studies also considered the appropriateness
of discounting costs, as well as the discount rate to be applied in
decisions involving environmental modifications, and the implica-
tions of technological change for choice between incompatible
alternative uses of irreplaceable assets. The results of these
studies were accepted for publication either by RFF or professional
journals.

An important aspect of the theory of optimal allocation of en-
vironmental resources concerns the choice between preservation
and development of natural environments under conditions of
uncertainty. Uncertainty affects even our best estimates of future
benefits and the cost of alternative uses of environmental assets.
Kenneth Arrow and Anthony Fisher, in a study concerned with
this problem, conclude that uncertainty about costs and benefits
reduces the expected value of a development having irreversible
consequences for the environment. This implies the. even assum-

7-1 ing perfect neutrality with respect to risk, less of a given natural



area should be modified than would be optimal if all of the costs
and benefits were known. If there is aversion to risk, this con-
clusion applies with increased force. The results of the Arrow..
Fisher study will appear in a paper accepted for publication by the
Quarterly Journal of Economics.

The Itote of Discount

The rate at which future costs and benefits associated with
investments are to be discounted particularly those in the public
sector or involving environmental resources has long been of
interest to students of welfare economics and benefit-cost analysis.
The study by Anthony Fisher and John Krutilla, which was re-
ported on in last year's annual report, has been completed and a
paper based on it is being published in the Quarterly Journal of
Economics.

Effects of Technical Change

Tie! effects of technical innovation on the changes in values of
services from environmental resources, relative to other goods and
services. have been under study by V. Kerry Smith, as described in
last year's annual report.

The results of the general investigation have been made avail-
able in several publications. Two of these are: "A Review of
Models of Technical Change With Reference to the Role of En-
vironmental Resources," Socio Economic Planning Science, and
"Relative Prices, Technical Change and Environmental Resources,"
Natural Resources Journal. Related papers have appeared or are
scheduled to appear in forthcoming journal issues. Included among
these are "The Implication of Common Property Resources for
Technical Change," in the December 1972 issue of the European
Economic Review, and "Environment, Needs and Real Income
Comparisons: A Suggested Extension," in the Review of Income
and Wealth. A major monograph in which the principal findings
are integrated was accepted for publication, and the manuscript
was undergoing author's revisions at the end of the program year.

Economic Management of Migratory Waterfowl

Although much research has been devoted to the efficient allo-
cation of land for agricultural purposes, little has been done on
the allocation of land for recreational purposes involving wildlife.
Over a million individuals annually hunt, view, or photograph
migratory waterfowl, yet most of the -iesfing and resting habitats
of migratory waterfowl occur on private lands devoted to the
production of agricultural commodities. On such land, no explicit
attention is given to services that would provide for the mainte-

"5 nance of a population of waterfowl. Gardner Mallard Brown and



1114141 lammack hate completed a study that addresses this problem.
bin with a theoretical model that yields an estimate of

the marginal t.aloe of waterfowl to hunters. Thf v then formulate
a model lor determining the optimal levels of waterfowl breeding
Populations and nestin' ponds. subject to the llynamic constraint
ot population :zioo .as led by human predation. Optimal
lc vels Sir, those that ma\ittlizI the 1,1.,,svot value of the oifferrocl,
between re( reation !uniting bontslits (the hunters' consumer sur-
plus), as tlf u'cl from the imputed demand schedules, and the
cost on terms of foregone agricultural opportunities) of the breed-
int ponds. An application of Otis analysis to the question of wet-
Louis ailltcdtion suggests that the observed number of breeders
and breeding ponds has been less than optimal in recent years.

Sunnary results of this souly were published in an article en-
titled "Dynamic Economic .,ianagtment of Migratory Waterfowl.-
in the Review of Economies and Stotisties. A full-length mono-
oraph m the research is currently being revised by the authors.

Population Poninitics of tlilcllife Aforaigement

iZsmirces nialwmen1 implies an effort to find the optimal mix
01 4 MIIMIs that ran h4' provided by a combination of resources
under a manager's control. This should he no less true of the
nidn.weinnt of wildlife resonrCvS than of other resources. Under
a orant !non RH', loch Gross of the Ilniversity of Colorado has
been working or, as 'wildlife population dynamics simulator. This
will mimic the behatior of ungulate populations in response to
perturbations imposed by hunting and related regulations under
the control of the wildlife manager. The simulator will play out
the consequences of a postulated (or proposed) change in regula-
tions for all of the system performance criteria and in this
fashion check fur consistency between proposed changes and
management objectives. For example, it is possible to determine
whether a change in regulations, such as harvesting a given num-
ber of mole or female animals, will maintain the desired age-sex
composition of the breeding stock. These are measures of
performance or potential objectives of management - that are
intricately related through population dynamics. The state of the
system in all of its interrelated attributes is not intuitively obvious
alter it- is subjected to some change in one or another of its
governing factors. Thus the simulator provides a management
tool that permits "experimenting" with different postulated prac-
tices or policies to evaluate the consistency of their results with
all management objectives, or the trade-offs involved.

At the end of the program year the simulator was operational
and could he used in wildlife management planning. Exploratory
discussions with behavioral and social scientists were conducted
with the thought that ecological research on wildlife population
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dynamics could be supplemented by complementary research in
the human behavioral sciences. Such research would assist the
wildlife manager in determining the clientele groups, or "mar-
kets" for his resource services and the preference strut:hur among
the members of each group.

Low-Density Outdoor Recreation Resources

Regardless of the amount Of roadloss wild area that may be
added eventually to the statutory wilderness system, the indi-
cated demand will in time exceed the supply unless congestion of
a degree incompatible with retaining the wilderness character of
the areas is permitted. The question then arises as to how many
people one can admit to a wilderness area during any interval of
time and still retain the character of the area consistent with the
intent of the Wilderness Act of 1964. This problem received early



attention by Fisher and Krutilla in cooperation with the Forest
Si iencis Laboratory of the U.S. Forest Seri ice Wilderness Re-
search Project; Nlissoula, Montana Isee the 197i annual report. p.
43). In a paper entitled "Optimal Recreation Capacity for Resource-
Based Recreation Facilities" iNaturalli0N011717VS lournai), a concep-
tual frainewink for identitying the recreational carrying capacity
of wilderness areas was presented. Later, Cicchetti and Smith. in
cooperation with Robert Lucas and George Stanley of the Wilder-
ness Research Project, U.S. Forest Service. developed 131Nisurcs of
the reduction in marginal benefits per recreation day in the vildi t-
ress as the expected fretpiency of encounters increased. Their
results were published in Social Science liesparch in a paper en-
titled -Congesinm. Quality Deterioration. and Optimal Use: Wild-
erness Recreation in the Spanish Peaks Primitive Area." A more
complete treatment of monograph length was near completion at
the end of the year.

Wilderness Traffic Simulator

In addition to being able to measure the decline in marginal
benefits as the expected frequency of congestion in the wilderness
increases. the wilderness area manager must have the means of
estimating the expected frequency of personal encounter as in-
tensity of use increases. Will- this need in mind, a traffic flow
simulator which mimics the travel behavior of individuals using
the Avilderness was developed by Charles Cicchetti, John Krntilla,
and V. Kerry Smith with the programming assistance of David
Webster and Norman Heck, a team of IBM analyst-programmers.
The effort was part of a cooperative research agreement with the
U.S. Forest Service.

The model has the ability to represent, with the appropriate data.
any low-density recreational area. It simulates the behavior of
the users of the area over preassigned time periods and records
the characteristics of each party's experience while using the
area. Great flexibility in the design of the program allows the user
to alter the travel patterns. total use, time scheduling, and the
configuration of trails in order to evaluate alternative policies. By
the year's end the program and user manual were available.
Moreover, a variety of simulai.on experiments had been performed
with a small prototype model. Some of these results are available
in "A Prototype Simulation Model of a Wilderness Area," SUNY
Binghamton, Economic Growth Institute, Paper No. 8.

With the beginning of the new academic year, V. Kerry Smith
moved to a position as associate professor of economics at the
State University of New York at Binghamton. A grant of $10,250
was made to the University to support continuation of Smith's
work, which applies the simulator to the evaluation of the effects
of alternative management options on the quality of wilderness
recreation experience in the Spanish Peaks Primitive Area of



Montana. Policy options include restriction on the time diStrihu-
ton users such as adance registration might entail. alterations
in the probability of route selection by parties, changes in the
total intensity Id use, change in 1lw mi\ (backpack or horseback)
of users. piitential changes in the trail system, and a variety (it;
other mini)! i1,1' and investment strategies_ 'the results %rill CA111-
'1141111,111 \141., S111011 a 01111)101yd while at Resources for the Future
and %yin be iin into a monograph he is preparing jointly
with John Kru

Plans were being developed 10 hold several workshops with
Forest Sin-% ice research and management personnel to field test
the simulator and carrying capacity models during the final phase
of the %volk on the -congestion carrying capacity- project.

\ !N: t 11 f NUR( )N\1 11\FAI. Rl'IS()1

As the end of the first five-year effort in the natural environments
program was approaching, Fisher and Krutilla were preparing a
synthesis of work undertaken in the program. The study primarily
addresses the matter of allocating and administering public lands
which represent what is left of the major U.S. natural scenic re-
miurces along with certain associated common property resources.
On the theoretical side, the study is concerned with de.eloping, cri-
teria for evaluating alternative' uses of these natural and environ-
mental resources, and determining their optimal allocation over
lime, The vork encompasses the range of amenity resources
which, while long recognized (and to a great extent honored in
public policies that provide for national parks, national wildlife
refuges. and !he National Wilderness System), have not been ex-
plicitly incorporated into the body of econcmics and, hence, into
the theory and practice of resource allocation. In this respect, the
undertaking is a "first generation" effort designed to incorporate
environmental amenities into resource allocation and management
analyses. The theoretical considerations provide a framework for
empirical analyses. which, it is hoped. represent for public land
managers prototypes of a number of currently important cases in
which competing uses are at issue.

At the conclusion of the program year. the manuscript was being
reviewed preparatory to final revisions.
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groups concerned with the problem, leading to a national confer-
ence held in early 1973.

The R1'1' grant was made specificady for the purpose of helping
the' League prepare a handbook on this subject, similar to the RFF
grant made in 11163 for a handbook on water planning problems
anti issues. The suburban land planning handbook, when
Meted, will be published by the League and widely disseminated,

Structure sand Function of Alurket for Southern Forest Resources

A small grant was made to Washington and Lee University dur-
ing the !irogram year to study the structure and functioning, of the
market for Soathern forest products, particularly pulpwood. The
maiket for pulpwood is believed to have unusual characteristics
be cause most paper manufacturing companies in the South pro-
duce some o; the wood needed for their mills and also bay some.
1Vood, being a relatively heavy raw material in ri :ion to its
value. often has a local market, one not fully competitive in thi
economic sense of the term. In particular. buyers of wood in each
area are rel.i:ively few and. in buying wood, each must be acutely
awar of the effect of his purchases upon the market price for the
whole area.

S. Todd Lowry, the principal investigator, and his students
interviewed a numbed of wood processors, buyers, and grow:-rs
H selected Southern areas in the spring and early summer Of
1973. The project has not yet reached its final stage, but a pub-
lishable report or article is expected.

Federal Resource - ,Managing Agencies

A small grant was made by RFF to Northwestern University
during the program year, to enable H. Paul Friesema, a professor
at the University, and Paui J. Culhane, a graduate student, to
further their analysis of federal resource-managing agei.:-Ies. The
g., w..11 be used by the researchers to conduct field interviews
in the Black 'Hills area of Smith Dakota, to determine how federal
agencies reacted to the flooding of that area in 1972. This work in
part of a conlinUir analysis of federal resource-managing agen-
cies undertaken by Friesema, who was the recipient of a similar
RFF grant a few years ago for a study of New Mexico.

Forest Policy Studies

During the program year Marion Clawson devoted a significant
prlportion of his working time to the President's Advisory Panel
on Timber and the Environment, a special panel of five members,
established by executive action in Sept; caber 1971. The Panel
report, which was publicly released on September 24, 1973, was
cohcerned with the supply of lumber, plywood, and other con-
structior materials originating from the forest, arl with the rela-
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AREA OF COMMERCIAL FOREST LAND
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Commercial forest hind represents about two-thirds of the nation's
754 million acres of forests. The total area of commercial forest land
conAitules slightly more than a quarter of the land area of the con-
tiguous United States. Commercial forests substantially exceed the
crew of land used for crop production, even when cultivated pasture
is included. Two facts stand out when the data in this table ore further
analyzed: 1. There is a wide range in productive capacity w:thin eac:i
ownership class: no ownership class of forests has all the most pro-
ductive forests, none has all the least productive ones. 2. The distribu-
tion of land area among the site class 9s differs greatly from the
distribution of productive capacity. (Site class is a measure of the
,rapacity of forest land to grow timber; the rote of tree growth is of
course affected by climate, soil, and the associated fauna and flora of

82 the site.)
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tionsbip between production of such materials and the forest
environment. The report makes a number of specific recommenda-
tions on environmental and timber supply matters, presenting an
excellent review of the forest situation in the United States, and
outlining suggestions for management of forests, both publicly
and privately owned. As a result of Clawson's activities on this
panel, RFF has begun work on a program of forest policyresearch,
to provide a better analytical basis for forest activity in the United
States.

Upsurge of Interest in Lund Use, mid Its Impact on RFF

The past two or three years have seen an upsurge of interest in
land use and in land policy. A number of studies have been made
by public agencies or commissions, by semipublic organizations,
and bl private parties. Proposals are pending in the Congress for
federal legislation on land use planning. Many states have either
enacted legislation, or conducted major studies, or otherwise
shown a major interest in land use. The rising price of lar. I, and
of real estate generally both rural and urban has focused
popular attention on land use and its control, including land for
urban, suburban, agricultural, forestry, and recreational uses.

This heightened interest in land use has had a parallel in RFF
research. Over the past several years a number of studies have
been made by REF staff, or under grant from RFF, resulting in the
accumulation of a considerable body of published research on one
or another aspect of land use in the United States. Members of
the staff are actively sought after, nationally and internationally,
to present ideas and facts about various aspects of land use. The
list of "selected activities" and of selected papers published in
this report (pp. 128 -37), gives some indication of the range and
volume of such staff concerns. While these activities are not re-
search in the older sense of that term, they do add to the knowl-
edge and understanding of the RFF staff members concerned, pro-
viding a major extension of the utilization of past RFF research
beyond that which the published books alone could achieve.
Indirectly, such activities may have a significant effect upon land
policy, perhaps greater than could be expected from a similar
expenditure of time in research more narrowly defined and more
conventionally published.

the end of the year, Boyd H. Gibbons Ill transferred from the
staff of .he Council on Environmental Quality to Resources for the
Future in order to prepare a book on national land use problems
and alternatives.

Modern1 7'' urban Land Policy

If cities are to be developed or rebuilt to serve a broader con-
stituency, there must be both procedural and substantive improve-



ment an many urban land programs and better coordination of
public and private actions.

As described in last year's annual report, a public forum on
urban land policy was held at RFF in April 1972 to discuss such
difficult questions as land use controls and the costs they impose
can rujunritN' groups: legal questions; and bow environmental con-
cerns must be balanced against concern for the disadvantaged,

The volume, Modernizing I7rban Land Policy, that resulted from
this forum was published during the program year. The final
chapter, written by Marion Clawson, the editor of the volume, and
Harvey S. Perloff of the University of California at Los Angeles,
sums up the alternatives available and recommends policy lines
to follow in the future.

Planning and Urban Growth

The difficulties and complexities of guiding mhan growth, and
the real danger that unwise efforts may worsen the situations they
are designed to correct, are explored in considerable depth and
detail in the newly published, Planning and Urban Growth: An
Anglo-American Comparison, by Marion Clawson and Peter Hall.
Perhaps the most important conclusion eh.erging from this book,
which was described in detail in last year's annual report, is that
the results of urban planning are not always those which were
intended, nor are the real results always those which a superficial
examination would suggest.

Studies of Water Use

Dan Yaron and his associates at the Hebrew University, Israel,
have for sorre years conducted economic studies on the use of
saline water for irrigation, under grant from RFF. During the pro-
gram year two professional papers presented results of this re-
search: "Economic Analysis of Optimal Use of Saline Water in
Irrigation and the Evaluation of Water Quality," by Dan Yaron, at
the Western Pesources Conference, Boulder, Colorado; and "Eco-
nomic Evaluation of Water Quality in Irrigation Methodology
and Some Empirical Findings." by Dan Yaron and A. Olian, at the
Institute of Management Sciences, XX International Meeting, Tel
Aviv. Another paper will appear in the Journal of Horticultural
Science, and a final report was in preparation at the year's end,
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Energy and Minerals

Solutions to the energy problems that confront the rnited States
will require a complex set of achievements. The supply of energy
from conventional sources needs to be expanded under acceptable
cost and environmental conditions. In addition, new technologies
will have to he devisL,1 to permit abundant resources to be sub-
stituted for those in :Ind supply, again with (hie regard to costs
and environmental circumstances. It is likely also that improved
performance in the utilization of energy will be necessary, so as
to reduce the continuous draft on new energy supplies. Finally, to
move successfuly nt these directions, improved understanding of
the relationships between the supply of energy and the require-
ments of society, as well as improved analytical techniques for
utilizing our knowledge of these relationships, will be sorely
needed to guide policy action.

Research within the energy program touches upon these various
facets. Enerey supply is being analyzed in a major study that
examines the broad range of options open to the United States for
meeting its future needs; another study is specifically devoted to
the research and development opportunities in new energy tech-
nologies. The prospects for achieving greater economies in energy
use are being examined in a case study of opportunities for
energy conservation in the New York metropolitan region. Im-
proved understanding of the relationships between energy use
r(nd society is being sought in a study of social science research
needs in the energy field, undertaken for 'he National Science
Foundation. Methodological advances to permit better utilization
of knowledge about the various aspects of energy were the objec-
tive of a semir ir and publication in the area of energy modeling.

Publications during the year included the release early in 1973
of M. A. Adelman's widely noted study of The World Petroleum
Market. The analysis presented in the book, and arguments de-
rived from that analysis, played a prominent part in energy policy
discussions during the year. Two publications in the newly
established Working Paper series were also released: Energy Mod-



cling and Potterns of Energy Consumption in the Creuter New
Yorh City Arco.

At the end cif') the program year. flans IL Landsberg was named
to the post of program director. Sam IL Schurr, who has directed
the energy and minerals program since its inception, has become
director of Energy Systems, Environment and Conservation at the
newly established Electric Pow:r Research Institute. During the
year !limy Perry was appointed as a consultant to the energy and
minerals program.

PROCRANI 1A1.1:CY STI'DIS

V.S. Energy Supply options

A study of U.S. energy supply options, financed by a grant from
the Ford Foundation as part of its a .:rgy Policy Project, was in
draft stage at the close of the program year. When the study was
started a year ago, there was a consensus that the nation was
moving toward a long-run position of heavy dependence upon
imported oil and, to a lesser extent, natural gas, In view of the
nation's large resource base of coal, oil shale, and nuclear fuels,
and the probable existence of substantial underground resources
of crude oil and natural gas, it was clear that, given 'nough time,
public policy directed toward an enlarged domestic supply capa-
bility could be expected to meet with some degree of success.
However, the trend toward contraction of domestic supplies of
oil and gas had sufficient momentum that increased dependence
upon foreign sources in the short term was considered inevitable.

In the year that has elapsed since the study was started, national
concern about dependence on foreign sources has grown as a
result of such factors is (a) the successful pressure from all oil
exporting countries for substantial price increases; (b) the nation-
alization of foreign petroleum investments in some countries: and
(c) the threat that many exporting countries, for both political and
economic reasons, might not permit exports to grow enough to
meet the import requirements of the United States and other
industrial nations. Even the hopes that a high degree of self-
sufficielrIcy obtained for North America were dimmed by
Canada's concern about the adequacy of energy resources to meet
its own national needs.

Looking to 1980-85, preliminary results of the RFF research
suggest that the outlook for expansion of domestic supplies of oil,
natural gas, and coal is better than had been generally thought.
On the other hand, the prospects for increased energ" supplies
through advanced technology within the next decade are not
favorable, with the exception of oil shale, for which the amount
of new technology required is actually not large. Nuclear energy
will, of course, play an increasing role within this period but does

86 not seem to lend itself well to much acceleration in growth. Toward



the end eat the century new energy technologies such as solar,
gotheimal, breeder reactors, and fusion teactors may begin to
play a significant role, but if the trend toward using imports is to
he reversed, the domestic production emphasis during the next
decade probably will need to be On oil, natural gas, Ind coal
(used as coal).

In addition to Milton F. Searl of the regular staff, the study
team includes Cregg Erickson, formerly staff economist on the
Joint Pipeline Impact Committee of the illaska State Legislature,
Nlike Ni, Maaghoul, a research assistant in chemical engineering
at the l!niversity of Maryland, and Radford Schantz III. Other
members of the group, who remain in residence at their respective
universities, are Richard Cordon and John Tilton of the Depart-
ment of Mineral Economics. Pennsylvania State Ilniversity; Henry
Steele of the Economics Department, University of Houston; and
Helmut Frank of the Economics Department, University of
Arizona.

An tiveryiew of Energy R&D

In response to a request from the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs of the U.S, Senate. RFF undertook the preparation
of an overview report on energy research and development, for
use in the Natemal Fuels and Energy Policy Study being conducted
by the Committee.

The main contribution of the report is in its description and
analysis of alternative strategies for meeting the short-, medium-.
and long-term energy needs of the United States. A very wide
range of new energy technologies is covered. The alternatives
span a spectrum ranging from immediate plant construction for
producing synthetic supplies of liquids and gas, through an R&D
program modeled on the wartime Manhattan Project for develop-
ing nuclear energy, and on to a "prudent" research commitment
in which R&D proceeds in orderly sequence.

Harry Perry. who prepared the study, conducted interviews with
numerous individuals and groups representing wide-ranging in-
terests in energy R&D. Ihe research arms of energy trade asso-
ciations. research directors in the coal, oil, gas, and utility
industrie s, private consultants, university professors, and govern-
ment personnel engaged in R&D activities were all asked the
same sets of questions with respect to five research areas. selected
for their critical importance in any expanded R&D program.

The five R&D program areas selected for interview questions
were: high-Btu gas from coal; liquid .uels from coal; liquid fuels
from oil shale: low-sulfur fuels for generating electricity; and
advanced power cycles for generating electricity.

By the end of the program year a draft report had been delivered
to the Committee and was being considered for publication as a
Committee Print.



Flierity :onsumption in the Never York Metropolitan Region

Research progressed during the year on a study designed to
evaluate energy consumption trends and energy conservation op-
portunities in the New York City metropolitan region. The study,
which is being i)niltli:14.41 jointly by RFF and the Regional Plan
Association of New York. has been financed through a special
grant from the Ford Foundation. The key question posed is how
levels and rates of growth in the region's energy consumption
might be dampened by purposeful conservation measures in
different user sectors.

Analysis of this issue requires an underlying data base describ-
ing the region's historic pattern of energy utilization and related
economic and demographic variables. During the year two interim
statistical reports presenting .uch information, as well as selected
preliminary projections. were completed. They are probably the
first effort to depict the NeW York City area's aggregate fuel and
power utilization. by consuming sector, energy form, and primary
energy source.

The first of the two interim statistical reports Pniterns of
Energy Consumption in the Greater New York City Area !REF
Working "aper EN-2, luly 1973) - - presents data on energy and
related asp,,cts for the Greater New York City area. defined as the
five boroughs of New York City, art] the counties of Westchester.
Suffolk, and Nassau, A broader g.ulgraphic piciurt, is containt,d in
the draft of a second interim report, which will comprise a forth-
coming edition of the Regional Plan Association's periodic pub-
lication. Regional Plan News. Scheduled to appear as an RPA
publication soon after the close of the 1972-73 program year, it
features data and comments on the thirty-one county region
constituting the Regional Plan Association study area.

Among other findings, the statistical report on patterns of energy
use in the Greater New York City area reveals that per capita
energy consumption was 15 percent below the New York State per
capita level and 43 percent below the U.S. average. A similar re-
lationship holds for electric power alone. Relatively low per capita
energy and electricity usage prevails in spite of the area's higher-
than-average per capita income status; per dollar of 1970 money
income, energy consumption in the area was less than one-half
the national figure. Among the probable explanations for this pat-
tern of energy usage are the absence of energy-intensive heavy
industry and a relatively widespread network of public transport,
with more efficient energy usage than private passenger cars.

Obviously, New York's energy use while low by national
standards does not preclude significant energy savings in the
years ahead. Nor does the comparatively low per capita use make
any less real the fuel and power supply problems being experi-
enced by the region. Frtim an environmental standpoint, it is

88 worth noting that, in a dense urban agglomeration like the Greater
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New York City area, even a relatively low per capita utilization of
energy si'mifies a vastly go iter degree of energy consumption per
square mile of area than for the country in general.

The final report ;n this series will be an interpretive study
which ex ablates the outlook for energy conservation in the con-
text of the rolion's untolding economic and demographic develop-
ment. The report will be concerned with the potential quantitative
sign, ficance of energy-conserving :indices in such applications
as pact' heating and transportation, as well as with measures
designed to bring such developments about.

The participants in the portion of the study are Joel
Darminadter and Elizabeth Vogely.

Energy Modeling

A beni,:icial side effect of the rapidly growing concern with
the problems of energy is the impetus provided for quantitative
atiaiNsis. The quantity of work in progress clearly suggests the
need for achiexing communication amonp, members of the newly
emerging community of scholars engaged in this field. To this end
a seminar was held in Washinjttm :in January 25-2B, 1973, at-
tvininii by an invited group of eighty.

The papers presented at the seminar were quickly published.
Energy Modeling IRFF Working Paper EN--t) was available for
distribution in March. The volume includes a set of comments en
the papers prepared by Milton Seer!, who planned the meetings
and edited the papers for publication.

The sixteen papers in the volume fall within the following broad
subjects: Use of Input-Output and Econometric Techniques for
Energy System Modeling; Use of Linear Programming in Energy
Models; Econometric Models of Individual Sectors; Current
Government and Industry Models: Continental Energy Models:
Historical Perspective on Demand Forecasts. The aathors are:
William A. Reardon, Battelle Pacific Northwest Labor ories;
Gloom Almon, University of Maryland; Philip K. Verleger,
Data Resources, Inc.; Kenneth C. Hoffman, Brookhaven National
Laboratory; D. E. Deonigi and R. L. Engel, Battelle Pacific North-
west Laboratories; James M. Griffin, University of Houston;
Edward W. Erickson, North Carolina State University; Robert M.
Spann, Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Robert Ciliano, Decision
Sciences Corporation; Duane Chapman and Timothy Mount,
Cornell University; Timothy Tyrrell, Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory; W. E. Mooz, The Rand Corporation; James A. West, U.S.
Department of the Interior; Andrew Avramides. National Petro-
leum Council Staff; James S. Cross, Sun Oil Company; Dilip R.
Limaye and John R. Sharko, Decision Sciences Corporation: J. G.
Debanne. University of Ottawa; Leonard Waverman, I liversitty
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Swill' Science Research in Energy

At the request of the RANN program of the National Science
Foundation, a study to identify social science research needs in
the energy field was undertaken. The study follows up on two
earlier RFF surveys dealing with energy research needs: U.S.
Energy Policies: An Agenda for Research (1968) and Energy
Research Needs (1971).

Begun in 1973, with Sam H. Schurr and Hans H. Landsberg as
co-principal in\ estigators, the study relies heavily on outside
contributions and collaboration. Recognized scho: ,rs in major
fields were invited to prepare papers identifying research needs
as follows: data base Kenneth C. Hoffman and H. G. Jones;
modeling and forecasting Alan S. Menne; the characteristics of
the energy industries Stephen L. McDonald (incentives),
Almarin Phillips irate eguiation), Thomas 0, Duchesneau (struc-
ture); capital and financing Clark A. Hawkins; conservation in
use -- Joel Darmstadter and Erie, Hirst: environmental trade-offs
Marc Roberts; research and development strategy Burton H.
Klein; U.S. energy in the world setting lames W. McKie; policy
formation, impkmentation, and restitutions Edward J. Mitchell,
Robert M. Lawrence, and Gerald Garvey.

Two basic subcontracts were made, one with the Denver Re-
search Institute, which made available John J. Schanz, Jr.. and
other personnel for the purpose of organizing the preparation of
papers and coordinating the workshops. and the Environmental Law
Institute, which. through Grant Thompson, undertook to draw from
environmentalists both original contributions and reactions to the
commissioned papers.

A report was scheduled for submission to the National Science
Foundation in the fall of 1973. It will include the commissioned
papers, a summary of an environmentalist's workshop, and a
summary report that will constitute the core of the study. This
last was prepared by the RFF staff, augmented by John Schanz
and his associates at the Denver Research institute. with a panel
of special consultants consisting of Almarin Phillips, Joseph Bell,
Gerald Garvey, and Thomas Stoel. The entire study was financed
by the National Science Foundation.

Economics Of Energy R&D

In further response to the NSF request, and also funded by that
Foundation, is a companion report commissioned late in the
program year on Energy R&D The Contribution of Economics.
John Tilton, Department of Mineral Economics, Pennsylvania State
University, has been asked to prepare a basic paper by the end
of 1973 that will serve as the focus of an early 1974 symposium
to be atte;Ided by R&D experts in economics, political science,
technology, and other pertinent fields. The study will address
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optimal allocation of resources in energy R&D: the role of the
market. including market failure, in bringing about resource al-
locations in this area; the case for government intervention; and
the incidence of R &D costs. The study will deal also with a
review of energy R&D policy as it is found in the United States
today. A report integrating, the results of the symposium with his
paper will be prepared by Tilton.

U.S. and Canadian Trade in Energy

Work proceeded o., the RFF-sponsored study of the prospects
and problems of 11.S.-Canadian energy trade, 'icing conducted
jointly by scholars at the University of Denver and the University
of British Columbia. A two and one-half day seminar was held in
Vancouver in October 1972 for the purpose of discussing draft
papers on the evolving energy situation in Canada and the
United States, and the emerging policy issues as perceived in the
two countries. The seminar was attended by an invited group
consisting of Canadian and U.S. government and industry officials
and energy researchers.

The seminar discussions produced major new insights on ques-
tions that are critical to the growth of energy trade between the
two countries. In particular, the strength of the opposition within
Canada for a variety of economic and political reasons to
greatly enlarged oil and gas exports to the United States became
clear. Means for achieving a reconciliation of Canadian and U.S.
interests were discussed at length. On the basis of the facts and
policy positions that were brought forward in the seminar dis-
cussions, the participants in the study, Paul G. Bradley of the
University of British Columbia, John Schanz of the University of
Denver, and Helmut Frank of the University of Arizona, are
prepaeig reviged versions of the papers originally developed for
the Vancouver meetings.

Outer Continental Shelf Drilling

One of the potentially rich geographic areas from which addi-
tional oil and gas might he obtained is the outer continental shelf.
While drilling and production have gone a considerable way along
the Pacific Coast and in the Gulf of Mexico, both the Atlantic
Coast and the Arctic shelf remain untouched so far. Prominent
among unresolved issues in this contex' are the likely environ-
mental consequences that exploratory and exploitative drilling
might have in these two locations.

Following a directive from the President to evaluate environ-
mental impact in the light of known and feasible technology, the
Council on Environmental Quality in the summer of 1973 com-
missioned n series of studies and arranged public hearings designed
to establish benchmark data and lay the basis for policy decisions
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In mid-September 1973, RFF agreed to be responsible for as-
si,Vi,ral small groups of VperiS at a two-day meeting in

an .4fort to identity points of disagreement regarding the state of
the arts and knowledge in various phases of offshore drilling 'e
grounds for controversy, the means of resolving them, and fiestr-
able directions of research, A grant was made by CEQ to RFT for
the purpose, and a report is scheduled to be made to CEQ follow-
ing the meeting. Principal research work will be in the hands of
harryrry Perry.

International Oil

The World Petroleum Market by M. A. Adelman was published
early in 1973. The findings and arguments developed in this study
have been widely noted in the general news media as well as in
the specialized energy press. The research leading to this book was
supported by grants to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
where Adelman is professor of economics.

Saudi Arabian income from 011 Exports

There is increasing worldwide concern about the impact of
rising petroleum imports on the balance of payments of the
United States and other countries, and the effects of rapidly
growing oil earnings in Middle Eastern exporting countries on th,_
international monetary and financial system.

Because of its enormous oil potential far greater than that of
any other exporting country a major proportion of these imports
will originate with Saudi Arabia. A study was begun during the
year to prepare some preliminary estimates of the magnitude of
export flows, oil earnings, budgetary impacts, and expenditure
patterns in Saudi Arabia in the years ahead. The ..search is being
performed by Donald A. Wells of the Department of Economics.
University of Arizona. Wells had earlier served as economic
consultaai to the Forci Foundation in Saudi Arabia, and has pub-
lished studies on the Saudi Arabian oil industry.

U.S. Oil Import Policy

In the United States, the declining trend in crude oil and natural
gas reserves has brought into sharp focus the prospect of a far
greater comparative reliance on imported supplies in the future.
At the same time, the problems that would arise from heavy
reliance on importation from the major exporting countries that
are members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
are seen as being greater than in the past, owing to the hard
negotiating position that these countries have recently adopted.
Not only have the economic terms on which imports are obta%n-
able grown more severe, but bargaining for economic objectives

92 has involved use of the threat of an embargo on oil shipments as



a unercial weapon, in addition to its long-standing us: as a
political weapon. These developments have given rise to new
concerns in regard to security of imported supplies.

In view of the numerous economic, political, and international
complexities which bear upon this subject, RFF has revived this
project, which had been started a number of years ago, but termi-
nated in 1970 with the deaths of the principal investigators,
Wallace F. Lovejoy and Paul 1'. Homan of Si uthern Mein,!ist Uni-
versity. A new RFF grant to The University ,1 Southern Illinois at
Carbondale will be used by Milton Russell and Douglas Ilohi to
carry forward the work begun earlier.

Nt tNI1 1 STI"DIES
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World Copper Mining Industry

Work on a study of the world copper mining industry is being
continued by Raymond F. Mikesell, financed through a '1971 grant
to the University of Oregon.

In 1972, free world copper mining capacity consisted of 2.9
million metric tons in the developing c:-.unities and another 1.1
million in Canada, Australia, and South Africa. The United Slates,
Europe, and Japan accounted for another 2.9 million metric tons,
but these areas were also the major importers. The vast bulk of
world copper exports are accounted for by a handful of less
developed countries ILIN;s1 and most of the increased capacity
that is expected over the next decade will be located in the LDCs.
The free world demand is projected to rise at an annual rate of
about 4.3 percent over the next twenty-five years. To finance the
projected increase in free world copper mining capacity over the
period 1972-77 will require an investment of $1 to $1.5 billion a
year, most of it in the developing countries.

Nearly all of the copper mining capacity outside of the United
States, Europe, and Japan was established by foreign investment
from the 'Jnited States and Europe, and more recently from
Japan. However, :here has been a rapid change in the pattern of
ownership and control over the past decade. In 1960, producer
country governments held an interest in only 2.5 percent of free
world copper producing capacity, but by 1971 these governments
had an equity interest in production facilities representing 43 per-
cent of free world capacity. Moreover, the trend toward nationali-
zation in copper mining is likely to continue. Even in countries
like Canada and Australia, there is strong movement to limit
future foreign investment in the mining industry. A major objec-
tive of the study, therefore, is to assess the impact of these
changes in ownership and control on the future supply of copper.

In spite of the nationalization movement, both at the present
time and for a number of years to come, the !urge international
copper companies will play a major, if not a determining role, in
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Regional and Urban Studies

During the year. RFF's program in metropolitan governance was
recast to tap the research findings of young scholars working
in the field; a book titled Cities, Regions canal Public Policy (edited
by Cordon Cameron and Lowden Wingo for Oliver aid- Boyd,
Edinburgh) resulted from the joint U.S.British Glasgow Con-
fei ace on Urban Development Strategy; work on inicrmation
resources by Edgar Dunn culminated in a volume aci:Alted for
publication by Wiley Inierscience; a grant from the National
Science Foundation waA received for work on strucluri.. changes
in tl7e regional and urban economy frb u 1940 to 1070; and work
continued on the issues concerned with the quality of life in rela-
tion to urban scale. Lowdon Wing°. who has headed the regional
and urban studies program for the last five years, resigned to be-
come chairman of the. City Planning Department, University of
Pennsylvania. Ile was succeeded by Edwin T. "beide,

METROPOLITAN GOVERNANCE
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Further work on metropolitan governance is being undertaken in
cooperation with the i cademy for Contemporary Problems. The
Academy is interested in the practical problems faced by local
government officials in metropolitan areas and, with the help
of RFF's reconstituted Metropolitan Governance Research Com-
mittee, will bring the results of research findings to the attention
of these officials. At the same time, the concerns of the officials
can be effectively transmitted to researchers, helping the latter to
cho9se relevant problems for study. Serving on the RFF Committee
are:
William Alonso, Professor, Institute of Urban and Regional De-

velopment, University of California (Berkeley)
Sterling Brubaker, Senior Research Associate, Resources for the

Future
Daniel Wm. Fess'er, Professor, School of Law, University of

California (Davis)



Joseph L. Fisher, President, Resources for the Future
Bernard 1. Frieden, Director, MIT-Harvard Joint Center for Urban

Studies
Edwin T. Haefele, Director, Regional and Urban Studies, Re-

sources for the Future
Capt. Erick Hanushek. Department of Economics. U.S. Air Force

Academy
john E. Jackson, Professor, Department of Government, Harvard

University (Executive Secretary of the Committee)
Ted Kolderie, Executive Director, Citizens League of M'nneapolis-

St. Paul
Martin McGuire, Professor, Department of Economics, University

of Maryland
Mancur Olson, Professor, Department of Economics, University

of Maryland
Wallace Oates, Professor, Department of Economics, Princeton

University
George Peterson, Senior Research Staff, The Urban Institute
John Ries, Professor, Institute for Governmental Relations, Uni-

versity of California (Los Angeles)
Ralph Widner, Director, Academy for Contemporary Problems
Lowdon Wingo, Jr., Chairman, Department of City and Regional

Planning, University of Pennsylvania
Two conferences are being planned for the new committee The

first, held in October 1973, focused on how local changes in popu-
lation and economic activity affect the demands for locally pro-
vided public services, and the reciprocal effect of the public
services provided on migration patterns. The second, to be held
in the spring of 1974, will be concerned with sources of revenue
rot loccl governments and the relationship of these sources to
public output.

The fourth volume in the series of studies on the Governance of
Metropolitan Regions, entitled Reform as Reorganization, was in
press at the end of the year.

INFORMATION RESOURCES

During :rte year, Edgar Dunn completed a study devoted to specify-
ing the nature of our generic problems with social information
processing and how these relate to various proposals for statistical
reform currently being voiced.

Dunn has been identified for some time with these issues
as an official of the Department of Commerce, as a consultant to
the Office of Management and Budget, as a member of the advisory
board of the National Academy of Science's study of computer
data banks, and as the author of a number of papers. In his view,
the major statistical reform proposals of the 1960s social indi-
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turn, statistical professionalism -- have ignored fundamental issues
of concept and system design. These proposals emerged from con-
cepts that fail to show how each may be related in a systematic
way to the others. More important, the proposed reforms are in-
capable of handling the overarching problems of information
processing that generate the difficulties.

To provide a better conceptual base for dealing with these issues.
Dunn sketches a theory of social information processing, which
he uses both to evaluate the reform proposals and to identify
requirmi nis for the development of information resot.rces for the
future. H, also examines the controversial issue of personal
privacy it the broad context of the relationships between human
freedom and the use of information in society.

Dunn's book, Social Information Processing and Statistical Sys-
tems Chang-3 and Reform, is in process of publication by Wiley
Interscience.

STRUCE"R Al. CHANCE IN THE REGIONAL AND URBAN ECONOMY

In June, RFF received a grant of $104,500 from the National
Science Foundation, making it possible to complete a comprehen-
sive statistical analysis of the changing structure of the regional
and urban subeconomies of the United States between 1940 and
1970. This project was begun by Edgar Dunn in the mid-sixties,
but was held in abeyance until a special tabulation based upon the
1970 Census could be obtained.

Analysis of the data will be guided by a number of questions:
Does the structure and history of a region, when compared with
that of other regions, or with the same region differently depicted,
suggest something about its developmental options? Can we
extract examples of natural growth poles from this historical
experience and identify similarities and differences between them?
How do the historical patterns illuminate our current policy in-
terests in population growth and distribution? How are changes
in structure related to the size of nodal urban regions and their
internal settlement patterns? What are the observable regional
differences in the dynamic patterns or sequences of growth? Do
they suggest the forces that generate them? Can we identify some
of the differences between national and regional sources of
growth?

A New Research Approach

The basic strategy differs in several respe :ts from conventional
regional and urban research. It will emphasize the use of a set of
techniques to represent patterns formed by changes in the func-
tiont 1 structure of a variety of regional and urban entities. More
comr ionly the work in this field has dealt with forming economic-
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theses, or parameterizing simple planning models. Even where
patt-rn representations have been attempted, they were typically
restricted to cross sections of functional structures at a point in
time. This project focuses upon the structure and change of whole
sets of regional and urban complexes within the larger environ-
mental complex we know as the United States. In contrast to the
for.nal testing of simple relational hypotheses, it seeks to examine
wheiher systematic developmental hypotheses are geaerally con-
sistent with the historical record

Sources find 7t1Mhads

A variety of data sources will be employed, but the study will
lean most heavily upon income and employment data by industry
for all of the counties and Business Economic Areas in the United
States. Strong reliance will be placed on applications of a revised
version of the familiar shift-share technique developed by Dugan
in the mid-fifties in connection with an earlier RFF study.

A major analytical and descriptie volume is planned to present
the principal results of the study.

A Ne:V Service Izi lity

The requirements for collecting and analyzing data for this
study include: the development of a data base of historically con-
sistent descriptors: a unique set of computer software for carrying
out a somewhat novel research strategy: and an economical and
fle.ible computer routine for producing data maps for the United
States (depicting both county and economic area data). Because
these research resources will have wider application for future
work in related areas, arrangements have been made with the
Laboratory for Computer Graphics at Harvard University and with
the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Department of Commerce
to develop and maintain them in serviceable use after the comple-
tion of this project.

QUALITY OF LIFE AND URBAN SCALE

Irving }loch continued his investigations into the quality of
life and urban scale, the latter defined as embracing urban popu-
lation size znd density. Additional evidence was developed on
the basic thesis that there is a net decline in the quality of life
with increasing scale, but that this tends to be compensated for
by increasing money wages for the same work. This is not to say
that what exists is the best of all possible worlds; there is much
scope for institutional improvement. Among the improvements
suggested are better pricing and, particularly, the imposition of
effluent charges for the use of common property resources in the
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During the program year. developed information on density
rehoionships, on cost of living related to scale, and on nonmarket
costs and benefits primarily in the area of urban crime. A
strong relation holds between the scale factors, density increasing
with urban size. Within urban -teas density declines from a peak
at the (it!: eenter; over time. this relation has flattened out, re-
flecting suburban sprawl and increased automobile ownership.
Recent Census data show that this trend in the spread of cities
has continued over the last decade, but there is some evidence that
it is approaching a limit. In western cities, particularly, there are
indications that automobile ownership is approaching saturation,
and that urban density is beginning to increase. Further, there
is evidence that air and noise pollution helped to increase urban
spread, and, hence, that environmental cleanup may also lead
to some reversal of the dispersion.

Some observers, unhappy with the negative consequences of
large cities, have called for a penalty tax on inhabitants that in-
creases with urban size. But if' it is true, as indicated above, that
money wages increase with urban size, then the progressive income
tax fulfills this objective now. Comparing budgets for an urban
area of 100,000 persons with one of 0 million, the cost of living,
on average. is about 10 percent higher in the latter than !':e
former. with about 1 percent of the 10 percent difference accounted
for by the progressive income tax. Of course, this tax differential
varies by income class: it amounts to about one-half of I percent
for low-income, 1 percent for middle-income, and 2 percent for
upper-income families.

Although crime rates increase with urban size, the relationship
has typically been overstated, since much of the increase reflects
changes that occur in the demographic and ethnic composition of
the populace as urban size increases, rather than the change in
size, per se. Using multiple regression analysis, each of seven
major crimes was related to a large number of explanatory meas-
ures, including urban scale meas;ires. The analysis disclosed that:
increased unemployment N.va s associated with increased property
crimes: 1.igher summer temperatures increased crimes of violence;
an inch .,se in the proportions of both the young and the old
reduced crime rates. An increase in crowded housing, and in the
percentage of male primary individuals (persons living alone or
with non7platives), increased crime rates. Rates also tended to be
higher in the South and. to a lesser degree, in the West. Ethnic
factors were often important, with evidence that Japanese and
children of the foreign born had lower crime rates than average.
while American Indians. blacks, all other nonwhites, awl the
foreign born had rates above average. The American Indian rates
appeared to be the highest of any group, and northern black rates
appeared considerably higher than those of southern blacks.
Growth in urban population was usually associated with increased

99 crime, and there was some remaining positive effect for popula-
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1970 CRIME RATFS BY URBAN POPULATION CLASS,
ACTUAL AND AS A FUNCTION OF URBAN SCALE
(percentage of sample average)

Pe po tattoo
class

(thousands)
41....NINMODWOIMMII

Homicide Buttlery,

Urban crime index (sample average -100)
0- <250

250- <500

500 -(1,000

1,000- <2,300

2.500-e9,000

l'9.000thlY0

84.85

94.38

100.04

117.60

132.81

197.87

73.92

88.80

96.19

133.58

15435

105.78

61,62

6730

90.78

51.65

251.52

470.35

84.08

95.00

98.11

11.91

134.17

177.84

80.10

93.79

102.24

118.44

125.59

156.36

Index as function of scale effects only:
0 - <250

250- <500
SOO-41,000

1.000 -<2.500

2,500- <9,000

M1.000 (NYC.)

96.16

96.11

98.73

10169

107.48

98.04

91.33

96.18

98.19

121.24

88.00

64.83

94.47

95.74

103.61

102.42

116.59

136.75

100.70

95.78

99.39

109.74

'07.10

133.96

94.19

9730

104.96

102.20

102.54

135.68

91.18

103.92

115.10

11463

158.57

102.70

97.85

107.69

98.05

80.15

117.83

Auto
Theft

81.39

7433

120.02

128.41

170.83

199.63

73.06

117.10

119.03

119.14

107.86

If age. ethnic group, employment rate, geographic area, 713111 031111r

!ors that might influence crime ore held constant, the effect of urban
scale alone 111S1111171StIr1111 by population sciii) can he observid. The
figures ore hosed on overage crime rates in a sample of 137 uthen
limos. The tabulation results from an on-going BFF study of the fluidity
of life and urban scull!,

lion size, even after all other variables were taken into account.
But, somewhat surprisingly, increased population density was
associated with a decrease in crime, and this largely offset the
effect of increases in size.

For the sample of 137 urban areas that was employed, we can
compare actual crime rates, shown as percentages of the average
level, to calculated crime rates assuming that ail factors, except
urban scale factors, are the same between places. In doing so. we
ask: If percentages of old, young, ethnic groups, and so on, were
the same between places, but only size and density varied, what
levels of crime would be observed u size of place increased? The
results indicate a very substantial reduction in crime rates when
the other factors have been taken into account. (In the case
of robbery, the results shown for "scale effects," only abstract from
an interaction that occurs between the black population and urban
size, which probably reflects the problem of narcotics addiction;
with this interaction included, a narrowing of crime differentials
still occurs, but is not as pronounced.)



A detailed discussion of the crime study appears in a paper
scheduled for publication in the journal of tIrluin Economies.

illJD Study

Toward the close of the program year, the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development requested that RFF review what was
known about the major relationships between natural resources and
environmental quality, on the one hand, and regional and urban
development patterns, on the other. Because many aspects of the
problem were related to Hoch's ongoing research efforts, he
assumed primary responsibility for the report.

A t:131:111: :1\ ALYSIS OF AMERICAN liELIEIS Allow.. REAL PROPERTY

Beliefs about real property are defined as those ideas people
have about such topics as: the sources of property decline, what
land uses are antagonistic and complementary, how renters and
owners differ, what risk consists of and who bears it, what com-
prises appreciation and depreciation of values, and how one piece
of property affects another. Constance Perin has begun a study
of the belief systems of the main factors in the land development
process in metropolitan areas. As a cultural analysis the study is
intended to consider the meanings and significance of the questions
listed above for those occupationally involved in them. It is not a
psychological study of motives, nor an analysis in the mode of
"interest group" theory. The study views the chaos and the prob-
lems of land use in metropolitan areas as a political and social
process in which these cultural premises play an important role.
Ultimately the research should be useful in constructing policies
for ameliorating the disut:lities and conflicts that now character-
ize much metropolitan development. Interviews are being held with
mortgage bankers, assessors, appraisers, HUD officials, realtors,
developers, and legislators in two large metropolitan areas in
different regions of the country.

The research has these major practical and theoretical objec-
tives: to create a data archive of contemporary American beliefs
about real property (also to be made available to other analysts in,
for example, history, law, and political science); to define the cul-
tural meanings of !and and property resources and the unstated as-
sumptions or "social rules" used in allocating them among groups;
and to weigh the relative strength of national, regional, and local
ideals, beliefs, and norms in the operation of the private property
system.
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CONCRESSION:11. SEMINAR

With special support from the Ford Foundation, RFF and the
National Planning Association conducted a seminar on national
urban growth policy for selected members of Congress and their
staffs. The seminar was suggested by Senator John Sparkman,
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs.
Eight sessions were held, each led by an outstanding scholar:

Ralph Widner National Urban Growth Policy: Elements
and Interrelations

C. E, Bishop Rural Development
Bennett Harrison tropolitan Problem
William Alonso The Na' Settlement Pattern
Julius Margolis Public Finance
Peter Morrison Internal Migration
Harvey Garn The Location of Employment
Ben Chinitz National Urban Growth Processes:

Implications for Policy

The sessions were designed to bring legislators and their staffs
together with key members of the social science community to
exchange viewpoints and knowledge on critical issues of national
growth policy. The purpose was to increase the flow of information
about the social and economic implications of emerging aational
growth strategies.

CEANT

At the close of the year, a grant if $300,000 from the Edna
McConnell Clark Foundation was made to RFF io study problems
of social choice and institutional design, Edwin T. Haefele will
direct the program.
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Appraisals and Special Projects

Several projects conducted or sponsored by Resources for the
Future are administered separately from the major categories of
research dealt with elsewhere in this report. Some are an out-
growth of RFF's 1983 appraisal of resource adequacy in the United
Sit 111,s, and deal with situations where sufficiency of r4,Stnitce
supply may be in question or where technology has opened up neW
possibilities in the use of a resource. Some other projects relate
to marine resource issues. to liFF'r new policy studies, and to the
continuing studies of population-environment relationships. A
few are extensions of RFF's educational function an integral
part of each of its research programs.

RFSOIIRCF. APPRAISALS

As part of RFF's contribution to the work of the Commission on
Population Growth and the American Future, a revision and
updating of the material published in 1983 as Resources in Amen -
ca's Future was undertaken in 1972 Some of the results of the
initial effort were published in Volume III of the Commission
Research Papers under the title "Adequacy of Nonfuel Minerals
and Forest Resources." Written by Leonard L. Fischman and Hans
II. Landsberg, the study rested on demand projections geared to
1970 consumption data and, in the style of the original study, was
projected on the basis of reasonably v!sible developments social,
technological, and others.

Because of the limited time allowed by the Commission sched-
ule, no original work was undertaken in the areas of reserves
and resources and non-11.S. demand; instead, recourse was had to
data then available from the Bureau of Mines.

An article contributed by Hans Landsberg to RFF's Energy
Modeling (see Energy and Minerals section) was also derived
from the preliminary revision. In this analysis, 1970 projections

103 made ten years earlier are compared with the act,A1 performance



01 the I I S, re +MOWN' in the energy field, at least as far as demand
for various thorns 1)1' 1".11`Ny is M111:1,1141.

In Amzust 1973 Leonard I.. Fischman rejoined the RH staff on
a part-time basis to participate in the resource appraisals project.
The round of revisions now under way will lest the model de-
veloped previously inconsistencies and weak spots, and wili
validate reasoning underlying the new projection':,

The Economics of Materiels Adequacy end Substitution

Taking a very long view of resource adequacy, Frederick J. Wells
perfected his study of phosphate availability, which has been
reviewed by experts on both the supply anal the demand side,
Because of the irreplaceability of phosphates as a plant nutrient,
and the rising need for food under population and income trends
that will not soon level out for the world as a whole, the outlook
for phosphates has obvious importance.

In his study, Wells discusses not only the resource aspect, taking
into account phosphate sources not now exploited, and the
speculative cost associated with these sources, but also the deri-
vation of demand projections, based on nutrient-yield relation-
ships. lie concludes that phosphate inadequacy is not a problem
that need concern us for a Ion time to come. At the same time,
he clearly sets out the rising costs that will be encountered as
poorer sources come into play.

Stemming from the same conviction that a study of the outer
boundaries of resource availability is an instructive way of looking
at adequacy, a research project was developed that attempts to
deal with the ways in which a hypothesized "resource-poor-
future society would deal with scarcity or total absence of specified
substances. By way of a pilot project, a research contract was
made with S. Victor Radcliffe, head of the Division of Metallurgy
and Materials Science at Case Western Reserve University, to
identify in detail the functions of all materials contained in an
automobile, and to assess the consequences in terms of costs,
performance, etc., that substitutions of materials stipulated as
scarce [copper, nickel, zinc, lead, etc.) by materials stipulated as
widely abundant (aluminum, magnesium, iron, silicon, etc.) would
entail.

The study, which was well launched by the end of the program
year, should reveal the extent to which evaluation of responses
to materials scarcity is a useful ailernative approach to more
conventional investigations in which selection of a given tine
horizon plays a crucial role.

SPECIAL PROJECTS

International Studies of Fisheries Arrangements

The problems of the management and allocation of the sea's
104 wealth in fisheries are among the most difficult that will face the



Third I 'lined Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea. In
recognition of this, RFF, with the help of a supplemental grant
from the Ford Foundation, initiated last year a program of inter-
national studies of fisheries arrangemen s. The program has two
parts: The first is the preparation of a series of working papers
on alternative arrangements for particular fishery regions and
situations. The second involves the presentation and distribution
of the working papers to those persons throughout the world who
will have an influence on the decisions at the ITN Conference.

During the year, two of the working papers were printed:
Alternative Arrangements for Marine Fisheries: An Overview, by
Francis T. Christy, Jr., director of the program, and North Pacific
Fisheries Alanageinent, by I liroshi Kasahara and William T. Burke.
Kasahara, currently program coordinator of the UN Food and
Agriculture Organization's Fisheries Department, was a professor
at fisheries at the College of Fisheries, University of Washington,
when the study was being prepared. Burke is a law professor at
the I Tnivvrsity of Washington. His research was done under an
earlier grant to that university.

"Alternatives for the Management of West African Marine
Fisheries," by James A. Crutchfield and Rowena Lawson, is the
thiid working paper in the series and is currently being edited.
Crutchfield, coauthor of an earlier RFF book, The Pacific Salmon
Fisheries, 's a professor of economics at the University of Wash-
ington. Lawson is currently senior lectures in the Department of
Economies at the University of Hull, England. Her work was
supported 1),,' a grant made last year to York University. The
fourth study, "Alternative Organizational Arrangements for Global
Management of Fisheries," is in final review stage. It was written
by Edward Miles of the Graduate School of International Studies,
University of Denver. Also in review are "Fisheries of the Indian
Ocean: Issues of International Management and the Law of the
Sea," by Arlon Tussing, professor of economics at the University
of Alaska, and Robin Ann Hiebert: and "Alternative Management
Arrangements for World Tuna Fisheries," by Saul Saila and Virgil
Norton of the University of Rhode Island. During the year, RFF
made grants of $18,000 to the University of Alaska for support
of the former study, and $9,893 to the University of Rhode Island
for the latter. One or two studies, including a final review, remain
to be written. In addition. the progam provided a stipend of
$1,000 to Terese Sulikowski for the translation into English of a
Soviet book, Oceans, Technology and Law, edited by M. 1. Lazarev
and L. V. Speranskaya. The book, published in Russian in 1972,
contains many important articles on the law of the sea by such
experts as P. D. Barabolya, S. N. Smirnov, A. L. Kolodkin. and
A. A. Volkov.

As a whole, the working papers for the program comprise a
fairly comprehensive discussion of the wide variety of fishery
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en the different regions and are likely to he affected in quite
different ways by the decisions that may be made at the I1N
Conference, In the North Pacific, for example, there are only a
handful of nations directly concerned, most of which are de.
%eloped nations. In this region, there has been a long history of
agreements and conventions between the interested states, On the
other hand, the fisheries off the West African coast are of interest
not only to numerous coas!al states but also to about a dozen
distant-water countries, and there has been little history of inter-
national agreement.

In the Indian Ocean, opportunities for expansion of fisheries
appear to be greater than elsewhere in the world, whit 7% at the
same time, the potential for international conflicts appears to he
less because of the proximity of most resources to land. Tuna is
a special problem, and should be considered a global resource.
both because of the widely migratory patterns of the species and
because of the worldwide mobility of most of the tuna vessels.

In illustrating the disparity in fishery situations and in providing
discussion of the implications of alternative measures, the RFF
working papers are designed to help the delegates at the UN
Conference arrive at acceptable and desirable decisions on inter-
national regimes. In attempting to achieve this design, the materials
produced oy the program have been presented at various inter-
national forums. where participants include those who will have
some influence on the decisons of the Law of the. Sea Conference.
Brief, preliminary presentations were made by Christy at a meeting
of the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee in Delhi and
at the fourth annual Pacem in Maribus Conference in Malta. The
most important presentation was made during the summer meet-
ings of the. UN Sea -lied Committee in Ceneva. There, in coopera-
tion with the Law of the Sea Institute and with the aid of the
World Federation of United Nations Associations, RFF held a
series of luncheon and dinner seminars for the ITN delegates. At-
these seminars, the authors of the various working papers dis-
cussed their findings before small groups of selected delegates.
Representatives of more than forty countries participated in
these discussions, and copies of all six papers, either in final
or preliminary form, were distributed io all delegations.

Policy Studies

The RFF policy studies program initiated last year resulted in
one hook-length publication: another study is in manuscript form,
and two more are under way. Additional work bearing on policy
issues is carried out in other RFF programs.

A review of legal issues raised by the National Environmental
Policy Act, by Frederick Anderson with the assistance of Robert
Daniels. was published under the title NEPA in the Courts A
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is the broadest legislative statement of the ration's recent com-
mitment to protect the quality of its environment. The requirement
for detailed impact statements on all federal actions that signifi-
cantly affect the quality of the environment has had a profound
effect on the decision-making process of federal agencies. How-
ever, this result has come about not merely through the normal
bureaucratic implementation of the law; equally important has
been the spur of citizen groups who have turned to the courts to
give substance to the act. The result has been a rapidly growing
body of case law that has defined the meaning of the act in a
way that could hardly have been foreseen by its authors.

The Anderson study has grouped the case materials around a
number of issues raised in the course of judicial interpretation
such matters as standing to sue, which agencies are covered and
which of their actions require a statement, the transitional prob-
lems of applying the law to activities already under way, and
what constitutes an adequate statement and proper procedures.
For each topic the trend in the law has been traced. In some
cases the book goes beyond this to comment on the decisions and
to suggest future directions. Anderson concludes that, while NEPA
has not het had much effect in bringing about a better environment,
the procedures for proper agency review of environmental impact
are in place. He believes that subsequent court interpretations may
expand NEPA so as to permit a more rational approach to
broader policy issues at an earlier stage of their development.

An overview of resource and environmental policy issues under-
taken by Sterling Brubaker was in manuscript form rt the end of
the program year. Too often the various resource and environ-
mental problems are considered in isolation, with those concerned
about environment taking little thought for the resource implica-
tions of their proposals and vice versa. Meanwhile we may work
at cross-purposes even within some of the larger policy areas; for
example, when pollution controls applied to one receiving medium
force environmental consequences on another that already is
in trouble. The basic approach followed in this review has been
to identify objectives broadly supported by the public and to try
to discern how a longer-range sense of direction, and planning of
broader scope. can help to reduce conflict among objectives
particularly the -nflict often seen between the objectives of in-
come growth anu environmental quality. Possible strategies for
land use, energy, minerals, pollution abatement, and the inter-
national aspects of resource and environmental policies all have
been treated within this framework, While the long-range view is
preserved, an attempt is made to show how many current policy
issues must fit into it. The study draws freely on the fund of RFF
research work done in recent years in all of the areas of our
interest.

More detailed policy analysis is represented in two other studies
107 under way. One is an examination of recent innovations in land



use planning. This is being undertaken by Robert Healy. formerly
of the l'rban Institute, who joined RH' during the program sear.
For decades, land use controls in the United S;3tes ;men
exercised at the local level, or not at all. Now. under the pressure
of population growth, urban expansion, and environmental con-
cern, we are moving toward broader jurisdiction over land use
matters. Pending federal legislation is being preceded in some in-
stances by state action. Healy is examining experienc .vith state
land use planning now under way in I/err-mint, and under the
California coastal zone initiative, lie is taking briefer looks at
industrial siting controls in Maine and Delaware, state zoning in
Hawaii. and control of private lands in Adirondack Park. From
these case studies he hopes to get a better understanding of the
problems to which land use planning is directed, how effective it
has been, what interest groups have been aroused, and what
unanticipated side effects were encountered. This will permit a
more general discussion of the criteria for land use planning that
will be required if prospective federal legislation is enacted. Next
year we expect to broaden the initial effort to include attention
to the relation between federal pollution abatement laws and land
use controls.

A second study under way is a review of issues in forest
policy being undertaken by Marion Clawson. The nation's forests
have been subjected to increasing pressures. Demand for wood
products, both domestic and foreign, has boomed even while
environmentdist and recreational groups have resisted cutting
or have prcposed restrictions on management peactices. Both of
these contending forces represent legitimate social interests. but
it is not certain that the clash between them need be as severe as
it sometimes appears to be. Clawson, who has recently served on
a Presidential Commission to examine forest policy, will be draw-
ing upon and revising the work done for that group.

Population Studies

Much of the work this past year has involved follow-up activi-
ties to the report on "Resource and Environmental Consequences
of Population Growth in the United States." Many of the pollution
coefficients utilized in that project have been revised and updated,
and the energy sector of the model elaborated. In addition, plans
were laid for an intensive elaboration and extension of that
effort, one which will consider additional environmental and other
consequences of changes in population size and distribution. this
work should be in full swing by the first of the year.

Plans to extend this project to other countries have also pro-
gressed. The director of the studies, Ronald Ridker. spent a week
with the Operations Research Group in Barodas India, helpi.ig it
start its project. Discussions were also held on starting a similar
project in Indonesia. By the end of the coming year we hope to arid
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Plans have also been made to develop a collection of essays on
socioeconomic determinants of fertility that might be amenable
to policy influence. These essays will focus on the development
of practical policy packages which can be tested out in field
experiments, and on the analytical and statistical problems in-
volved in doing so.

The No-Growth Society

The 1...ant made in November 1971 to the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences for the purpose of preparing an issue of
'Modulus dealing with the characteristics, problems, and desir-
ability of a "no-growth" society bore full fruit in mid-September
with the publication of the Fall 1973 issue of the journal. The
collection of essays, begun in early 1972, was greatly strengthened
during the year by the commissioning of additional papers in the
fields of both population and economics. This occurred largely
as the result of a conference held under joint Academy-RFF
sponsorship in October 1972, attended by the majority of the
authors, a number of specially invited discussants, and partici-
pants from the two organizations sponsoring the undertaking. The
issue contains the following essays:

"Introduction," by Mancur Olson
"Zero Population Growth: The Goal and the Means," by Kingsley

Davis
"Population and the American Predicament: The Case Against

Complacency," by John P. Holdren
"Two Cheers for ZPC." by Norman B. Ryder
"Ills, Bads, and Disamenities: The Wages of Growth," by E. J.

Mishan
"The Shadow of the Stationary State," by Kenneth E. Poulding
"The Risks of Growth," by Richard Zeckhauser
"On Reforming Economic Growth," by Marc J. Roberts
"The Technology of Zero Growth," by Harvey Brooks
"Rich Countries and Poor in a Finite, Interdependent World," by

Lester Brown
"Should the Poor Buy No Growth?" by Willard R. Johnson
"Urban Zero Population Growth," by William Alonso
"Growth vs. No Growth: An Evaluation," by Roland N. McKean
"Epilogue," by Mancur Olson, Hans H. Landsberg, and Joseph L.

Fisher

RFF Fellowship Program

During this the thirteenth year in which RFF has con-
ducted its resources fellowship program, twelve fellowships were
awarded to doctoral candidates whose dissertations will involve
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Marc Landy, I larvard University -- The politics of natural resource
regulation: the control of strip mining in Kentucky

Lawrence W. Abrams, Washington University Operational use
of corrective taxes for pollution control

John W. Duffield, Yale University Wilderness: a land allocation
problem

Alfred Rutile, University of California From wonderlands to
wilderness: a century of the nationa!, parks idea in the United
States, 1872-1972

Keshar M. Bajracharya, State University of New York at Syracuse
-- Economic management of forests in India

Jon David I larford, Stanford University A theoretical and em-
pirical examination of the effects of the federal grant program
for the construction of waste treatment plants

Thomas II. Hammond, University of California, Berkeley
Organizational structure and political adaptation: the case of
state fish and game agencies

Wesley 1. Jones, Purdue University The citizen-designer inter-
face: a multidimensional joint-space approach for the selection
and design of outdoor recreational facilities

David Hurd Jackson, University of Washington The theory of
price determination for limber: a maturing asset

Thomas K. Rudel, Yale University Property law, social organiza-
tion, and material conditions in society

Roger J. Vaughan, University of Chicago The costs of air pollu-
tion

Kenneth Leathers, Colorado State University The economics
of managing saline irrigation return flows in the Colorado River
basin.

Thirteen RFF fellows of previous years presented dissertations
to their universities in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

Robert C. Baesemann, University of California The dynamics
,if agglomeration

larad L. Cohan, Massachusetts Institute of Technology An as-
sessment of multiobjective solution techniques for river basin
planning problems

Susan L. Hader, Stanford University Aldo Leopold and the
evolution of an ecological attitude

Edward C. Cray. University of California Economic analysis of
the application of a new technology; the utilization of hot and
saline groundwater resources in the Imperial Valley, California

Peter H. P. Ho, Carnegie-Mellon University Demand analysis
for urban riverine recreation

Lowell L. Klessig, University of Wisconsin Recreational pro-
perty owner° and their institutional alternatives for resource
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john Kuiper, Stanford University Analysis of alternative se-
quences of hydroelectric power developments

Richard It Mead, Harvard University The Astoria problem: a
systems analysis of an electric power versus air quality conflict

Alexander Morton, llarvard liniversity -- Freight demand
Frederick M. Peterson, Princeton University The theory of

exhaustible natural resources: a classical variational approach
Arndt Seifert, Michigan State University The time price sys-

tem its application to the measurement of primary outdoor
recreation benefits

George W. Silverthorne, University of California Optimal pro-
duction from a seaweed resource

Stephen W. Sorenson, University of Texas A mathematical
theory of coalitions and competition in resource development.
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Latin American Program

A NEW P1 IASI:

Much of RFF's work in Latin America, except for Brazil, has dealt
with aspects of development and management of water resources.
The results if this work have been sufficiently promising to sug-
gest that problems related to water could serve as a central theme
to guide our research in the region over the next several years.
Moreover, our experience has indicated that the productivity of
this effort would be greatly increased if it were designed to engage
the active participation of Latin Americans interested in this range
of problems. who are likely to have a better sense of the priorities
among these problems than any foreigner. Moreover, they have
readier access to appropriate government agencies and to the data
needed to undertake research in this difficult area.

With these ideas in mind, discussions wera held in the course
of the year with economists, engineers, and hydrologists in
Mexico. Colombia, Chile, and Argentina, to probe the degree of
their interest in working with RFF in a joint program of research
on problems of water development and management. The response
was enthusiastic and at year's end the program had begun.
Financed by a two-year grant from the Ford Foundation, it in-
volves the Center for Agricultural Economics at Chapingo, Mexico;
the Faculty of Economics, University of the Andes, and the Foun-
dation for Higher Education and Development (FEDESARPOLLO)
in Colombia; the Department of Planning. University of Chile; and
the Department of Agricultural Economics, Catholic University, in
Chile. It is hoped that arrangements will also be made for the
participation of the Institute of Economics, University of Cuyo,
in Argentina.

Each institution will undertake research on a problem of special
interest to its own participants, except that the two Chilean groups
are working jointly on a single project. A series of four seminars
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on their own work and discuss work undertaken by others. In
addition, each participant will spend several weeks visiting the
other institutions in this program where he will give seminars on
his own work and farniliais.ze himself in detail with the work of
his hdsts. It is expected that the results of the research will be
published in both Spanish and English, either as monogl 3phs,
papers in professional journals, or as a collection of essays.

Mexico

RFF's representative in Mexico is William Lord, formerly pro-
fessor of agricultural economics at the University of Wisconsin.
During this program year Lord has been developing a program of
research at the Center for Agricultural Economics, National School
of Agriculture, at Chapingo. He has focused on the problem of
r.lral poverty in Mexico, which continues to be a major concern.
The country has maintained a rate of economic growth in excess
of 5 percent per year for several decades and has achieved signi-
ficant success in stimulating agricultural production as part of
this generally good economic performance. Nevertheless, the
greater part of the gains in agricultural income have been con-
centrated in the hands of a relatively small number of farmers
favored by large-scale public irrigation projects and with ready
access to credit, modern inputs such as fertilizers, pesticides, and
farm machinery, and with enough land for efficient deployment
of these inputs. The great mass of farmers have not participated
in these developments and remain desperately poor.

Since the Mexican government has reaffirmed the problem of
rural poverty as one of its principal concerns, Lord and those
working with him at Chapingo are studying the root causes of the
problem with the goal of providing information useful for develop-
ment of policies to deal with it. The work is focused for the
most part on analysis of a variety of Mexican government pro-
grams designed to improve the lot of the rural poor. In addition
to supervising much of this work, Lord is actively engaged in
the study of irrigation policy in Mexico, particularly its impact
on small farmers.

Ronald Cummings (Lord's predecessor in Mexico for RFF), now
head of the Department of Resource Economics at the University
of Rhode Island, completed revisions of his study of PHLINO, a
large-scale project of the Mexican government to transfer surplus
waters in the Sinaloa-Fuerte valleys of Mexico several hundred
miles up the west coast to supplement declining groundwater
supplies in the Costa de Hermosillo irrigation district. Cummings'
study is now under review.

A matter of continuing interest in our work in Mexico is the
relationship between agricultural and urban development. There is
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in the northwestern part of the country, has been a response to the
increase in demand for goods and services generated by rapidly
expanding agriculture in the hinterlands of the cities. Studies of
this relationship have been completed for the cities of Hermosillo
and Obregim in the state of Sonora, and a new study was begun
of Mexicali in Baja California. The latter study, financed by a
grant from RFF, is being done at Arizona State University under
the direction of Jerry Ladman. With the others mentioned above,
it will be incorporated in an investigation by Pierre Crosson of
the effects of public policy toward agriculture on the rate and
pattern of urban growth in Mexico.

A study of water planning in Mexico. undertaken for the World
Bank by Cummings. Pierre Crosson, John Hernandez, and Edmund()
Flores (the last two acting as consultants) was completed and
delivered to its sponsor.

Argentina

Kenneth Frederick completed a two-year assignment for RFF in
Argentina in July 1973. Working at the Institute of Economics,
University of Cuyo in Mendoza. he undertook research on prob-
lems of management of that region's water resources. Agri-
culture. particularly production of wine grapes, is the economic
base of the region, and is wholly dependent on irrigation. Water.
therefore, is the key to the present and future development of
the region. In recent decades the demand for water has so far
exceeded supplies available from the area's rivers that ground-
water has come to play a vital role in total water supply. There
is no central management of the groundwater, however, which has
led to a rate of extraction that is excessive from a social point of
view. This tendency has been reinforced by government tax and
pricing policies, which encourage an even higher rate of in-
vestment in wells and pumping equipnu nt than would otherwise
occur. In effect, neither public policies nor farmer behavior ade-
quately take into account the increasing scarcity of water in the
Mendoza area.

Frederick's study analyzes the historical pattern of agricultural
production and water use in the region, showing how, for a variety
of economic, political, and institutional reasons, the shift from
a condition of water surplus to water scarcity has not yet been
sufficiently recognized by farmers and policy makers. A major
goal of the study is to suggest alternative policies to encourage
patterns of water use more in accord with the real scarcity of the
resource, thus strengthening the long-run viability of the regional
economy. At year's end a draft of the study had been completed
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The hatched areas indicate the principal irrigation zones within the
Cuyo region of Argentina. Currently, there are nearly 500,000 hectares
under irrigation within the region; most of this land is centered around
and provides the economic base for the region's three major urban
areasMendoza. San Juan. and San Rafael. Water use already exceeds
the total of the average annual river flows and aquifer recharge, and a
continuation of recent rates of increase in water use could exhaust the
usable ground water stocks within several decades. To enhance the
availability of water, huge investments in dams, lining of canals, and
even an interbasin water transfer have been either undertaken in re-
cent years or are under serious consideration. The sites of the major
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Brazil

Arthur Silvers. RFF's representative in Brazil, continued his
research and teaching at the Center for Regional Development and
Planning ICEDEPLAR), a part of the University of Minas Gerais
in Belo Horizonte. Silver's major research project is an analysis of
the sources of economic growth in twenty small and medium-size
cities in the stale of Minas Cerais. His special interest is the effect
of public policies. particularly investment in urban infrastructure
and in transport facilities linking urban areas, on the competitive
position of cities, both in serving local markets and in exporting
to markets in other regions. This information would be of value
in any government program to affect the pattern of growth in the
nation's urban areas, a matter of increasing concern to the Brazil-
ian government. A number of students and faculty at CEDEPLAR
are actively engaged with him in the project. Initial processing of
data collected in special surveys of various cities was completed,
and Silvers began drafting portions of the report during the year.

As part of CEDEPLAR's graduate program, Silvers also taught
a course on regional economics and acted as thesis advisor to a
number of students. He took the lead in organizing a conference
on urban economics and planning, held at the Center in August
1973, sponsored jointly by RFF, CEDEPLAR, and the Ford Founda-
tion, and attended by scholars from five universities in Brazil, by
urban planners from a number of government agencies, and by
students and faculty of CEDEPLAR. Papers were presented at this
conference by Silvers and others, including Lowdon Wingo,
formerly director of RFF's urban and regional program and now
Chairman of the Department of City and Regional Planning, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. After the conference, Silvers and Wingo
met with the head and several senior faculty members of
CEDEPLAR to discuss how material and ideas developed at the
conference could be incorporated into the Center's course struc-
ture on urban economics and planning.
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Publications

Most of the research done by Resources for the Future takes final
shape in the form of books, journal articles, and reprints meant
for a readership concerned with natural resources and the quality
of the environment, including teachers, research specialists, stu-
dents, citizen groups, and administators in business, industry, and
government.

BOOKS. During the 1972-73 program year, eight new books were
published and five others were sent to press; these titles are indi-
cated by an asterisk in the full list of publications below.

Booklength studies published by or for RFF fall into two
categories: 11) hardcover books for individual or library use, some
of which are also made available as low-priced papc-ba..ks for use
as texts or supplementary readings in colleges and universities;
and 12) paperbound riumovaphs on more specialized research,
reconnaissance studies, and collections of papers presented at
conferences sponsored by RFF. Most of the boti.(s in the first
category are published and distributed for Resources for the Future
by The Johns Hopkins University Press and are indicated in the
list below as Mill); the few issued through other publishers are so
identified. Books in the second category. which are published by
Resources for the Future, are distributed by The Johns Hopkins
University Press. They are identified in the list as RFF.

GRANT-SUPPORTED STUDIES published by other institutions.
Books based on research supported or partially supported by
RFF grants and issued by other publishers during the last five
years are listed on pages 123-24.

THE RFF REPRINT SERIES. This series makes available in limited
quantities reprints of selected papers written by RFF staff members
and originally published in journals or proceedings. Single copies
are free on request. Nine new reprints were added during the
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writings published in professional journals during the year are
listed on pages 124-25 :I nil 134-37.

RESOURCES. This bulletin, issued three times a year, contains
brief articles based on material from recent books or papers based
on staff research. The January issue reviews some significant
events of the previous year relating to the use or management of
natural resources. The bulletin, which varies in length from four
to twenty-four pages, is free on request.

BOOKLETS. The following are available free: a brief description
of the organization, Resources for the Future, Inc.; Its Aims and
Work: a booklet listing RFF fellowship recipients from 1960 to
1973, together with their past and current affiliations; and a list of
RFF books in print.

REF BOOKS STILL IN PRINT

NATlitiAi. RESOURCES AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Arrow. Kenneth J., and Mordecai Kurz Pub-
lic Investment, the Rate of Return, and Op-
timal fiscol Policy. JHUP, 1970; third print-
ing 1972. 246 pp. $9.00.

Barnett. Harold J., and Chandler Morse. Scar-
city and Growth: The Economics of Natural
Resource Availability. JHUP. 1963; second
printing 1968. 304 pp. $9.00. Paper, 1965;
second printing 1989. $2.25. Polish Edition.
Ehohotniha zasobow naturultwch. Warsaw:
Ksiaka i Wiedza. 1967. ZI 30.

Haveman, Robert H. The Economic Perform-
ance of Public Investments: An Ex Post
Evaluation of Water Resources Investments.
JHUP. 1072. 142 pp. $7.00.

Haveman. Robert H.. and John V. Krutilla.
Unemployment, Idle Capacity. and the
Evaluation of Public Expenditures: Na-
tional and Regional Analyses. JHUP, 1948.
172 pp. $6.50.

Jarrett. Henry. ed. Comparisons in Resource
Management: Six Notable Programs in

Other Countries and Their Possible U.S.
Application essays based on the RFF
Forum lectures of 1981. JHUP, 1961. 292 pp.
Cloth out of print. Paper edition (Univer-
sity of Nebraska Press) 1965, $1.65.

fLandsberg. Hans H. Natural Resources for
tt.S. Growth: A Look Ahead to the Year
2000. Based on Resources in Americo's
Future. JHUP. 1984; third printing 1907. 270
pp. Paper, $2.45.

Landaberg. Hans H.. Leonard L. Fischman.
and Joseph L. Fisher. Resources in Amer-
ica's Future: Patterns of Requirements and
Availabilities, 1960-2000. JHUP. 1983; second
printing 1964. 1.1)38 pp. $20.00. Russian edi-
tion. Resursy S.Sh.A. v buduahtshem. 2 vols.
Moscow: Isdatelstvo Progress. 1965. 3r. 57k.

Levin. Harvey J. The Invisible Resource; Use
and Regulation of the Radio Spectrum.
JHUP, 1971. 454 pp. $12.00.

Potter. Neal. Natural Resource Potentials of
the Antarctic. New York: American Geo-
graphical Society. 1969. 106 pp. Paper. $4.00.

Potter. Neal, and Francis T. Christy. Jr.
Trends in Natural Resource Commodities:
Statistics of Prices, Output, Consumption,
Foreign Trade, and Employment in the
United States, 1870-1959. JHUP, 1982. 580
pp. $17.50.

Published or in pros. during the 1972 73 program, year.
t Especially prepared for general readers.
Note: RFP and JHUP books in this list may be ordered from The Johns Hopkins University Press. Baltimore. Maryland
211111. or 2.4 Brook Street. London W. 1A. 1AA. England.
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NVIIIONNIENTAL STUDIES

*Anderson, Frederick IL, with Robert II.
1.)aniels. NEPA :a the Courts: A Legal
Anelysis of the. Notional Environmental
Policy Act. )1111P, 197:i. 424 pp. $15.00.

$8.95.

Ayres, Robert U., and Richard P. Nickenna.
Alternatives to the internal Canibustion
Engine: Impacts on Environmenlid ility.
111UP, 1072; se.:oii printing 1973. 340 pp.
$12.00.

illrubaker, Sterling. To Live an Earth: Man
and Ills Environment in Perspective. HILIP,
1972; second printing 1073. xis pp, $6,05.
Paper. New AnwriLan Library (Mentor).
1972. $1.50,

Frisken, William R. The Atrmisrheric En.
vironment. REF, 1973. 80 pp. Paper, $3.50.

Goldstein, Jon H. Competition for Wetlands
in the Midwest: An Ecnnornic Analysis.
REF, 1971. 122 pp. Paper, $3.50.

liaefele. Edwin T. Representenve Cavern-
men t and Environmental hliinagement.
11111P, 1973. 102 pp. $8.95.

Headley. J. C., and J. N. Lewis. The Pesticide
Problem: Aa Economic Approach to Public
Policy. REF. 1967; second printing 1970. 160
pp. Paper. $3.50.

lierfindahl, Orris C., and Allen V. Kneese,
Quality of the Environment: An Economic
Approach to Some Problems in Using Land,
Water, and Air. REF, 1965; fourth printing
1970. 104 pp. Paper. $2.00. Japanese edition.
Tokyo: The Tokoro Simian Publishing Co.,
Ltd., 1971. 220 pp. 050 Y.

Jarrett, Henry, ed. Perspectives on Conserva-
tion - essays on America's natural re-
sources based on the RFF Forum lectures
of 1958. HIUP. 1958; fourth printing 1968.
272 pp. $9.00. Paper 1969. $2.95.

Jarrett, Henry. ed. Environmental Quality in
a Growing Economy essays based on the
RFF Forum lectures of 1966. 111UP, 1966;
third printing 1970. 190 pp. $7.50. Paper
1971. $1.95.

Kneese, Allen V., Robert U. Ayres. and Ralph
C. &Arse. Economics and the Environment:
A Materials Balance Approach, REF, 1970;
third printing 1972. 132 pp. Paper. $2.50.

Kneese, Allen V., and Blair T. Bower, eds.
Environmental Quality Analysis: Theory
and Method in the Sociii: Sciences. JIIUP,
1972. 420 pp. $12.00.

"Krutilla, John V.. ed. Natural Environments:
Studies in Theoretical and Applied Analy-
sis. JHUP, 1972. 382 pp. $16.50.
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Ridiotr, Rimald C., ed. Population. Resources,
and the Environment. Vol. 3 of Research
Reports of the Commission on Population
Growth and the American Future. 11.S. Coy-
ernment Printing Office. 380 pp. $4.25, 1972.

Zupan, Jeffrey 1.1. The Distribution of Air
guiltily in the New York Region, REF.
-1973. 98 pp. Paper, $3.50.

IA,' ATER BI-:SOURCES

Bain, Joe S., Richard F.. Caves, and Julius
Margolis. Northern California's Water In-
dustry: The Comparative Efficiency of Pub-
lic Enterprise in Developing a Scarce Na-
tural llesimice. II RIP, 1987. 784 pp. $20.90.

Cleary. Eatward J. The ORSANCO Story:
1Vater Quality Miningement in the Ohio
Valley under an Interstate Compact. JIIUP,
1967. 352 pp. $10.00. Paper, $2.95.

Comer, Paul 11., and George 0. G. 1.8f.
Water Demand for Steam Electric Genera-
tion; An Economic Projection Model. RFF,
1985. 156 pp. Paper, $4.00.

Craine, Lyle F. Water Monogernent Innova-
tions it. Englund. REF, 1969. 136 pp. Paper.
$3.50.

Davis, Robert K. The Range of Choice in
Water Menagement: A Study of Dissolved
Oxygen in the Potomac Estuary. JHUP,
1988. 214 pp. $8.00.

Hartman, L. M., and Don Semitone. Water
Transfers: Economic Efficiency and Alter-
native Institutions. JHUP, 1970. 144 pp. $5.75.

Hayman, Robert II. See under Natural Re-
sources and Economic Development.

Howe, Charles W., et al, Inland Waterway
Transportation: Studies in Public and Pri-
vate Management and Investment Deci-
sions. REF, 1969. 158 pp. Paper, $5.00.

Howe, Charles W., and K. William Easter.
liiterbusin Transfers of Water: Economic
Issues and Impacts. 11111P, 1971. 212 pp.
$9.50.

Howe, Charles W., Clifford S. Russell, Robert
A. Young, and William J. Vaughan. Future
Water Demands: Impacts of Technological
Change, Public Policies. and Changing Mar-
ket Conditions on Water Use Patterns of
Selected Sectors of the U.S. Economy, 1970-
1990. Publication number PB 197 877. Na-
tional Technical Information Service, U.S.
Department of Commerce, Springfield. Va.
22151. 116 pp. Paper (mimeo.), $3.00.

Kneese, Allen V. Economie at gestion de la
quoliti; des eaux. Adapted and translated by
H. Levy-Lambert. Paris: Dunod, 1967. 37 Fr.
(American edition Is o it of print.)



kneese, Allen V Water 1)(31111bn/1: Economic
Aspects mad iie',etn h Needs. REF, 1962;
fourth printing 1971. 120 pp, Paper, $1.75.

kneese. Allen V.. and Blair T. Bower. Wri-
nging !Voter Quality: Ecnnornics. Technol-
twy. institutions. 11111P, 19611; third print-
ing 3.01 pp, $11,o0. German edition.
Die Missergotewirtseholt: Wirist-Iiftsthe-
oretishe Grundlogen, Technologies. Insti-
noweo N.1unchen, Wien: R. Oldenbourg,
Verlag. 19-2. 1)X1 68.-.

kneese. Allen V.. and Stephen C. Smith, eds.
Water Research 1965 seminars in water
resources resew rth (REF and Western Re-
solaces Conference). JIR IP, 1967; second
printing 1970. 536 pp. $15.00.

ktutilla. John V, The Columbia River Treaty:
The Economics of on Internotiontil River
linsm Development. )1111P, 1967. 228 pp.
$7.50.

Krutilla, John V. and Otto Eckstein. Multiple
Purpose Raver Develnpment: Studies in Ap-
plied Ey anomie Analysis. )11UP. 1958; third
printang t9ia4. 310 pp, $10.00. Paper 1969,
$2,95.

La George 0, G,. and Allen V. kneese. The
Economics of Water I11111Z1J1iall in the Beet
S171!ta intilistry, REF, 1968. 136 pp, paper,
S4.00,

Russell. Clifford 5.. David G. Arey, and Rob-
ert W. Runes. Drought and Winter Supply:
Implications of the Massachusetts Experi-
ence for Municipal Planning. p MP. '1970.
248 pp. $8.00.

Ruttan, Vernon W. The Economic Demand for
Irrigated Acreage: New Methodology and
Some Preliminary Projections, 1954-1980.
JHUP, 1965. 152 pp. $5.00.

Waltman, Nathaniel. and Gilbert W Bonem.
The Outlook for Water: Quality, Quantity,
end National Growth. )11UP. 1971. 304 pp.
(81/4" x 11"). $12.00.

MARINE RESOURCES

Christy, Francis T.. Jr., and Anthony Scott.
The Common Wealth in Ocean Fisheries:
Some Problems of Growth and Economic
Allocation. 111111). 1966; second printing
with new preface. "Since 1965," 1972. 322
pp. $10.00. Spanish edition. La pescn flee/m-
ica: eliplotacion de una riqueza comun.
olgimos problemns de crecinnento y distri-
bucion econOmica. Mexico, D.F.: Union
Tipografica Editorial Iiispano Americana.
1967.

Crutchfield. James A.. and Giulio Pontecorvo.
The Pacific Salmon Fisheries: A Study of
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lrrutintial Con servotion. pulp, It169. 232 pp.
$8.50.

LAND 'INCOMING
FORESTRY AND RECRFAT/ON)

(lawman. Marion, The Federal Lands Since
1956: Heent Trewls in Use mad Manage-
pivot. RFF, 19117.128 pp. Paper. $4.00.

Clawson. Marion. Policy Directions for U.S.
Agriculture: Lon); -Runge Choiees in Form-
nag and Burn/ laving. 1HUP, 19684 416 pp.
$12.00. Spanish edition. Problemos de la
produceitin ogricolo. Mexico, D.F.: Editorial
Let ras, S.A,. 1970.

Clawstan, Marion. Suburban Luna Conversion
in the United Sullies: An Ecmunnic and
(overnmcntul Process, MOP, 1971; second
printing 1072. 424 pp. $12.50.

fClawsnn, Marion. America's Land anti Its
Uses. )1111P, 1972. 178 pp. $8.50. Paper, $2.45.

Clawson. Marion. and R. Biondi Ibid. The
Federal Lands: Their Ilse end Muntigt?inent.
3111.11'. 1957; second printing 1967. 528 pp.
$16.50.. Paper edition Illniversity of Ne-
braska Press). 1965. $2.95.

Clawson. Marion, R. Burnell Held, and
Charles 11. Stoddard. Loaol for the Future.
pill!). 1960; third printing 1968. 592 pp.
5111.50.

Clawson, Marion, with Charles 1.. Stewart,
Lund Use Information: A Critical Survey
of H.S. Statistics. Including Possibilities
for Greater Uniformity. REF. 1966: second
printing 1989. 422 pp. Paper. $6.00.

Clawson, Marion. and Jack L. Knetsch. Eco-
nomics of Outdoor Recreation. 111UP, 1967;
second printing 1969. 348 pp. $10.00. Paper
1971, $2.05.

Clawson, Marlon. Hans 11. Landsberg. and
Lyle T. Alexander. The Agricultural Poten-
tial of the Middle East. An RFF-Rand study.
1New York: American Elsevier) 1971. 338 pp.
(81/2 x $19.50.

*Clawson. Marion. and Peter hall, Planning
end Urban Growth: An Anglo-American
Comparison. JIIUP. 1973. 296 pp. $12.50.

*Clawson, Marion. ed. Modernizing Urban
Lund Policy. JHUP, 1973. 256 pp. $11.00.

Clepper. Henry. Professional Forestry in the
United States: 11111P, 1971. 350 pp. $10.00.

Guthrie, John A., and George R. Armstrong.
Western Forest Industry: An Economic
Outlook. )11UP, 1961. 352 pp. $10.00.

Held, R. Burnell. and Marion Clawson. Soil
Conservation in Perspective. JHUP, 1965.
358 pp. $11.00. Portuguese edition. Con-



servaviso do wane passado, presence e ftt-
turo. Rio de Janeiro: Ediviies Cruzeiro,
1965.

Ise. John. Our National Park Policy: A Criti-
cal History. JIIIIP, 1961; second printing
1967. 716 pp. $17.50.

Johnson, Glenn L.. and Leroy Quance. eds.
The Overproduction Trap in i1.S. Agricul
lure, )1111P, 1972. 232 pp. $10.00.

Kaufman. Hilbert. The Forest limiNcr: A
Study in Administrative Behavior. jt.1_11),
1960: third printing 1967. 278 pp. $7.50.
Paper 1967, $2.95.

Morgan, Robert J. Governing Soil Conserva-
tion: Thirty Vein's of the New Decentraliza-
tion, 0111P, 1966. 416 pp. $12.00.

Resources for the Future. Forest Credit in the
tinned - report of a Committee ap-
pointed by Resources for the Future. RFF,
1958. 174 pp. Pape:, $2.00.

Resources for the Future. Agricultnral Devel-
opment in the Ntekeng Basin: Gaols, Prio:-1-
ties. and Strategies. HIT, 1971. 116 pp.
Paper, $2,50.

Schmid. A. Allan. Converting Lund from
Halal to Urban Uses. RFF, 1968; secone
printing 1971. 118 pp. Paper, $4.00.

Zivnuska, John A. U.S. Timber Resources in
a 1,Vorhl Economy. RFF, 1967. 139 pp. Paper,
$3.50.

ENERGY AND NONFIJEL MINERALS

*Adelman. M.A., The World Petroleum Market.
JIIUP, 1973; second printing 1973. 458 pp.
$22.50. Paper, $5.95.

Brooks, David B. Low-Grade mu. Nelnconven-
tional Sources of Manganese. RFF, 1966.
136 pp. Paper, $3.00.

Brooks, David B. Supply and Competition in
Minor Metals. RFF, 1966. 166 pp. Paper,
$3.00.

Brooks, David B., and John V. Krutilla. Peace-
NI Use of Nuclear Explosives: Some Eco-
nomic Aspects. RFF, 195Q. 58 pp. Paper,
$1.50.

Brown, Keith C., ed. Regulation of the Natural
Gas Producing Industry. JHUP, 1972. 272 pp.
Paper, $8.50.

Brubaker. Sterling. Trends in the World Alu-
minum Industry. JIIUP, 1987. 274 pp. $8.50.

Campbell, Robert W. The Econo.iiics of So-
viet 0i/ and Gas. JHUP, 1968. 298 pp. $9.50.

Cicehetti, Charles J. Alaskan Oil: Alternative
Routes and Markets. RFF, 1972. 160 pp.
Paper. $5.00.
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Darmstadter, Joel, with Perry D. Teitelbaum
and pried:iv C. Mat. Energy in the.
World Economy. JIIUP, 1972. 888 pp. (8Va"
x 11"). $22.50.

Hazleton, Jared E. The Economics of the Sul-
phur Industry. RFF, 1970. 186 pp. Paper,
$3.50.

Herfindahl, Orris C. Copper Costs and Prices:
1870-1957. JIIUP, 1959. 272 pp_ $9.00.

Lovejoy, Wallace F.. lid Paul 1'. Homan.
NI :fluids of Estimation. Reserves of Crude
Oil, Natural Gas. and Natural Gas Liquids.
RFF, 1965. 182 pp. Paper. $3.00.

Lovejoy, Wallace F., and Paul T. Iloman.
Economic Aspects of Oil Cui:servution
Regulation. )111JP, 1967. 312 pp. $10.00.

fMcDivitt, James F. Minerals and Men: An
Exploration of the World of Minerals and
Its Effect on the World We Live in. JIIUP,
1965; fourth printing 1971. 166 pp. Paper,
$1.95. (Revised edition forthcoming.) Span-
ish edition. Los minerales y el hombre.
Mexico, DT.: Editorial Limusa-Wiley, S.A.,
1966.

NU:Donald. Stephen L. Petroleum Conserva-
tion in The United States: An Economic.
Analysis. 1971. 296 pp. $10.00.

Manners, Gerald. The Changing World Market
for Iron Ore, 1950-1'980: An Economic
Geography. 11111P, 1971. 400 pp. $14.00.

Manners, Gerald. The Changing World Market
fat iron Ore: A Descriptive Supplement
Covering the Years 1950-1965. Ann Arbor,
Mich.: University Microfilms 1Xerox), 1971.
194 pp. Order Number OP 57,522. Paper.
$9.70, plus shipping and handling charges.

Mikesell. Raymond F., and associates. For-
eign Investment in the Petroleum and Min-
end Industries: Case Studies of Investor-
/lost Country nelations,111UP, 1971. 478 pp.
$15.00.

Resources for the Future with Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in cooperation with
the National Science Foundation, Energy
Research Needs. Publication number PB 207
516. National Technical Information Service,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield,
Va. 22151. 894 pp. Paper /mimeo.). $13.50.

Resources for the Future. U.S. Energy Poli-
cies: An Agenda for Research. RFF, 1968;
second printing 1969. 166 pp. Paper, $4.00.

'Russell, Clifford S. Residuals Management in
Industry: A Case Study of Petroleum Re-
fining. 111UP, 1973. 210 pp. $11.00.

Schurr, Sam II. Historical Statistics of Min-
ends in the United States. RFF, 1960; sec-
ond printing 1968. 48 pp. Paper, $1.00.



Schorr, Sam H., and Bruce C. Netschen, with
Vera F. Eliasberg, Joseph Lerner, and Hans

Landsberg. Energy in the Americus Econ-
omy, 1850-1975, Russian edition. Energetiko
eitonomilie S.Sh.A., 1850-1975. Moscow:
lsdatelstvo rktmomicheskor literature, 1963.
Ir. 90k. American edition Out of print.

Schut . Sam 11., Paul T. Homan, and asso-
ciates, Middle Eastern Oil and the Western
World: Prospects and Problems. An RFF-
Rand Study. New York: American Elsevier
PubFhing Company, 1971. 222 pp. (131:2" x
11"). $16.00. Japanese translation of Sum-
mary and Conclusions. Tokyo: japan Eco-
nomic Research Institute, 1971. 4 pp.

Schur r, Sam IL, ed. En erg y. Economic Growth,
and the Environmeat_ 11111P, 1972; second
printing 1973. 240 pp. $10.00. Paper 1973,
$2.95.

111111AN AND REGIONAL STUDIES

Crneran, Cortina C. Regional Economic Do-
VelOIMIVIII: The Federal Role. RFF, 1071.
172 pp. Paper, $4.00.

Dunn, Edgar S.. Jr. Economic and Social De-
velopment: A Process of Social Learning.
111111). 1971. 344 pp. 010.00.

Heller, Walter W., Richard Ruggles, Lyle C.
Fitch. Carl S. Shoup, Harvey E. Brazer.
(Harvey 5. Perloff and Richard P. Nathan,
eds.) Revenue Sharing and the City. JHUP.
1968; second printing 1968. 122 pp. $6.00.
Paper. $2.50.

Hirsch. Werner Z., ed. Elements of Regional
Accounts papers presented at the Con-
ference on Regional Accounts. 1962, spon-
sored by the Committee on Regional Ac-
counts. 111UP, 1964. 240 pp. $8.50.

Hirsch, Werner Z., ed. Regional Accounts for
Policy Decisions papers presented at the
Conference on Regional Accounts. 1964.
sponsored by the Committee on Regional
Accounts. JHUP, 1966. 244 pp. $8.50.

Hochwald, Werner, ed. Design of Regional
Accounts - papers presented at the Con-
ference on Regional Accounts, 1960, spon-
sored by the Committee on Regional Ac-
counts. 111UP, 1981; second printing 1969.
302 pp. $8.50.

Keyes, Scott. Urban and Regional Studies at
U.S. Universities. Compiled and edited by
Scott Keyes under the sponsorship of the
Bureau of Community Planning, University
of Illinois. RFF, 1964. 136 pp. Paper, $2.00.

Margolis, Juliur, ed. The Public Economy of
Urban Communities - papers presented at
a 1964 conference sponsored by the Corn-
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mince on Urban Economics. RFF, 1965;
second printing 1969. 282 pp. Paper, $5.00.

Mills, Edwin S. Studies in the Structure of
the Urban Economy. 11113P, 1972. 166 pp.
$7.00.

Neutze. Max. The Suburban Apartment Bi)011):
Case Study of a Land Use Problem. REF.
1968. 184 pp. Paper, $5.00.

Perloff, Harvey S., Edgar S. Dunn, Jr., Eric E.
Limper& and Richard F. Muth. Regions,
Resources, and Economic Growth. JIlL P,
1960. 742 pp. Cloth out of print. Paper edi-
tion (University of Nebraska Press) 1965,
$2.40.

fPerloff, Harvey S., with Vera W. Dodds.
How a Region Grows: Area Development
in the U.S. Economy_ Based on Regions.
Resources, and Economic Growth. Com-
mittee for Economic Development. New
York (Supplementary Paper No. i7), 1963.
152 pp. Paper. $2.25_

Perloff. Harvey S., ed. The Qualify of the
flrbun Environment: Essays on "New Re-
sources" an an llrbon Age. RFF, 1969; third
printing 1971. 346 pp. Paper, $6.50. Spanish
edition. Barcelona: Oikos-Tau. 1973. 344 pp.

Perloff, Harvey S.. and Richard P. Nathan.
eds. Revenue Sharing and the City (see
Ileller et al.).

Perloff, Harvey S., and Lowden Wingo, eds.
Issues in Urban Economics. )11UP, 1968;
third printing 1970. 680 pp. $15.00. Paper.
$5.00.

Resources for the Future. Design for a World-
wide Study of Regional Development. A
report to the United Nations on a proposed
research-training program. REF. 1966; sec-
ond printing 1967. 92 pp. Paper, $1.50.

Rogers. George W. Alaska in Transition: The
Southeast Region. 111UP, 1960; second print-
ing 1967. 398 pp. $12.00.

Rogers, George W. The Future of Alaska:
Economic Consequences of Statehood.
11111P, 1962; second printing 1970_ 326 pp.
$10.00.

Schaller, Howard G., ed. Public Expenditure
Decisions in the Urban Community-papers
presented at a 1962 conference sponsored
by the Committee on Urban Economics.
RFF, 1963; fourth printing 1971. 208 pp.
Paper. $3,50.

Thompson. Wilbur R. A Preface to Urban
Economics. 1HUP, 1965; second printing
1967. 430 pp. 59.00. Paper 1972. $3.95.

Wingo, Lowdon. Transportation and Urban
Land. RFF, 1961; fourth printing 1972. 142
pp. Paper, $3.50. Japanese edition. Tokyo:



Kajima Institute Publish' lig Co., Ltd., 1969.
390 pp. 1700 Y.

Wingo, Lowdon, ed. Cities and Space: The
Future Use of Urban Land essays based
on the RFF Forum lectures of 1962. 111UP,
1963; fourth printing 1970. 268 pp. $8.00.
Paper, 1969, $2.95. Japanese edition. Kajima
Inttitute Publishing Co., Ltd., 1969. 270 pp.
1300 Y.

Wingo, Lowden, ed, Metropolitan Governance
Series: 3. Reform of Metrepotinin Govern-
ments (96 pp.), 2. Minority Perspectives
(76 pp.), 3. Metropolitonization and Public
Services (78 wt. 3111.111, 1972. Paper, $2.25
each. "Forthcomin$ : 4. Reform as Reorgoni-
2otion (Spring 1974;.

LATIN A11ERICAN STUDIES

Crosson. Pierre R. Agricultural Development
and Productivity; Lessons from the Chilean
Experience. 11111P, 1970. 216 pp. $7.00.

Cummings, Ronald. Water Resource Manage-
ment in Northern Mexico. JHUP, 1972. 80
PP. Paper. $3.50.

Grunwald, Joseph, and Philip Musgrove. Na-
tural Resources in Loon American novel-

opment. Pr3P, 1970. 512 pp. (WA" x 11",
248 tables). $20.00.

Ilerfindahl, Orris C. Natural Resource Infor-
motion for canomie Development. 31111P,
1969. 228 pp. $8.00. Spanish edition. Los
Recursos nature/es en el clesarrollo econo-
mic(); nimbus y programus de informncion.
Textos del Institute Latinoamericano de
Planificacian Economics Social. Santiago,
Chile: Editorial) Universitaria, S.A., and
Mexico, Dr.: Siglo Veintiuno Editors, S.A.,
1970.

Mikesell, Raymond F., and associates (see
under Energy and Nonfuel Minerals).

'Nelson, Michael, The Development of Tropi-
c/II Lands: Policy Issues in Latin America.
1111.1P, 1973. 324 pp. $12.50.

Perloff, Harvey. Alliance for Progress: A So-
i.ml Invention in the Making. JIMP, 1969.
272 pp. $8.50.

Wellman, Nathaniel. The Water Resources of
Chile: An Economic Method for Analyzing
a Key Resource in a Nation's Development.
)IIUP, 1968. 298 pp. $9,00. Spanish edition.
Los flecursos hitirliiiiicos de Chile. Cuader-
nos del Instituto Latinoamericano de Piani-
ficacion Econemica y Social. Series II, No.
10, Santiago, 1969.

STUDIES UNDERTAKEN WITH RFF SUPPORT AND PUBLISHED

BY OTHER INSTITUTIONS DURING TIIE LAST FIVE YEARS

Cameron. Cordon C., and Lowdon Wingo. eds.
Cities, Regions and Public Policy. Edin-
burgh: Oliver tic Boyd, 1973. 380 pp. £5.0 ".
(Partial support by grant to Conference on
Economic Research and National Urban
Development Strategies. Glasgow, 1971.)

Cumberland, John II. Regional Development:
Experiences and Prospects in the United
States of America. Regional Planning Series
of the United Nations Research Institute for
Social Development, Geneva. The Hague:
Mouton. 1971, 188 pp.

Duncan. Beverly, and Stanley Lieberson.
Metropolis and Region in Transition, Bev-
erly Bills: Sage Publications, 1970. ;ilb pp.
$8.95. (Grant to University of Michigan.)

cerwin, Donald. Budgeting Public Funds: The
Decision Process in an Urban School Dis-
trict. Madison: University of Wisconsin
Press. 1969,170 pp. $7.50. (Grant to Carnegie-
Mellon University.)

Gold, Bela. Explorations in Managerial Eco-
nomics. London: The Macmillan Press, Ltd..
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1971. 297 pp. £3.50. (Grant to Case-Western
Reserve University.)

Guyol, N.B. The World Electric Power Indus-
try. Berkeley: University of California Press,
1969. 386 pp. $20.00. (Grant to University of
California, Berkeley.)

Hickey, Richard J., David E. Boyce, Evelyn B.
Hamer, and Richard C. Clelland. Explora-
tory Ecological Studies of Variables Related
to Chronic Dis..,isty Mortality Rates. 1971.
194 pp. Paper (Xeroxed). (Grant to Fels In-
stitute of Local and State Government. Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania.)

Hirsch, Werner Z., and Sidney Sonenblum. Se-
lecting Regional Information for Govern-
ment Planning and Decision- Making. New
York: Praeger Publishers, 1970. 212 pp.
$12.50. (Grant to University of California,
Los Angeles.)

Holman. Mary A.. and James T. Bennett. Deter-
minents of Ref:rentionol Use at Eight Corps
of Engineers Reservoirs in the Dallas-Fort
Worth Area. Washington, D.C.: George



Washington University, 1971, 211 pp. Paper
(mimeo.). $4.00. (Grant to Natural Resources
Policy Center. George Washington Univer-
sity.)

Isard, Walter, and others. Ecologic-Economic
Analysis for Regional Development. New
York: The Free Press, 1972, 288 pp. $13.95.
(Partial support by grant to University of
Pennsylvania.)

Klausner. Samuel Z. On Man nod His Environ-
men 1. Jossey -Bass Behavioral Science
Series. San Francisco: josseyBass, 1971.
2:38 pp. $3,5P IGrant to Bureau of Social Sci-
ence Research. Inc.)

MacAvoy, Paul W. Economic Strategy for De-
veloping Nuclear Breeder Reactors. Cam-
bridge and London: M.I.T. Press, 1969. 216
pp., $10.00. (Grant to Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.)

NicCulloegh, Dale R. The Tule Elk: Its History,
Behovnir, and Reology. Publications in Znol-
ogy, Ertl. 88. Berkeley and Los Angeles: Uni-
versity of California Press. 1969. 209 pp.
$6,50. (Grant to University of California.)

Mack. Ruth P. Planning on Uncertainty: n.ci-
sion Making in Business and Governmuia
Administration. New York: Itihn Wiley &
Sons, 1971. 256 pp. $11.95, (Grant to the In-
stitute of Public Administration.)

Mennes, L. B. M Ian Tinbergen, and I. George
Waardenburg. The Element of Space in De-
velopment Planning. Voorburgwal, Amster-

dam: The North-Holland Publishing Co.,
1969. 340 pp. D. 11. 54 ($15.75). (Grant to
Netherlands Economic Institute.)

Ringland, Arthur C. Conserving /lemon end
Natural Resources. Berkeley, Calif.: Univer-
sity of California. 1970. 368 pp. Paper
(Xeroxed). (Grant to Regional Oral History
Office, Bancroft Library, University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley.)

Schnitzer, Martin. Regional Unempioyment
and the Relocation of Workers. Praeger Spe-
cial Studies in I-iternational Economics and
Development. New York: Praeger, 1970. 253
pp. $15.00. (Grant to Virginia Polytechnic
Institute.)

Smith, Wallace P. Housing: The Social and
Economic Elements. Berkeley and Los An-
geles: University of California Press. 1970.
528 pp. $12.95. (Grant to University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley.)

Thomas, Ray. Aycliffe to Cumbernauld:
Study of Seven New Towns in Their Re-
gions, 1.0r. 35, broadsheet 516. London:
Political and Economic Planning, December
1969. 172 pp. 20s. (Grant to Political and
Economic. Planning.)

Thomas, Ray. 1. -Ion's Neil' Towns: A Study
of Self-Contnine,' and Balanced Communi-
ties, vol. 35, Immo...beet 510. London: Politi-
cal and Economic Planning, April 1969. 100
pp. 10s. (Giant to I olitical and Economic
Planning.)

RI REPRINT SERIES STILL AVAILABLE*

10. Methods of Measuring the Demand for and
Value of Outdoor Recreation, by Marion
Clawson. Fourth printing. Th72. Acitii-
Ilona] copiec e2. cents 'tail.

66. The Lend-Zinc Anomaly, by David B.
Brooks. Reprinted from Transnctions
(Society of Mining Engineers), June 1967.

67. Conservation Reconsidered, by John V.
Krutilla. Reprinted from American Eco-
:mum Review, September 1967.

75. Latin American Urbanization: Plan or
Process?, by Lowdon Wingo. Reprinted
from Shaping an Urban Future, by Ber-
nard J. Frieden and William Nash, M.I.T.
Press, 1969.

76. Production. Consumption, and Externalities.
by Robert U. Ayres and Allen V. Kneese.

Reprinted from American Economic Re-
view, June 1969.

77..The Definition and Measurement of Drought
Losses: The Northeast Draught of 1962-
66, by Clifford S. Russell. Reprinted from
Proceedings of the Fourth American
Water Resources Conference, 1969.

78. Deseited Sea Water for AgricnIture: Is It
Economic?, by Marion Clawson, Hans H.
Landsberg, and Lyle T. Alexander. Re-
printed from Science, June 6, 1969.

80. Pervasive External Costs and the Response
of Society, by Allen V. Kneese and Ralph
C. d'Arge. Reprinted from The Analysis
and Evaluation of Public Expenditures:
The PPB System. A compendium of
papers submitted to the Subcommittee on

* Reprints listed are available from RFF; single copies free on request: additional copies of the same reprint et r.
cents each. except where noted above.
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Economy in Cover mnont of the )pint
Economic Committee, 91 Gong. 1 secs.
(1969).

81, Nogonotion and bind Conversion. by
George \1. NI...Bride and Marion Clawson.
Reprinted from hanniii of the Anlencoll
Institute of Milliners. January 1970.

82. A New Po hey Direction for American Agri-
culture, by Marion Clawson. Reprinted
from journal of Soil and toter Cornier-
%loom, ol. 25, no. -1 (1970).

84. Coo !loons, Minority P op rest? n ot ion , (Ind
Vote-Truding Pro Will/ties, by Edwin T.
Ilavfele. Reprinted from Public Choice,
Spring 1970.

85. The f)eivelopment of t.:ntirgy in East Europe,
by J. C. Po Lich. Reprinted from Economic
Developments in Countries of Eastern
Europe A compendium of papers sub-
mitted to the Subcommittee on Foreign

onumac Policy of the Joint Economic.
Committee, !vi Cong. 2 session (1970).
Additional copies 50 cents each.

89, Middle Eastern (Jul in the Net Decade:
Some Prospects and Probicinc, by Sam
11. Schurr. Reprinted from Proceedings
of the Conned of Economics, American
Institute of Mining. Metallurgical, and
Petroleum Engineers, Inc., Annual Meet-
ing, Denver, Colorado, February 15-19,
1970.

93. Evoluation of on Aspect of Environmental
Quolity: Hells Canyon Revisited, by John

Krutilla. From Proceedings of the So-
cial Stotistics Section, 1970, American
Statistical Association, 'Washington. D.C..
1971.

94. A Utility Theory of Government, by Edwin
T. Hay fele. From American Economic
Review. June 1971.

96. Conservation us Reserach, Polar y, ond Ac-
',on, by Joseph L. Fisher. The Ilorace M.
Albright Conservation Lectureship no. XI,
School of Forestry and Conservation.
University of California. Berkeley (April
15, 11171),

98. Snhil liesoluois NI,inugrinent: Some Eva-
Timmy Consichnotions. by 1,Valter O. Spof-
ford. Jr. From Noturid Resources Jon rnol,
vol 11 (July 1971).
ODIUM( (Intl Ei Ologlial EffvetS
tionury E«monly. by Robert 11. Ayres and
Allen V. Kneese'. From Alumni Review of

oloszy anti Systematics, vol. 2 (1971).
100. Residuals 11,Ianotzeilierit in the Piiip mid

Paper Industry, by B. T. Bower, George.
G. G. Liif. and W. M. Ilearon. From No-
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turn! Resources Jcaurnul, vol. 11 (October
1971).

11)1. Fisheries: Common Property, Open Access,
end the Common Ileritoge, by Francis T.
Christy, Jr, From Pareln in Morilis, vol.
2 (University of Malta Press, 1971).

102. Environmental Quility and International
Trude, by Ralph C. d'Arge and Allen V.
Kneese. From intornotiomd Organization,
vol. 26, no. 2 (Spring 1972).

103. Two Studies in Wolin Resources Monoge-
merit. "The Temporal Allocation of
Ground Water-- -A Simulation Approach,"
by John Bredehoeft and Robert A.
Young: and "Digital Computer Simulation
for Solving Management Problems of Con-
iunctive Groundwater and Surface Water
Systems," by Robert A. Young and John
D. Bredehoeft. From tVoter Resources
Research, vol. (I, no. 1 (February 1970)
and vol. 8. no. 3 (June 1972).

104. The Property 'Fox Is a Progressive Tax, by.
M. Mason Gaffney. From the Proceedings

of the Sixty-Fourth Annual Conference
on Taxation sponsored by the National
Tax Association, 1971,

105. The Future of Nonnwittipoiilim Aim/It:IL by.
Marion Clawson. From The American
Scholia, vol. 42, no. 1 (Winter 1972-73).

1:11;. Resource ant! Environmental Consequences
of Population Growth in the United
Stifles , A Summory, by Ronald G.
Ridker. From The Commission on Popula-
tion Growth and the American Future,
Research Reports, vol. III (1972).

107, Environmental Matrix, by Sterling Bru-
baker. 1973. Additional copies 10 cents
each.

108. Some Economic oat! Ecolop,icol Considera-
tions Involving Woste Newspapers, by
Thomas IL E. Quimby. 1972. Additional
collies $1.00 each.

109. Congestion, Quality Deterioration, and Op-
timal Use: Wilderness Bei:motion in the
Spanish Peaks Primitive Area, by Charles
J. Cicchetti and V. Kerry Smith, From
Social Science Research, vol. 2, no. 1

(March 1973),
110. Urhon Scale rind Environmental Quality, by

Irving Hoch. From The. Commission on
Population Growth and the American Fu-
ture, Research Reports, vol, Ill (1972).

111. Management Science, Economics and En-
vironmentol Science. by Allen V. Kneese.
From Management Science, vol. 19, no. 10
(June 1973),



Related Staff Activities and Writings

ACTIVITIES sELEcrix-E Lis-r

BLAIR T. BOWER. Continued on the staff of
the graduate Department of City and Regional
Planning, Univ orsity of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, as visiting lecturer; served as adjunct pro-
fessor in the graduate Program in Urban Policy
Sciences of the State University of New York,
Stony Brook. Was promoted to Fellow. Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers. Continued to
serve as a member of the editorial board of the
journal of Soil and 1Voter Conservation and of
the National Advisory Council of the Noturni
Resources Journal. Served as vice-chairman of
the Effluent Staniards and Water Quality In-
formation Advisory Committee, established
under the Water Pollution Control Act Amend-
ments of 1972 to advise the EPA Administra-
tor; member of the American Society of Civil
Engineers Committee on Environmental Quality
Management; and member of the Water Pro-
gram Committee of the Environmental Defense
Fund. Served as consultant on environmental
quality and'or water resources management to:
Maryland Environmental Service; UN Water
Resources Section; Indiana University School
of Public and Environmental Affairs; Johns
Hopkins University-Urbanisticni Institut SRS
Environmental Project, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia;
and the World Health Organization (WHO)
Regional Office for Europe. Was WHO con-
sultant to tlit. Czechoslovak Research and De-
velopment Centre for Environmental Pollution
Control. Bratislava. Czechoslovakia. and served
as the WHO consultant on the Mission for Mid-
Project Review of the Centre's activities. Spent
six weeks as consultant to the firm of Basler
und Hofmann. Ingenieure und Planer, Ziirich,
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Switzerland. Presented the following lectures
and talks: "National goals for water quality
management," to the Water Resources Seminar
at North Carolina State University, Raleigh-
University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill;
"Conceptual framework and mathematical tech-
niques for analysis of residuals-environmental
quality management problems" ]with Walter a
Spofford. Jr.), in Bratislava and Prague. Czecho-
slovakia. under the aegis of the Czechoslovak
Research and Development Centre for Environ-
mental Pollution Control: "Politics of pollu-
tion," at the Indiana University School of
Public and Environmental Affairs: "Some com-
ments on the draft report of the national water
commission," at the annual meeting of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, in Wash-
ington, D.C.; "Residuals management in modern
society." to the Philadelphia Society for Pro-
motion of Agriculture; "Residuals management
in the coal-electric energy industry," to a
National Academy of Science panel; "Econom-
ics in water quality planning," at the Water
Quality Planning Seminar of the Interstate
Commission on the Potomac River Basin;
"Residuals-environmental quality management:
application to Ljubljana," at a public meeting
at the U.S. Information Agency in Ljubljana,
Yugloslavla; and "Effluent standards vs. effluent
charges," at the Swiss Federal Institute for
Water Resources and Water Pollution Control.
Presented a paper, "Studies of residuals man-
agement in industry," at the RFFUniversities-
National Bureau Committee for Economic Re-
search Conference on Economics of the Envi-
ronment, Chicago.



FRANCIS T. CIIRISTY. IR. Continued to serve
as member of executive committee, Law of the
Sea Institute; Law of the Sea Panel, American
Society of International I.1w; Commission to
Study the Organiiatien of Peace; International
!tarine Science Affairs Policy Committee.
Oceaa Affairs Board. National Academy of
Science~; Advisory Council, Ocean Studies
Program. Woodrow Wilson international Center
for Soholars, Ad+ isory Panel for Sea (rant
Projects. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration; and Economic Potential Com-
mittee, Marine Technology Society. Served as
associate editor, (eon Development ond In-
ternotionof Low fourid. Cave papers on fish-
eries at conference of American Association
for the Advancement of Science; and at fourth
annual l'acezzi to .Ntitrilitis conference in Malta.
Presented preliminary paper at conference of
Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee in
New Delhi. Addressed Indian Society of Inter-
national Law. NC W : and gavo radio in-
terviews in N--v Delhi, Malta, and Washington
(WANIII-E\ Mended F.\0 Technical Con-
ference on Fishery Nlanagemert and Develop-

'ancouver. Cave lectures on international
fisheries, Ceorge Washington University Law
School and Sidwell Friends School, Was mem-
lier of panel on the Management of Commercial
Fisheries at the Ocean Resources Management
Program. Arden I louse. Cave seminar on ocean
resources at the Marine 'Management Work-
shop of the Center for Technology and Ad-
ministration, American University. Participated
as judge in the semifinals of the. Jessup Inter-
national Moot Court Competition. Washinrion.
D.C. Organized series of seminars on fisheries
at IIN Se:-9e,1 Committee meetings in Geneva
(se p. 106).

MARION CLAWSON. Continued to serve as a
member of the. President's ,^filvisory Panel on
Timber and the Environment, and the Com-
mittee on Agricultural Production Efficiency of
the National Academy of Sciences-National
Research Council (NAS-NRC). Named as mem-
ber of the Board on Agriculture and Renewable
Resources, Commission on Natural Resources.
NAS-NRC: and of an American Alricultural
Economics . ssociation (AAEA) group prepar-
ing a section on "Rural People. Communities
and Regions Economic Problems." as part of
the AAEA Post War Literature Survey. Pre-
sented talks on "Complexity of environmental
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solutions trade-off.;," to Environmental Con -
ference for Administrators of Continuing Edu-
cation. Pennsylvania Slate University; on land
and water conservation, at the quarterly meet-
ing of the. Maryland State Division of the lzaak
tValion League of America; and on "Some
economic bases for forest policy," at a meeting
of Western Forest Economists. Presented papers
on "A look to the past and a look to the
future," at the National Land Use Policy
Conference, sponsored by the Soil Conservation
Society of America; "Land use control in
megalopolis policies and problems," at Sym-
posium on Property Rights and Land Use
Controls, American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science (AAAS) annual meeting;
"Multiple land use," at the Third World
Conference on Animal Production held in
Melbourne. Australia; "Alternate uses of land,"
at Symposium on Deserts and Arid Lands,
National Council for Science and Technology
of Mexico-AAAS meeting, Mexico City; "Theory
of land use planning," at Pennsylvania Land
Policy Conference; and "Future demands for
forest land resources and uses." at the 1973
National Convention of the Society of American
Foresters.

THOMAS B. COCHRAN. Served as consultant
to West Michigan Environmental Action; as
m,.mber of the National Academy of Sciences'
Panel on Strategy for Developing Nuclear
Merchant Ships; and as member of the Task
Force on Energy Conversion Research and
Development of the Federal Power Commis-
sion's National Power Survey. Presented speech
on "Costs, 1),:nefits, and alternatives in the
AEC's NEPA process: a view from the outside,"
before the American law Institute and Ameri-
can Bar Association Course of Study. Atomic
Energy Licensing and Regulation IV, Wash-
ington, D.C.

PIERRE R. CROSSON. Served as discussant at
a conference on the economics of small farmer
agriculture. Purdue University; gave a paper at
the International Symposium on Water Re-
sources Planning. Mexico City; participated in
a conference on Policies Concerning Migration.
Urbanization and Population Distribution in
Latin America. held in Bogota; and served as
member of advisory committee on Inter-
American Development Bank study of irriga-
tion projects in Latin America.



JOEL DARMSTADTER. Served as a consultant
to the Overseas Development Council. Wash-
ington, D.C.; as panelist on "The Economics
of Energy," Joint Study Group on Military
Resource Allocation Methodology, sonsored
by the NIITIZE Corporation; as discussant at
the Lehigh University symposium on "The
Problems of Economic Growth"; and on a
project review panel of the National Science
Foundation. Testified (jointly with Milton F.
Searl) before the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations at its hearings on energy and foreign
policy. Continued to serve as a member of
the Johns Hopkins University advisory panel.
studying power plant siting in the Chesapeake
Bay region. Prepared a paper (jointly with
Eric Hirst, Oak Ridge National Laboratory) on
"Energy conservation research needs." as part
of RFF's project on an energy research agenda.
sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
Presented papers on various economic aspects
of energy at: Outlook for Energy Confer-
ence, Upper Midwest Council. Minneapolis;
Conference on Energy, the Environment and
Human Health, sponsored by the American
Medical Association's Congress on Environ-
mental Health, Chicago; Environmental Quality
Committee of the League of Women Voters of
the National Capital Area; and a symposium
at the University of Delaware.

ANTHONY C. FISHER. Conducted seminars at
State University of New York at Buffalo;
University of California at San Diego; Univer-
sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; and
University of Maryland at College Park.
Presented papers on "An economic and econo-
metric model for the valuation of environ-
mental resources with an application to outdoor
recreation at Mineral King" (with Charles J.
Cicchetti and V. Kerry Smith). at the Econo-
metric Society meeting. Toronto; and on
"Valuing long-run ecological consequences and
irreversibilities" (with John V. Krutilla). at an
Environmental Protection Agency symposium
on the use of cost-benefit analysis in environ-
mental management.

JOSEPH L. FISHER. Accepted membership on
the newly formed Advisory Council of the
Electric Power Research Institute. Served as
member of the Committee on Public Engineer-
ing Policy and the Commission on Education
of the National Academy of Engineering; the
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Ocean Affairs Board of the National Academy
of Sciences; the Board of Directors of the
American Forestry Association; the Arctic
Development and Environment Program of the
Arctic Institute of North America; the Natural
Resources Committee of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce: the Advisory Board of the Ford
Foundation's Energy Policy Project; and other
resource-related organizations. Attended the
annual meeting of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science and acted as
chairman of a session on "An Evaluation of
Forrester-Type Growth Models." At American
Public Works Association annual meeting was
discussant and invited member of panel on
"New Perspectives on Resources and Pro-
ductivity." Attended conference on the- No-
Growth Society sponsored by Daedolos, the
journal of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, and RFF, at Brookline, Mass., and
acted as discussant on the paper by William
Alonso entitled "Urban zero population
growth." Served as a hearing officer for tenth
annual meeting of the D.C. Public Health
Association. Participated in the Symposium on
Population. ResnurCeS and Environment, in
Stockholm, organized by the United Nations in
cooperation with the Swedish government,
where he prepared a paper on "Environmental
problems of the developed countries"; in the
Second Environmental Leaders' Forum held at
Cornell University, where he spoke on "Short-
in gains vs. long-run concerns"; and in a

conference on Population Problems and Policies
in Economically Advanced Countries, held at
the Ditch ley Foundation, Oxfordshire, England.
where he gave an informal talk on changes of
policy and governmental action needed to
CMIserVe resources and to protect the environ-
ment. Was guest speaker on "Resource plan-
ning" in the Distinguished Lecte Series at
Tulane University; and on "Research, policy,
and action for conservation." at the Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association in Montreal. Was
the banquet speaker on "The challenge of the
future opportunities and imperatives for
economic education," at the 25th anniversary
celebration of the Kazanjian Foundation, held
under the auspices of the Connecticut Council
on Economic Education in Hartford. Was in-
vited luncheon speaker on ''Energy, environ-
ment, and the economy," at U.S. Information
Agency-sponsored monthly luncheon meeting
of Washington area government, foundation,



and private officials active in science and
communication overseas. Presented the Gon-
zalez Distinguished Lecture, on "A view into
the future for energy," under the auspices of
the Department of Management, University of
Texas. Austin. Presented address on "Costs of
pollutkm." to National Conference on Managing
the Environment by the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency; on "The energy crisis: national
policy and potential solution," to the Western
Governors' Conference in Oregon; on "Progress
report on the Washington, D.C., Metro," at the
annual meeting of the American Transporta-
tion Association; and on "Resources for future
world human needs," at the School of Inter-
national Service at American University. Pre-
sented paper, "Population growth, resource
.availability and environmental quality" (with
Ronald C. Ridker), to the American Economic.
Association meeting. Toronto. Gave informal
address on transportation to the League of
Women Voters of the National Capital Area;
and on problems of energy and the environ-
ment to the law faculty of the University of
Denver.

MASON GAFFNEY. Served as consultant to
the government of British Columbia. Was dis-
cussant at session entitled, "The Economics of
Growth," at the Toronto meeting of the
American Economics Association.

EDMN T. IIAEFELE. Continued to serve as
chairman. Advisory Panel on U.S. Strategy for
Developing Nuclear Merchant Ships, Maritime
Transport Research Board. National Academy
of Sciences. Served as a member of the edi-
torial hoard. Urban Transportation Fact Book.
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association.
Cave lectures on "Environmental management
and collective choice," at State University of
New York. Stony Brook; and "Social choice
in a regional environmental model," at the
University of North Carolina. Presented papers
on "Paradox lost" at American Political
Science Association Panel on Formal Theory.
Washington. D.C.; on "Environmental quality
and the optimal jurisdiction" (with Allen V.
Kneese), at the Joint Institute on Comparative
Urban and Grants Economics. University of
Windsor. Ontario; and on "Representative
government and environmental quality," at the
Seminar on Institutional Arrangements for
Planning and Implementing Water Quality
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Management Decisions, University of Victoria,
B.C. Was appointed visiting professor of

science. UMversity of Pennsylvania.

ROBERT C. IIEALY. Served as rapporteur for
REF-Congressional Seminar on National Urban
Growth Policy. Lectured on "Theories of urban
growth" to an economics class at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, Reston. Coauthored paper,
"An economic revision of central place throry,"
presented at the annual meeting of the
Western Economic Association.

IRVING HOCH. Continued to serve as member
of Committee on Taxation. Finance and Pricing
of the Highway Research Board. National
Academy of Sciences. Also continued as as-
sociate of the Committee on International
Exchange of Persons (Senior Fulbright-Flays
Program) and as member of its advisory com-
mitter for Western Europe, and served on
review panel for NATO awards. Served as
consultant to Division of Social Systems and
Human Resources, National Science Founda-
tion; as member of editorial board, Journal of
Ilthon Economics; as member of standing sub-
committee of National Committee on Tunneling
Technology, National Academy of Engineering;
as participant in Climatic Impact Assessment
Program, conference held at Santa Monica,
Calif.; as discussant of papers presented on
Price-Subsidy Issues In Urban Transportation.
Highway Research Meeting; and as prc:act
leader in organizing and writing RFF report for
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment on the relations between natural
resources and patterns of urban-regional de-
velopment. Presented paper on "Rent. trans-
portation and urban scale," at 1973 Washington
Operations Research Council Symposium on
Urban Growth and Development, jointly spon-
sored by the Council and the Urban Institute;
and lectured on "Quality of life and urban
scale," at Seminar on Policy and Analytical
Implications of the Quality of Life, University
of Pennsylvania, Department of City and
Regional Planning. Prepared papers on "Eco-
nomic trends and demand for the development
of underground space," at Engineering Founda-
tion Conference on Need for National Policy
for the Use of Underground Space, South
Berwick, Me.; and on "Analyzing spatial
variations in farm income distributions: a
multivariate approach" (with Gary Elsner),



presented at annual meeting of Western
Regional Science Association, Monterey. Calif.

ROBERT A. KELLY. Served as member of site
visit team to the University of Michigan for
the Sea (;rant Program of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and
as adviser to the Marine Ecosystem Analysis
Program of the NOAA. Attended (with Allen
V. Kneese and Walter 0. Spofford, Jr.) a
seminar at the Office of Management and
Budget to consult with staff on program evalua-
tion of the Environmental Protection Agency.
Presented paper on "Potentials nf systems
analysis in evaluation of aquatic environmental
impacts," at the American Association for the
Advancement of Science Symposium on the
National Environmental Policy Act At the
Interface of l.aw and Environmental Science,
1.Vashington, D.C.; and on "Conceptual ecologi-
cal model of Delaware Estuary," at the Sym-
posium on Systems Ecology: The Modeling
and Analysis of Ecosystems. Athens, Ga. Pre-
pared paper on "Operational problems in
large-scale residuals management models"
(with Clifford S. Russell and Walter 0.
Spofford. jr.), for presentation at the RFF
Universities-National Bureau Committee for
Economic Research Conference on Economics
of the Environment, Ch4cago,

ALLEN V. KNEESE. Chaired the session of
Problems of Theory and Action and presented
a paper. "Congressional performance: a case
study of national water pollution control legis-
lation in the post-World War II period," at the
Public Choice Society's Conference on Social
Choice and Political Activism. jointly spon-
sored by RFF and the Public Interest Econom-
ics Foundation at the University of Maryland,
College Park. Ch-'red session at Conference
on Evaluation of Federal Environmental Pro-
grams sponsored by the National Academy of
Public A .-ninistration and the General Ac-
counting Office, Silver Spring, Md.; session on
Economics of Pollution at the annual meeting
of the American Economic Association, Tor-
onto; session on Ecology and Economics at
the Southern Economic Association meeting.
Washington. D.C.; and the session on Manage-
ment of Water Resources in the International
Assistance Programs of the 20th International
Meeting of the Institute of Management Sci-
ences, Tel Aviv. Served as consultant to the
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Appalachian Resources Project of the Uni-
versity of Tennessee on strip mining research,
Knoxville, Tenn. Attended meetings of the Geo-
sciences Advisor); Panel as a consultant of the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory on the geo-
thermal energy program sponsored by the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission, the National Sci-
ence Foundation, and HANN (Research Applied
to National Needs). Participated as a member
of the planning committee for the Conference
on Economics of the Environment, Chicago,
sponsored by Universities-National Bureau
Committee for Economic Research and RFF,
and chaired one session. As keynote speaker
presented a paper, "Comments on the report
of the National Water Commission," at the
annual meeting of the Universities Council on
Water Resources, Lubbock, Tex. Participated
as member in a panel discussion on "Environ-
mental control: the trade-offs," at the Interna-
tional Industrial Conference, San Francisco: as
member of the Research Advisory Board in
National Science Foundation meeting on NSF
research. Washington, D.C.; as Advisory Coun-
cil member on the. NSF-RANN Delaware Estu-
ary Project, sponsored by Rutgers University.
University of Delaware. and Philadelphia Acad-
emy of Natural Sciences, to assist directors in
forming research program to reduce pollution.
Attended Committen for Economic Develop-
ment ICED) meetings in New York as a member
of the Task Force on Liquid Wastes of Cars
Subcommittee on Improving the Quality of the
Environment and prepared memorandum on
"Sources of waterborne residuals." Presented
a paper, "Environmental quality and the opti-
mal jurisdiction" (with Edwin T. llaefele), at
the Joint Institute on Comparative Urban and
Grants Economics. University of Windsor, On-
tario. Participated in international conference
on Financial Consequences of the Application
of the "Polluter Must Pay" Principle in Flood
Protection. organized by the West German De-
partment of Interior. Karlsruhe_ Attended (with
Walter 0. Spofford. Jr.. and Robert A. Kelly) a
seminar at the Office of Management and
Budget to consult with staff on program evalu-
ation of the Environmental Protection Agency;
the Research Planning Symposium on Complex
Use of Water Resources organized by the
International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis (HASA). Baden. Austria; and advisory
meetings of the National Academy of Sciences'
Foreign Office to d'scuss the program of the



IIASA tAustria and to assist in establishing
a mechanism to ensure tiptimal United States
support to the Institute's operations, Wash-
ington, D.C. Participated in the National Acad-
emy of Sciences' public forum, "How Safe is
Safe? The Design of Policy on Drugs and Food
Additives," as an informed discussant in the
session on cost-benefit analysis in new prod-
uct development, Wasningion, D.C.: as a panel
member in session on control strategies, con-
centrating on effluent taxes, resource use
charge, and related economic strategies, during
the annual meeting of the Pennsylvania Society
of Professional Engineers; and in a Symposium
on the Control of Auto Emission as an inter-
viev with other panel members, sponsored
by Drown. University and carried by WTAR-
TV, Providence, R.I. Arranged a briefing and
discussion session between RFF quality of the
environment staff members and Marine Eco-
systems Analysis Program (MESA) staff mem-
bers of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) on RFF's Delaware
River Basin project, to assist NOAA-MESA in
their conceptual model of the New York
Bight. Addressed the National Economists Club
on "Water pollution control." Washington, D.C.
Spoke at faculty seminar on analytic methods
in public policy, Harvard University; and on
economic aspects of water pollution control at
the Symposium on Water Pollution and U.S.
Public Policy, sponsored by the American
Chemical Society, Chicago. Presented a paper,
"Costs of water quality improvement, transfer
functions and public policy," at the symposium
on cost-benefit analysis in environmental man-
agement sponsored by EPA, Annapolis: and a
paper, "Establishing the scientific, technical
and economic basis for coastal zone manage-
ment" (with Clifford S. Russell), at the Oceans
and National Economic Development Confer-
ence sponsored by the NOAA, Seattle. Gave a
seminar in a political economy course. Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore; and to the Envi-
ronmental Systems Program group, Department
of Economics, Harvard University. Lectured on
environmental economics to a faculty seminar,
a graduate seminar, and the general public at
Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa;
and on "Economic aspects of environmental
pollution: implication.; for resource allocation
and growth," "Analysis of economic and other
instruments in pollution control policies." and
"The American experience in environmental
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control policies: an economist's view," before
high government officials and senior business
managers, Safad, Israel,

10IIN V. KRUTILLA. Elected to the Executive
Committee of the Board of Trustees of the
Environmental Defense Fund; and to the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Governing Council
of the Wilderness Society. Continued serving
on the National Air Quality Criteria Advisory
Committee of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA); as an extramural reviewer for
the EPA Research and Development Grant Pro-
gram and as a consultant to the National Sci-
ence Foundation in a similar capacity. Partici-
pated in a workshop on fisheries economics at
the University of Wisconsin, sponsored by the
Marine Fisheries Service; and in a workshop
devoted to management of wilderness areas at
the University of Washington, sponsored by
the U.S. Forest Service. Presented a paper en-
titled "Valuing long-run ecological conse-
quences and irreversibilities" (with Anthony
C. Fisher), at the Environmental Protection
Agency's symposium on the use of cost-benefit
analysis in environmental management; and on
"A prototype simulation model of a wilderness
area (with V. Kerry Sre:th), at the U.S. Forest
Service Served as a member of a research and
curriculum evaluation panel to review the
program of the School of Environmental and
Resource Management of the State University
College of Forestry at Syracuse, N.Y.: and as a
member of a committee of the Wildlife Society
directed to draft a new North American Wild-
life Policy.

HANS H. LANDSBERG. Joined the faculty of
the Salzburg (Austria) Seminar in American
Studies to participate in the Seminar's second
session of 1973. devoted to "Technology,
Growth, and Environment." Accepted appoint-
ment as rapporteur of the energy utilization
section of the Ninth World Energy Conference
to be held in Detroit in September 1974. Con-
tinued to be associated with various activities
of the National Academy of Sciences-National
Academy of Engineering (NAS-NAE) as fol-
lows: served as member of the executive
board and two panels of the Committee on
the Survey of Materials Science and Engineer-
ing; the executive committee of the Inter-
national Environmental Programs Committee;
the study team on International Determinants



of National Materials Policy fa unit of the
Study Committee on Environmental Aspects of
a National Materials Policy); the National
Xlaterials Advisory Board (NMAB) and its
Committee on Technical Aspects of Strategic
and Critical Materials; the task force. on the
role and operation of NMAB; the steering
committee on the October 1973 NAS-NAE
meeting on National Materials Policy: and
presented a review of energy and resource
problems at a special meeting J:scussing UN
World Plan of Action for the Application of
Science and Technology Development.
Presented findings regarding REF resource de-
mand projections for 1970 versus actual demand
to Harvard University graduate seminar led by
Daniel Bell: addressed Washington Society
of Friends on outcome of UN Conference
on the Human Environment, Stockholm. Pre-
snted a paper on -Environmental issues aad
policies in the United Slates." at a meeting
on Limos to Growth. near Muoidi. rermany,
arranged by the Bavarian Academy of Political
Science and the U.S. Information Agency,

R. TALBOT PACE. Served as consultant to
Library of Congress on recycling study and
prepared the paper. "Economics of recycling."
Testified at EPA hearings on No Significant
Deterioration- of bir quality relating to the
Clean Air Act. Served as member of the Task
Force on Technical Aspects of the Technical
Advisory Committee on Conservation of Energy;
and on the Advisory Board to Professionals
for the Public Interest. Prepared economic
analysis of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion's Environmental Impact Statement on the
effect of freight rates on recycling.

PAUL R. POKTNEY. Presented papers on "Cost-
benefit analysis rcirl majority rule," at annual
meeting of Public 4Thoicr. Society, College
Park, Md.; and on "Voting, cost-benefit analy-
sis and water pollution policy," at an En-
vironmental Protection Agency water pollution
symposium. Annapolis.

THOMAS II. E. QUIMBY. Presented paper on
recycling used newspapers to a meeting of the
directoi.q of the American Newspaper Publishers
Associatioz and newsprint manufacturers of
the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association in
Montreal, and on the design of high-rise apart-
ments to facilitate recycling to the Building
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Research Institute Conference on Solid Waste
Management in Buildings, St. Louis. Consulted
with auditors of the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO) on impediments to the recycling
of municipal refuse in connection with GAO
review of the Resource Recovery Act of 1970.

RONALD C. RIDKER. Served as consultant to
Committee on Public Engineering Policy. Na-
tional Academy of Engineering. Chairman of
Review Panel on National Science Foundation-
HANN (Research Applied to National Needs)
and author of report of Review Panel on G-owth
and the Environment: to Aspen Institute,
Population Workshop: to U.S. Commission on
Population Growth and the. American Future;
and to Population Division, United Nations,
for World Population Year, 1973-1974. .11tended
Ditchley Foundation conference on Population
Problems and Policies in Economically Ad-
vanced Countries, served as rapporteur for
one session, and was one of authors of final
report. Served as rapporteur, UN Symposium
on Population Resources and the Environment,
Stockholm, and as panelist for International
Bank of Reconstruction and Development
Population Review meetings. t:ave talk before
Environmental Seminar of Agency for Inter-
national Development, "Multidisciplinary con-
siderations in environmental analysis." Pre-
sented paper on "Population growth, resource
availability, and environmental quality" (with
Joseph L. Fisher). at American Economic As-
sociation meeting. Toronto; on "Resource and
environmental consequences of population
growth in the U.S.. some policy implications,".
for Environmental Protection Agency Confer-
ence on Alternative Futures; on "Natural re-
source adequacy and alternative demographic
prospects:' at the UN Symposium on Popula-
tion and Development. Cairo; and on "Popula-
tion growth, economic growth and the en-
vironment in the U.S.." at the International
Economic Association Conference on the Eco-
nomic Aspects of Population Growth, Valescure,
France. Attended American Association for the
Advancement of Science meeting and gave
paper "To grow or not to grow: that's not the
relevant question." for symposium on Must
We Limit Growth?

CLIFFORD S. RUSSELL. Served as consultant
to the Institute of Behavioral Science at the
University of Colorado. Boulder: and on the



conceptnal male! phase of Marine Ecosystem
Analtos pt olet t fair the National Oa eanic and
Atmospheric Administration tNOAA). Ap-
pointed associate editor of Water Hestia:roes
Research; and member of the Water Program
Committee of the Environmental Defense Fund.
Presented seminars at Naval Weapons Labora-
tory, Dalgren, Va.. on regional environmental
quality management models; at Trinity College.
Hartford, Conn.. on RFD's research program and
the economics of environmental' quality prob-
lems; and at University of Pittsburgh on the
"Steel industry model." Taught class in en-
vironmental quality economics at University of
,:orotli Carolina, Department of City and Re-
gional Planning. Chapel !lilt. Presented papers
on "A residuals management model of inte-
grated iron and steel production" (with
William j. Vaughan), at toe Steel Industry
Economics Seminar. sponsored by the. Ameri-
can Iron and Steel institute and Northern
Illinois l'nivtisity. DeKalh; on -F.stablishing
the scientific, technical and economic basis for
coastal zone management" (with Allen V.
Kneese). at a conference on the Oceans and
National Economic Development. sponsored by
NOA A. Seattle; and on "Operation a) problems
in largescale residuals management models"
(with Walter 0. Spofford. Jr.. and Robert A.
Kelly). at the REF UniversitiesNational Bu-
reau Committee for Economic Research Confer-
ence on Economics of the Environment.
Chicago.

SAM H. SCHURR. Wrote paper on "Minerals
trade and international relations" for Brook-
ings Institution project on Future of the
International Economic Order, prepared for
the Ford Foundation Coauthored paper (with
Milton F Sear)), "An overview of energy
supply and demand for the next decade." for
85th annual meeting of American Institute of
Chemical Engineers. Participated in seminar on
the world petroleum crisis at the Woodrow
Wilson School of Public and International
Affairs. Princeton University; and in energy
seminar at meeting of ProfessineA Journalism
Fellows. Stanford University. Gave talks on
"The energy situation" at Consumer Journalism
Conference at Northwestern University: on
"The energy crisis" at Foreign Affairs Execu-
tive Seminar. U S. Department of State; and
spoke on energy situation at meeting of
Economic Luncheon Group. U.S. Department of
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Agriculture. Appointed to Aeronautics and
Space Engineering Board of the Committee on
Alternate Aircraft Fuels. National Academy of
Engineering: to international editorial board of
Energy Policy, a British publication; to edi-
torial advisory board of new U.S. publication,
Energy Systems find Policy. Appointed as ad-
viser to subcommittee, of the Committee on
Economic Development, on Problems and
Potentials of Economic Growth: The Energy
Problem: and adviser to L ndon IL Johnson
School of Public Affairs, University of Texas,
Austin, on energy policy research. Continued
to serve as member of Supply Technical Ad-
v isory Committee of the National Gas Survey
conducted under the auspices of the Federal
Power Commission, and as member of the
National Academy of Engineering Ad Hoc
Committee for the U.S. Bureau of Mines.

MILTON F. SEAR!.. Served as consultant to
National Stience Foundation Solar Energy
Program; and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,
Subterrene Advisory Panel. Served as a re-
viewer for National Science Foundation on
Energy Studies proposals under RANN (Re-
search Applied to National Needs) program;
and as member of American Physical Society
Committee on 1974 Summer Energy Study.
Conducted seminar on energy modeling and
edited publication of the working papers. Tes-
tified (with Joel Darmstadter) on "Growth In
U.S. energy import dependence: prospects and
options," before Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations. Delivered lectures at University of
Iowa; Argonne National Laboratory; and Car-
negie-Mellon University Alumni Symposium,
on "Energy economics." Presented paper on
"Alternate paths to oil and gas supply from
domestic sources," at 47th Annual Fall Meet-
; g of the Society of Petroleum Engineers of
the American Institute of Mining, Metallurgi-
cal, and Petroleum Engineers, San Antonio; and
on "An overview of energy supply and demand
for the next decade" (with Sam Schurr), at the
65th annual meeting of the American Institute
of Chemical Engineers, New York.

V. KERRY SMITH. Delivered lectures at De-
partment of Economics, State University of
New York. Binghamton: Department of Eco-
nomics, University of Pittsburgh; Department
of Economics, University of Maryland; Econo-
metrics Workshop, Michigan State University;



and Environmental onomics Program, South-
ern Economics Association, Washington, D.C.
Served as invited tutor on multivariate analy-
sis, American Institute for Decision Sciences,
New Orleans; and as invited lecturer. Environ-
mental Economics Program. University of Cali-
fornia, Riverside. Delivered lectures on "Re-
gression analysis with dichotomous dependent
variables" (with Charles 7. Cici:hettil and on
"An economic and econnmetric model for the
valuation of environmental .csources with an
application to outdone recreation at Mineral
king" (with Charles 7. Cicchetli and Anthony
C. Fisher), at the annual meeting of the Econo-
metric 506ely, Toronto; on "Economic models
and recreation planning" (with Charles J. Cic-
cheiti and Anthony C. Fisher), at the 1972
annual meeting of the Operations Research
Society, New Orleans: and on "A prototype
simulation model of a wilderness area" (with
John V. Knit; 11.1), at the U.S. Forest Service.

WALTER 0. SP( FORD, JR. Served as World
Health Organization consultant to Czechoslo-
vak Research and Development Centre for En-
vironmental Pollution Control, Bratislava.
Czechoslovakia; and as consultant to Environ-
mental Protection Agency on regional environ-
mental quality madding. Served as member of
Paol on Marine Ecosystems Analysis (MESA)
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration (NOAA); member of the Techni-
cal Advisory Committee to the Christina Basin
Study. Unit ersity of Pelaware. Newark: mem-
ber of National Science Foundation Site Visit
Tram to Center for the Env:ionment and Man.
Inc.. Hartford, ('min and member of editorial
board of journoi of Environmental Economics
ond Moongement. Served on faculty. NATO
Advanced Study Institute Systems Analysis for
Environmental Pollution Control, Baiersbronn,
Germany: and participated in Workshop on
Computj'r Modeling and Simulation as an Aid to
Decision Making. Washington, D.C., sponsored
by The Institute for the Future for the National
Science Foundation. Attended (with Allen V.
Xneese and Robert A. Kelly) a seminar at the
Office of Management and Budget to consult
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Bower. Blair T. "Economics in Planning." Pro-
ceedings Water Quality Planning Seminar,
Interstate Commission on the Potomac River
Basin. 1973. pp. 21-26.
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with staff on program evaluation of Environ-
mental Protection Agency. Presented lectures
to graduate students in city and regional plan-
ning at State University of New York. Stony
Brook, on "Environmental models," "Optimiza-
tion techniques." and "Residuals management
models"; on "Conceptual framework and
mathematical techniques for.aitalysis of residu-
als-environmental quality management prob-
lems" (with Blair T. Bower), to Czechoslovak
Research and Develnpm. at Centre for Environ-
mental Pollution Control, Bratislava, Czechos-
lovakia, on "Residuals management in the Del-
aware Valley" (with Clifford S. Russell and
Robert A. Kelly); to a group from Marine Eco-
systems Analysis of the NOAA. Presented pa-
pers on "Operational problems in large-scale
residuals management models" (prepared joint-
ly with Clifford S. Russell and Robert A. Kelly).
to joint REFUniversities-National Bureau
Committee for Economic Research Conference
on Economics of the Environment. Chicago;
and on "'festal environmental quality manage-
ment models," to NATO Advanced Study lasti-
tine Systems Analysis for Environmental Pollu-
tion CtIntr01, 11.!iershronn, Germany.

WILLIAM J. VAUGHAN. Presented papers on
"Residuals management in the U.S. iron and
steel industry" (with Clifford S. Russell), at
University of Pittsburgh. Economics Depart-
ment seminar; and on "iv residuals manage-
merit model of integrated iron and steel pro-
duction' (with Clifford S. Russell), at Ameri-
can Iron and Steel Institute and Northern Illi-
nois University Steel Industry Economics sem-
inar. De Kalb,

FREDERICK 7. 'WELLS. Served as an expert
witness and submitted testimony concerning
electric utility rate structures in the Potomac
Electric Power Company rate case, formal case
no. 596, before the Public Service Commission
of the District of Columbia. Presented a semi-
nar, entitled "Resources for the future; will we
have enough?" at the U.S. Civil Service Com-
mission Executive Seminar Center.

with George 0. G. UK and W. M. Hear-
on. "Residuals in Manufacture of Paper,"
Journal of the Environmental Engineering
Division, Proceedings ASCE, vol. 99, no. EEL
February 1973, pp. 1-16.
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To the Board of Directors of

Resources for the Future, Inc.

We have examined the accompanying financial statements
(Exhibits I through IV) of Resources far the Future, Inc: at
September 30. 1973 and 1972. Our examinations of these state-
ments were made in accordance with 12,enerally accepted auditing
standards and accordingly included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.

In 1973, the Corporation changed its method of accounting for
vacation pay as described in Note 2 to the financial statements.

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements examined
by us present fairly the assets, liabilities and fund balance of
Resources for the Future, Inc. at September 30, 1973 and 1972,
its income and expenses and source and application of cash for
the years then ended, in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles applied on a consistent basis after restate-
ment for the change, with which we concur, referred to in the
preceding paragraph.

Price Waterhouse & Co,

Washington, DA:.
October 25, 1973



Exhibit 1

/lESOl'ilt :ES Et )11 T/D-C El "Fl /11E,

11.111.N 1.1."11311.1.11ES

ANII I 1 'ND

ASSETS

September 30
3973 1972*

Cash $ 501.277 $ 252.974
Certificates of deposit 1,200,000 700.000
Crams receivable (Exhibit IV) 1,990.882 4,144.498
Other receivables 80.848 58.560

$3,773,007 $5,156,032

LIABILITIES AND El IND BALANCE

(;rants payable (Exhibit 1V) S 125,408 $ 160,252
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 173,862 181.764

299,270 342.016

Fund balance at beginning of year 4.814,016 5,593.079
Less excess of expense over income for the

year tExhibit 11) 1.340,279 779.083

Fund balance at end of year 3.473,737 4,814,018

$3,773,007 $5,156,032

Rectated for comparative purposes. (Note 2)
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Exhibit 11

RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE, INC.

sTxrEmENT oi: INcomE
AND EXPENSE

For the Yffir Ended
INCOME September 30

1973 1972*
Crantst

Ford Foundation $ 249,718 $ 763,400
Rockefeller Foundation 600,000
National Science Foundation 309,800
US. Department of Housing and Urban Development 12.000
Edna McConnell Clark Foundation 300,000

int erest 59,300 41,588
Contracts with United States agencies

and international agencies 79,870 67,768

Total income 1.010.686 1.472.758

Cron
EXPF.NSE Staff (Exhibit IV)

Program:
Quality of the environment $ 390,947 $ 738 391,685 519,979
Natural environments 148,753 7.289 158,042 113,952
Land and water 80,852 31.178 112,030 62,173
Regional ar.d urban studies 156.542 ( 1,415) 155.127 133,899
Energy and minerals 421,888 44.342 466.230 320.003
Resource appraisals 65,224 65,224 67,044
Special projects 173,487 93,833 267,320 255,166
Latin American 184.006 7,763 191,789 280,146
Policy studies 55,031 55.031 38,204

Publications (less $123298 and
$117,820 received from sales
of publications in 1973 and
1972, respectively) 143.299 143,299 169.841

$1.820.029 $ 183,728 2.003,757 1,938,207

Administration:
Compensation and employee benefits 192,139 171,989
Travel 16,985 14,064
Rent 73,014 74.967
Furniture, supplies and equipment 21.723 13.889
Other administrative 43,347 38,703

347,208 313.812

Total expense 2.350,985 2,251,819

EXCESS OF EXPENSE OVER INCOME $1,340.279 $ 779.063
Resta trd for comparative purposes. (Note 2)
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Exhibit III

HESOI FOn VIA' RE, INC.

STATEMENT ( )1: s( `1: CE

AND PPLIC,NTInN CAS1 I

Cosh provided by:.
Crams
Sale of certificates of deposit - net

For the }'cur Ended
September 30

1973 1972*

53,025,132 $1,750,341:,
1110,0110

Other income received 139,1 :71) 11)9,356

i:osh opidied to;

3,164,302 .95..).

Program expense 2,4103,7!):7 1,438,2ir
Administrative expense 347.21)8 31:1.1;12
Puri h.l ,e of certificates Of deposit net 51110,111)1)

hicriase (decrease) in other receivables net 22.288 (47,712)
Decrease in liabilities - nut 42,746 47,052

*),I)1),19!) 2.251,15!)

Cash im.rease {decrease) during year 248 363 1291.416)

Cash, beginning of year 252,074 544,390

Cash, end of year $ 501.277 $ 252.074

Restated for a ontpar.Iti% e purposes
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Exhibit 1V
BEST COM AVAILABLE

RSOIslICES EOR THE FUTURE, INC,

S'1,\ 1'l: \11=\ 1' OF GRANTS

( )1: TI II, Y1s.:11: I N1)1 1) SHIT\1111-1: -sift 19.3

GRANTS RECEIVABLE

Ford FolitidatiOn:

Balance
Sept. 30. grunts Payments

1972 {Reductions) {Re muls)

Balance
Sept, 30,

1973

Ceneral support $3 200,000 $2.000,000 $1,200.000
Latin American program 209.000 $ 250.000 224.000 235.000
Doctoral dissertation fellowships 51,611 (284) 51.327
New York energy study 47,834 47,834
'World fisheries program 83.333 66,668 16,665
Energy policy studies 190.000 190.000

linholoner Foundation:

3.781.778 249,716 2.579.829 1.451.685

Environmental quality research 362,720 245.897 116.823

Notional Science Foundation:
Social science aspects of energy systems 205.700 88,650 117.050
Structural Change in the regional and urban

economies 104,100 10,756 93.344

U.S_ Deportment of Housing and llrhon Development:
Rem-lace and population distribution 12.000 12.000

The Edna McConnell Clark Foundation:
Constructing the e:onceptualiresearch framework to

provide guidance to the efforts of others in
environmental management 300.000 100.000 200,000

Total grants receivable {Exhibit I) $4.144.498 $ 871.516 $3,025,132 $1,990,882

GRANTS PAYABLE

Quality of the Environment Program

Carnegie-Mellon University
Air pollution and human health $ 18.848 $ 1,000 S 18.058 $ 1.790

Cornell I lniversity.
Management and control of community noise 1 374. 1,373

Florida. Universit of
Management dec;sions in the agricultural use of

pesticides 10.000 (10,000)
Harvard University

Social choices by local election 10.350 10.350
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EXhibit lV ti

Quality of the Environment Program (continued)

Johns Hopkins University
Emend -materials-energy balance." methodology

Balance Bohnice
sew, :to, Cronts Payments Sept.:10,

1972 ilivdm tools; fiteluzids) 1973

applied in Yugoslav ia estimate quantities of
residuals generated and residuals management
costs

New Nlexico. Viiiversity of
$ 10,000 10000

Solid waste problem in New Mexico $ 40,350 40,350
Toronto, Unit ersity of

Public resporise to air pollution control measures
in the United kingdom 4,500 $ 4.500

Miscellaneous refunds (261) (261)

65,422 738 .69,520 160140

Notinal Env:tormnts Program

Brown liniversity
'Ile optimum use of natural areis (2,960) (2,060)

State University of New 'York
An examination of alternative management

strategies 10,249 10,249

7,289 12,960) 111,240

Lona ondIV4iter Progrqm

American rniversity
judiciahzing the urbanization process 12,777 12,777

League of Women Voters Education Fund
Handbook on eliminating obstacles to low and

moderate income housing in suburban areas . , 13,801 13,801

Minnesota, University of
A critical study of the U.S. Forest Service 6.609 6.609

Montana. Universi!y of
Study of wildlife 15.550 9,837 5,713

Northwestern university
Research on administrative responses to 1972 flood

crisis in Black Hills of South Dakota 1,100 1,100

Washington and Lee University.
The structure of the market for Southern forest

resources 3,500 3,500

22,159 31,178 41,015 12,322

Energy end Minerols Program

Denver, University of
Study of issues and alternatives involved in

United States and Canadian trade in energy 24.500 24.500
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Exhibit (continued)

Energy and Minerals Program (ear, frilled)

Penn.' lvania State I Tniversity

lialance
Sept. 30,

1972
(Inuits Payments

(lleductions) (Behinds)

Balance
Sept. 30,

1973

Metal trade patterns 36,814 36.814

Southern Illinois Iliihersitv
History and analysis of U.S. oil input controls 7,390 $ 7.590

Miscellaneous refunds (62) (62)

ileglanal and tlrbon Pm: gram

$ 24.500 44,342 7.528 61,314

California, University of
Conference on regional accounts 2,012 2,012

Clasginv, University of
An economic theory of the size of cities 1,415 (1,413)

Pennsylx am." University of
Seminar meetings of Committee on Urban Public

Economics 5.712 5,712

0.139 11,413) 7.724

Spei 11.1 I'ralcts

Alaska, Ilniversity of
Study of alternative arrangements for managing

venal fisheries in the Indian Ocean region 16,000 16,000

American Academy of Arts and Sciences
Conference :Ind an issue of Doedulus on the

meaning lad problems of a "no-growth society" 12.362 12.382

Maryland. University of
Diverse studies on "quality of life" 15,000 15.000

Rhode Island. University of
An evaluation of the implications of alternative

ocean management schemes for tuna 9,883 9,883

York. University of
Study of the fisheries of East Central Atlantic 4.000 4,000

Doctoral dissertation fellowships 52,950 52.950
16.362 93.833 85,312

_ .

24;883

Latin American Program

Arizona State University
Economic change and development of Mexicali

Baja California. Mexico region since 1950 7,783 7,763

Minnesota, University of
Foreign investment in renevvable natural resources 2.670 2.670

2,870 7,763 10,433
Total grants payable {Exhibit I) S 160.252 183,725 218,572 $ 125,408
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FO/1 FIITURE, INC.

\t `; it) ITN:\\1 I \I \ II
R PP)' _t ,NN1) 19-2

Note 1 Oprations

Resouri es for the Future. Inc. is a nonprofit lax-exempt corporation head-
quartered in 'Washington, h was established in October 1952 with the
()operation of the Ford Foundation. Its purpose is to advance the development,
1)11S4'n anon, and use of natural resources and the improvement of the quality of

the emir/mm.11i through programs of research and education.
The corporation has customarily received most of its funds under a series of

fite-ear grants from the F3til Foundation. The current grant will expire in
September 1974. Negotiations are in progress with the Ford Foundation for
renewed funding.

Note - Cluinges in mining Methods

During 1'r the illyparation changed its method of accounting for vacation pay
from the cash basis to Ow accrual basis in order to achieve a better matching of
expenses with int tone. Pin+r Vkl. fil141114,iid statements haNe been restated to
reflect this change in in:counting. The change resulted in an increase in the
excess of expense over incotne for the years ended September 30, 1973 and 19'2

$5,19-1 and S i t .1W,. respectively. The fund balance at September 30, 1971 has
been reduced by the 574,604 effect of link (hang(' on prior years.

BEST con' AVAILABLL


